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1
… We had been established at Wadi-Ais a week when twenty-seven camel-men under the command of Captain
Lawrence arrived,\fn{March 15, 1917.} from my brother Faisal, to supervise the wrecking of the railway. I did not
like his intervention as I was suspicious of his influence among the tribes. I explained, however, that he had come
to damage the railway, that he was an engineer and that he represented our ally, Great Britain, but although these
words made some impression, the general dislike of Lawrence’s presence was quite clear.
He tried to make contact with the tribes but could not do so because of the guard which was placed over him to
prevent the Turks from killing him, and thus causing ill-feeling between us and the British. In Faisal’s army,
however, he had a free hand, and through the money he spent, and the words he talked, became the uncrowned
king of the Arabs and was regarded as the moving spirit in the revolt.
He was certainly a strange character. His intrigues went as far as an attempt to influence me against my own
father on the pretext that my father was obstinate. I sent his messenger back with this reply:
“Tell your friend that my father is my lord and king. I shall be content with this relationship to the end of my
days.”
In fact Lawrence rendered the Arabs the greatest service by reiterating that my father was determined in his
aims. Lawrence appeared only to require people who had no views of their own, that he might impress his
personal ideas upon them.
The British attempt to support Ibn Saud was extremely well arranged. It should be remembered that Britain had
undertaken to prevent any Amir who had connections with the Government of India from opposing the Arab
revolt. On the other hand, the Arab leaders of the revolt were not to draw such Amirs into the Arab movement, for
fear of complications with India. When Ibn Saud and his Wahabis violated the frontiers of the Hejaz,\fn{ 1924.}
Britain declared her neutrality, and obliged Iraq and Transjordan to remain neutral too.\fn{ So-called because in 1924
Jordan also governed the territory on the other side of the Jordan River now administered by Israel, called the Nablus region:H }
Transjordan did all it could to assist Mecca, but Iraq withheld its support. This is an instance of Lawrence’s
activities against the Hashimites.\fn{The tribe that was then, and still remains, the chief support of the Jordanian monarchy:H }
We once sent a force to damage the railway, with Lawrence as explosives’ expert. He returned dissatisfied with
the result, and blamed the officer in command for not being willing to wait long enough. Even so a locomotive
was blown up, a whole train damaged and eleven kilometers of the line put out of action. However, we were soon
relieved of his presence, as he became ill and returned. I acknowledged his valuable services, but still did not like
his interference.
*
At dinner we all assembled in the large hall, where I made the acquaintance of Mr. Winston Churchill. During
the conversation Mr. Churchill asked about what happened at Shajarah (a small village in northern
Transjordan). \fn{Where there had been a collision with French police who seem to have crossed the ill-defined border .}
“I hear there was an attack by a band of brigands and murder was committed. My Government attributes this to
your influence, but luckily I have two broad shoulders to carry the Government’s protest for you.” I said with a
smile,
“I thank Your Excellency, but this is the first I have heard of such an incident. I cannot, ever, of course, prevent
people from defending their own country.”
I looked at Ghalib Bey al-Shaalan and asked him about the incident. He rose from his seat, stood at attention
and saluting me said,
“This may have been an act of robbers, but as for people of our country, they are awaiting your orders.”
Dinner was over, and cigarettes and cigars were offered. I took some snuff from a golden box enameled green,
with the rays of the setting sun in red. Mr. Churchill asked for the box, which then contained a French snuff called
“Randah,” and took some, sneezed and laughed. We fixed nine-thirty next morning for a meeting with Mr.
Churchill.
The meeting took place as arranged. On the English side there were Mr. Winston Churchill, Sir Herbert Samuel,
Mr. Deedes the Chief Secretary for Palestine, and Colonel Lawrence, while on the Arab side, there were Auni Abd
al-Hadi and myself. The Colonial Secretary opened the conversation by mentioning the noble aims which had led
Britain and the Arabs, to join hands in the war, and the hopes placed in that spirit of co-operation during the war.
He then mentioned how Britain had endeavored to prevent the events that took place between France and the
Arabs and went on to communicate his Government’s advice to me.
Amir Faisal ibn Husain should leave Syria and put himself up as a candidate for the Kingship of Iraq, as
France would never work with him. There were many candidates for the throne of Iraq, including Ibn Saud and
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Khazal Khan. I should therefore influence my father to accept the nomination of Faisal and the people of Iraq to
accept him. I myself should remain in Transjordan in full agreement with Great Britain and carry on a policy of
appeasing the French. Mr. Churchill hoped that thus France would reconsider the position and he hoped that in six
months he would be able to congratulate us on the return of Syria to our hands.
With regard to Palestine, he mentioned the Balfour Declaration and said that he could not discuss this matter,
which would be left to the High Commissioner. I said,
“If you wish to nominate Amir Faisal to the throne of Iraq, I shall be pleased to use my influence to persuade
both him and my father to take this course. But with regard to the people of Iraq, I cannot write to them as I have
had no contacts with them!” He answered,
“If you do not do so, you may lose everything, as it is possible that Ibn Saud may reach Mecca in three days,
and England has done what she can.” I then said,
“With regard to that, if the Arabs want to exchange one dynasty for another, that is their affair. But what is the
position of Ibn Saud in the eyes of Britain today? Is he a King, a Sultan, a Sheikh of a tribe or what?”
He rose from his chair and walked over to the window, and with his left hand on his side, turned to Lawrence
and said,
“Tell the Amir that I cannot reply to his question before asking the Cabinet.” Then I said,
“With regard to your advice, I quite agree, but I must submit it to the leaders of my country. They are with me
here and I shall give you a reply tomorrow morning at the same hour. As for the people of Palestine, they refuse
the Balfour Declaration and insist on the retention of the Arab character of Palestine. We shall not agree to the
annihilation of the Arabs for the sake of the Jews. The Arabs are not like trees, which, when cut, grow again.” He
said:
“I am afraid I have tired you. I shall look forward to your reply tomorrow morning.”
I feel I must say something now about the man who played so great and important a part during the two world
wars, especially as concerns his attitude to the Arab cause while he was Colonial Secretary in the Government of
Lloyd George.
Winston Churchill is unique among the men Great Britain has produced in recent times, and it fell to his lot to
preserve the United Kingdom and the Empire by what seems like a miracle. He carried the burden of
responsibility with complete awareness of Germany’s strength and gigantic preparations, and of the hatred which
every German had for Great Britain. He also knew that the United Kingdom was unprepared as a result of the illjudged policy of its Government from the fall of Lloyd George’s Cabinet to the time of Chamberlain when the
war began.
How many times did he warn his people about Germany! How prophetically he spoke without getting a proper
hearing, till eventually he had to bear the burden of the very disasters of which he had given the nation so clear a
warning. The British people had to endure enormous sacrifices and hardships during this terrible war, and without
their loyalty and supreme efforts even a Churchill would have failed. England is a country which can bear every
kind of misfortune and catastrophe, and in Churchill she found an effective leader of her quiet, hard-working,
gentle and courageous people. She gave the whole world an example of true nationalism, of patient endurance, of
defence in a righteous cause, of sacrifice of life and property in the interests of the country, of national pride and
honor. Britain fully deserved the laurels of victory, and Churchill’s leadership was an inspiration.
The retreat at Dunkirk was an example of courage and patience. The attack on the French fleet at Oran; the
destruction of the Italian battleships at Taranto; General Wavell’s campaign and the rout of Graziani; the
annihilation of the Italian armies in Ethiopia and Eritrea; the preparations in Britain against a German invasion;
the courage and sacrifice of the R.A.F.; the counterattacks on the enemy everywhere—all these are actions to be
admired and marveled at, the more so as these glorious deeds were not performed in one theater of war only, but
took place in theaters scattered all over the earth and the seven seas.
The heroic stand of Great Britain, fighting the Axis alone, before America entered the war, and before Hitler
attacked Russia, vindicates the truth about England and her Prime Minister. Nothing but the determined defence
of Britain made the Germans invade Russia, thinking that a decision could be obtained there.
Let me add that it was Mr. Churchill who urged me to arrange for my brother Faisal to become King of Iraq,
while I remained in Transjordan and endeavored by peaceful negotiations to recover the unity of Syria, and it was
he who tried to bring about a reconciliation between my father and Ibn Saud.
In conclusion I wish the Arabs to realize that friendship with Britain involves alertness of spirit. Britain does
not care for inefficiency, nor does she bestow her confidence on people who are untrustworthy or lacking in
courage and resource. She does not believe in sentiment, but in realism and determination. Therefore be strong,
loyal and alert and Britain will be with you and will put her trust in you.
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In the name of Allah, the All-Merciful.
This is the record of my life to which I entrust the events of my days.
I am Abdullah, son of Al-Husain, who was the leader in the Arab revolt, wakener of his people from their
slumber and founder of their Kingdom, son of Ali, son of Muhammad Amir of Mecca, son of Abdul Mu’in, son of
’Aun; my mother being Abidiyah, daughter of Abdullah son of Muhammad, son of Abdul Mu’in, son of ’Aun, son
of Muhsin, son of Al-Hasan, son of Abdullah, to whom are related the Abadleh of the nobles of Mecca.
1 was born in Mecca in 1261 A.H.\fn{I.e., 1882 AD. This date is omitted in the original text. A.H. = the year of the Hijra, i.e.,
the year of the flight of Muhammad from Mecca to Medina, 621AD } and my earliest memory is a day at Taif when I was
crawling about, a woman found me and, being afraid that I would fall downstairs, asked who I was, I replied, “I
am Abdullah” and she carried me back to my nurse.
At the age of four I lost my mother and was then cared for by my paternal grandmother, Salha. She gave me a
thoroughly Arab upbringing with the help of her daughter Haya. They were on friendly terms with the Arab
women of their tribe, the Bani-Shahr, and other women of the Hejaz tribes, so I used often to hear their stories of
incidents among the tribes, of conditions in the first Wahabi era, and of the war that took place when the Governor
of Egypt, Muhammad Ali Pasha, entered the Hejaz to drive the Wahabis out.
They also used to tell stories about our family and the Zaids, the second branch of the Amirs of Mecca—
reciting stirring poems which I remember to this day.
I started learning to read in Mecca under the Sheikh Ali, who had taught my father to read the Qur’an. The
method of teaching was old-fashioned and based on intimidation. The falaka was still used—a contraption for
binding a child’s feet together so that his soles might be caned. This made me run away from school and I was
then left in peace either because of my age or because of the protection of my old grandmother.
A year later I resumed my lessons at Taif, where my teacher was the learned Sheikh Yasin al-Basiuni, my
father’s Imam (chaplain). He was very kind, and encouraged me to study by promising me a camel of my own.
Eventually he actually brought me one and had him tied up in a corner of the room, and I used to watch him
feeding. Between kindly Sheikh and camel my dislike of reading vanished. My brother, the late King Ali ibn alHusain,\fn{He was King of the Hejaz region of what is now part of Saudi Arabia, from October 3, 1924 to December 19, 1925, and
Sharif of Mecca} was ahead of me in reading and memorizing the Qur’an, but I made rapid strides after Sheikh
Yasin had made me love study.
My first handwriting teacher was Sheikh Othman, followed by Sheikh Abdul-Haqq, and later Nuri Effendi.
The first was the severest of the three, the second was a master of the Thulth and Naskh hands, while Nuri Effendi
was master of the Ottoman Ruq’a hand.\fn{Three styles of handwriting which differ so markedly that a person familiar with only
one might experience difficulty in reading another } Sheikh Othman made us write one hundred lines a day as our exercise.
I had a curious experience with him. He suffered from bleeding gums, and had the unfortunate habit of licking the
pens and returning them to the ink-stand covered in blood. So to put an end to this nuisance. I went one day to the
courtyard of the eunuchs, in which there were pans of red pepper. Taking some of this, I powdered it well and put
it into the inkstand of my brother Faisal. Next morning when my brother went to show the Sheikh what he had
written, I waited about to see what would happen. Sure enough the teacher licked the pen and was severely burnt.
Having examined the offending inkstand, he found the pepper and ordered my brother to be tied to the falaka for
punishment.
Faisal began to howl, swearing that he was innocent, while I stood by laughing. The Sheikh then turned to me,
but I fled to my grandmother for protection, confessing what I had done. Hearing that I was the culprit, my father
sent for me, but I hid and he had to come in person to fetch me. Then the whole story came out, and to my relief
he began to laugh. Later he apologized to the Sheikh and gave him a suit of clothes, a purse of money, and his
dismissal.
A few days later the Amir of Mecca, my father’s uncle, heard what had happened and sent for me. He also
summoned Sheikh Othman and the dentist Abdul-Ghaffar. Then he said to the Sheikh,
“Othman you set out to teach our sons handwriting and they gave you a lesson in cleanliness. Abdul-Ghaffar,
pull out his teeth.”
The Sheikh then broke down and besought my help, but the Sherif was only joking, and gave him 1500 riyals
of silver for medical treatment.
*
Mecca is the capital of Islam, and Taif its summer resort. Mecca is the main center of pilgrimage for Muslims,
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the traditional place for the assembly of delegations, and the setting for public acts of conciliation and of
covenant.
For centuries the road to Taif has been gay with caravans of riding camels, ornamented with red cloth and fine
Persian carpets; and the camping sites on the journey have been scenes of animation and interest.
Caravans going from Mecca to Tan usually leave after sunset, heading for Al-Zima or Sulah and covering this
first stage in the cool of the night. They arrive shortly after sunrise, to find the tents already pitched amid green
orchards by the spring. Travelers stay here about seven hours, and about three o’clock in the afternoon, the
caravans set out for the second halt, Al-Sail. This is reached by sunrise and is a delightful spot by a stream, with
shady trees and fresh cool air. Here the caravans rest, the midday meal is taken and the journey is resumed shortly
after midday, to reach Taif by morning. This is the longest stage. On the return from Taif to Mecca, the journey
starts in the forenoon so that travelers enter Mecca at midnight after two days. This journey is variously attractive
to a boy, who can see all sorts of mounts such as ‘Umani stud camels with beautiful saddles, fast mules and
pedigree horses.
For us this change from schooling to joy-riding was an annual event until the year 1891, when my father was
summoned to Constantinople for a settlement of a dispute with his uncle, the Amir of Mecca. For my brother and
myself this brought to a close the first period of our life in our own country, the most sacred Hejaz, and we had to
resume our studies in Constantinople, capital of the Ottomans.
*
On February 7th, 1891, we sailed from Jedda in the fine paddle-steamer Izzeddin. We three brothers, Ali, Faisal
and myself, were under the care of our grandmother, and the party included thirty-two ladies and their suites. The
sea was neither calm nor stormy, but most of the travelers were seasick throughout the first day.
Passing through the Suez Canal we spent one night on the lake near Ismailia, then sailed on to Port Said where
we saw something quite new and strange to us, namely, Christian women unveiled. The boat anchored at the
harbour where it took on coal and where we Hejaz people provided ourselves with heavy winter clothing. At
midnight the boat left for Smyrna in pouring rain with a heavy sea running. She was tossed about till we could
neither stand nor walk, and eventually she had to turn aside to the harbour of Limassol in Cyprus.
The next day when the storm subsided, she left Limassol for Smyrna, but as we were passing Rhodes the storm
broke out again and we sheltered at Marmaris. This was the most beautiful place we saw during the whole
journey, with its grand setting of high mountains dotted with lovely villages. When the ship anchored, small
vessels came alongside with people selling honey, sour milk, apples, chestnuts and hazel-nuts.
We continued the journey next morning, and eventually the boat did not touch Smyrna but continued its
voyage to the Dardanelles, where some exiles from the Hejaz left us. She then carried on to Constantinople and
anchored near Kum Kapu.
At dawn we moved on and anchored before the Sultan’s Palace. A small launch arrived and took us to Amirjian
(Emirghian), a village on the Bosphorus, where one of my father’s uncles had a house. My father met us there and
took us on to see his uncle.
Our grand-uncle was a quiet, medium-sized man, with his neck craned forward, a wide forehead, a thick gray
beard and a high nose surmounted by a pair of spectacles. He kissed us one by one, and his tears came rolling
down as he remembered our home. I made him laugh through his tears by pointing to the firewood near a stove
and asking,
“Sir, what is the nicely cut and well-arranged wood in this box?” He replied that it was firewood, and I
remarked,
“Firewood in Hejaz is not like this, it is crooked, has thin branches and is either Salam or Sayal.”
*
A fortnight after our arrival at Istambul a young officer, Lieutenant Safwat al-’Auwa, was appointed as our
teacher by Imperial decree. He was then assistant-tutor of building and engineering at the Military School. He was
about thirty years old.
Under him we began lessons in a new style. We were forbidden to speak Arabic during these. The subjects
were the Turkish language, Turkish grammar, reading aloud in Turkish, geography, arithmetic and Ottoman
Muslim history. We completed our reading of the Qur’an with my father.
Our first Arabic teacher there was Sheikh Muhammad Qadib al-Ban, a graduate of the famous Egyptian
University of al-Azhar and a native of Aleppo. Later another Sheikh, Muhammad Tawfiq by name, was appointed
to teach us calligraphy. Two years later a well-known Turkish man of letters, Muhammad Arif Pasha, was engaged
to instruct us.
The strictest of our teachers was Safwat al-’Auwa who was promoted to the rank of Major and was styled
Safwat Bey. Later, under the House of Hashims he was advanced to the rank of Colonel. May God reward and
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bless him and all our teachers whom we keep in grateful memory.
Meanwhile Muhammad Tawfiq had died, and Sheikh Muhammad Qadib al-Ban was accused of a political
offence and ordered to leave Constantinople, and that was the last we heard of him. As for Arif Pasha he was
appointed to a post in the Turkish Museum where he became chief clerk. Later the Khedive Abbas Hilmi Pasha
announced that he needed a person to fill a position of trust in the Khedivial office in Constantinople. I
recommended Arif Pasha. He was appointed, and, so far as I know, he remained with the Khedive until the latter’s
death (in 1944).
Our years in Istambul were usefully spent in collecting information and acquiring knowledge. We used to meet
the nobles of the Hejaz who lived there and we had friends among the notables of the Turks. We had two holiday
periods there, in summer and again in winter, and we never tired of talking about the seasons, especially the
season of shooting and fishing.
What most attracted us when we youngsters lived at Büyük-dere was the Bosphorus with the houses along its
waterside, its wooded slopes and its ferry boats passing to and fro. But we found Constantinople itself fascinating
beyond description, a city of great beauty enthralling in every season, summer and winter alike. How pure are its
springs, how fine its fruits! It is a city of endless fascination and as the traditional seat of the Caliphate it gathered
a multitude of different people—Turks and Arabs, Kurds and Circassians, Albanians and Bulgarians, Egyptians
and Sudanese. It contains Muslims of every walk of life, of different fashions and tongues, yet nobody and
nothing seem strange and you can find anything you want from any country.
2
Sultan Abdul-amid II, when receiving my father in audience on his arrival in Constantinople, explained that he
had sent for him solely for reasons of state. My father was appointed a member of the State Council and was
allocated a furnished house on the Bosphorus. Nevertheless the fact remained that he was exiled to Constantinople
because he had opposed the injustices and oppression in the Hejaz instigated from Constantinople. Vast sums of
money were extorted from pilgrims under all manner of pretexts, and this policy was practiced by the Governors
of the Hejaz and by the Amir himself.
After my father’s removal to Constantinople the following Muslim doctors were exiled: Sheikh Abd alRahman Sarraj, the Grand Mufti of Mecca; Sayyid Abdullah Zowawi, the Shaf’i Mufti of Mecca, and Sheikh
Abid, the Maliki Mufti of Mecca.\fn{ Muftis are Doctors of the Religious Law of Islam. Theirs is the interpretation of that Law
which is known as the Shari’a. This Holy Law was collated from the Qur’an in the days of the Caliph Abu Bakr, the Prophet’s first
successor. Subsequently when the revelations of the Qur’an did not suffice, Muslim legislators turned for guidance to traditions ( sunna)
concerning the Prophet’s opinions and practice. These were codified and together with the precepts of the Qur’an compose the Shari’a.
Virtually everywhere outside Arabia the operation of the Holy Law has become restricted to domestic matters such as inheritance, divorce,
and the like. The Arabian States are still governed by the Shari’a Law. But there are various interpretations of it, and during the second
century of Islam (c.725-825AD) four sects arose within Sunni, i.e. traditionalist or orthodox, Islam which were and are concerned with
these. First came the Hanafis who upheld the validity of private judgment in doubtful cases provided that this judgment was based upon
inference from the Qur’an. The Malikis, on the other hand, in cases where the Qur’an gave no clear guidance, had recourse not to
inferential private judgment but to the Traditions. Should these, in turn, give no aid, then, said Malik, the founder of the sect, the consensus
of opinion of the theological doctors of Medina must prevail. The Imam Shaf’i, who had studied in both these schools, founded a third sect
based upon a compromise between the latitudinarianism of the Hanafi and the authoritarianism of the Maliki sect. Thus, “in the matter of
the consensus of opinion of judges he held that this need not be confined to the doctors of Medina alone” and “he attached great importance
to the principle that local canons and long established usage could not be overlooked in doubtful cases”. The fourth sect, the Hanbali, takes
what may be described as a “fundamentalist” view and is naturally strongest among the severe Wahabis. The passages quoted above come
from Bertram Thomas, The Arabs: The Epic Life Story of a People Who Have Left Their Deep Impress on the World (London: T.
Butterworth, 1930, 246ff). [Philip P. Graves, the editor of these memoirs, may have used the English edition; the book was also published
by Doubleday, Doran & Co., Inc., Garden City, New York, 1937; it is not clear which edition he was using:H] }

They were all exiled from the Hejaz, and the custodian of the key of the House of God, Sheikh Abdurrahman
al-Shibi, was ordered to retire to Al-Huda.
Thereafter injustice in the Holy Land of Islam increased. Pilgrims were robbed of their money by shameless
devices and insecurity was general.
In the long run this led directly to the destruction of the Sultan and his Government. The precept in the Qur’an
about the Holy Mosque at Mecca came home with new force:
Those who incline to wrong therein unjustly, We will cause to taste punishment most grievous. (Surah 22:25)

Let every ruler or king who is tested through service take an example from this house where a good deed is
multiplied and a bad deed is multiplied.\fn{ The significance of this verse is that the Prophet when he uttered it had been driven
from Mecca by his unbelieving enemies who denied the Sacred Mosque to his followers. In the first part of the verse he mentions “those
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who disbelieve and hinder men from the way of God and from the Sacred Mosque which we have made for all men.” Our author, then in
exile in Turkey, similarly deplores the impieties in Mecca of the Turkish Governors-General and the Amir ’Aun al-Rafiq and anticipates
their coming punishment}

*
During our stay at Constantinople war broke out in 1897 between Turkey and Greece. Later came persecutions
in Yemen followed by the capture of San’a by the Imam in 1905, and then began the movement of the party of
Union and Progress, followed by the Ottoman constitutional revolution of 1908, and the deposition of the Amir of
Mecca together with his governors and ministers; then came the appointment of Sherif Abdul-Ilah as Amir of
Mecca, and his death before his journey thither. This led to the attempt of the party of Union and Progress to
nominate Sherif Ali Haidar to the Amirate, and my father’s counter claim. It took a great deal of persuasion before
my father would agree to present his claim to the Sultan through the Prime Minister, Kiamil Pasha, but finally he
sent the following letter:
Whereas through the death of my uncle Sherif Abdul-Ilah ibn Muhammad Amir of Mecca which followed the
deposition of my cousin Sherif Ali Abdullah ibn Muhammad, the Amirate has been rendered vacant; and whereas I am
the eldest member of the Hashimite family and have first claim to the office of my forefathers, I beg to request H. M.
the Sultan graciously to grant me my rights which are as well known to him as are my friendship and loyalty.

I took the letter myself to the Prime Minister. On reading it, he asked whether I was the eldest son of Sherif
Husain. On my reply that I was the second son and Sherif Ali the eldest, he inquired further why Ali had not
brought the note. I replied that he was still busy with the ceremonies in memory of his father-in-law Amir AbdulIlah. Kiamil Pasha then said,
“I kiss the hand of your father and request you to tell him that his rights will not be forgotten, God willing.”
This left me in some doubt as to his meaning, so I drafted the following telegram to the Sultan:
In view of the vacancy in the Amirate of Mecca and of my rightful claims I beg that the Sultan may consider
favorably my appointment to the office of my forefathers.

This telegram was dispatched to the Throne through three channels—the Prime Minister, the Sheikh ul-Islam
and the Chief Clerk of the Palace.
The same evening a reply was received from the Chief Clerk of the Palace inviting my father to an audience
with the Sultan at nine o’clock the following morning.
My father went to the palace at that hour and was duly appointed Amir of Mecca, but this appointment roused
the anger of the party of Union and Progress and this was the beginning of the difference between my father and
successive Unionist Governments, a difference which continued until he headed the Arab Government during the
First World War.
*
Let me now turn to the journey from Istambul to the Hejaz. Two weeks after my father succeeded to the
Amirate he made arrangements to sail on board the steamer Tanta of the Khedivial Line. On the day of his
departure he had a private audience with the Sultan lasting more than an hour and a half. The party of Union and
Progress after their successful revolution were now trying to monopolize power by appointing their own partisans
to all government posts. The conservative elements among the people were, of course, not at all satisfied, and
were wondering whether the future of the empire would not be safer in the hands of those who had the experience
of the past thousand years to guide them. My father told me that Sultan Abdul-Hamid said to him,
“I pray that God may punish those who have prevented me from benefiting from your talents, and I am
uncertain of the future of the state in the hands of this group of usurpers.” My father replied,
“Your Majesty has in the Arab countries a group which can save the situation, and when your Majesty calls,
the first country to respond will be the Hejaz. If your Majesty were to come to the Hejaz with your Household,
money would be brought to you, and you would be beyond the reach of any insurgents.” His eyes filled with tears
as he replied,
“Thank you, thank you, God bless you, but the time has not come yet.” He then decorated my father with his
own hand with the Order of Iftikhar and took leave of him.
This audience delayed the Amir’s arrival at the boat, but eventually when he embarked the Prime Minister,
Kiamil Pasha, was there to bid him farewell and to present the following note:
The holy land of the Hejaz is directly connected with the Headquarters of the Grand Caliphate. Notwithstanding the
new constitution nothing may take place there to contravene the sacred rights linking the Amirate and the Sultan’s
Throne. Carry out your exalted duties on the basis of the old traditions. That His Majesty and the Sublime Porte depend
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on you goes without saying.

This was the first contest between the Sultan and the Union and Progress Party and the first time that
instructions had been issued to an Amir in order to force those usurpers to face ancient claims establishing the
position of the Caliphate and the Empire.
When the Prime Minister had left, the vessel weighed anchor. It was a night in November at the start of the
period of winter storms. The weather was fair with a light sea running. The suite was composed of Brigadier
Omar Shakir Pasha, the Sultan’s adjutant in charge of the Imperial Decree of Appointment; Sherif Dakhilallah alAwaji, Sherif Muhammad Shanberi, the Intendant of the Mosque at Mecca, Hafez Amin Effendi, the Imam of the
Amirate, and others. The Tanta passed through the Dardanelles during the afternoon of the next day and entered
the Aegean Sea which was so violent that many of the attendants could only say their prayers sitting. The storm
continued until the boat reached the Gulf of Smyrna, but though the waves moderated, the storm itself continued
unabated. The ship anchored by the quay, and the Amir received visits from the vali and the commander of the
garrison.
The next day we continued our journey in calm seas and good weather which lasted until we neared Tripoli in
Lebanon. Here I heard once again the beloved Arabic calls, saw palm trees and Arab buildings, and had the
strange excited feeling that these were my own people and true friends.
Seven hours later the boat left for Beirut, the Mayor and Governor having visited my father on board ship. By
morning we had reached Beirut which in those days had a strong oriental flavor about it. In the afternoon we left
Beirut for Port Said, my father having first dispatched two telegrams to Medina. In one he appointed an
administrator of his personal affairs. In the other he appointed Sherif Shihada Governor of Medina, and bade him
go to Mecca with the Sherifs of his area and the chief Sheikhs of the Harb and Juhaina tribes.
*
A strange episode took place while we were leaving Beirut harbor. I was standing with my young brother Zaid
and his friend Abdin, both about eight years old, watching the heavy seas and the receding mountains of the
Lebanon, when I caught sight of Ahmad Effendi, the son of the Court administrator, standing behind me. He
suddenly lifted up the two little boys by their belts and cried out,
“My Lord Abdullah, what would you do if I threw them into the sea?” Before I could move a step he gazed up
at the masthead, dropped the two boys and clambered up the mast by the ladder shouting,
“My Lord Abdullah, I am ascending to our Lord Jesus, son of Mary. Look, He is at the top of the ladder
waiting for me.”
The boys scampered off and I tried to pull Ahmad down by the feet. He struggled to throw me off, but some
sailors arrived on the scene and together we managed to get him down safely. He was then taken to a store-room
lest he should hurt somebody, and the doctors who examined him declared him insane.
*
After this incident our boat was delayed by rough seas and we reached Port Said eventually on the afternoon of
the second day out from Beirut. My father then exchanged telegrams with the Khedive Abbas of Egypt and the
boat went on that night to Suez, and then direct to Jedda.
We arrived in the first week of December 1908. As soon as we anchored, hundreds of notables and Arab Chiefs
arrived in sailing boats to greet my father, their eyes filled with tears of joy. All the leading families were
represented together with the Mufti of Mecca and many important Sheikhs. I shall never forget the speeches of
welcome, especially one which contained the moving charge,
“Throw out the betrayer and be secure, keep away the cowards, thou King of Mecca and Sultan of all Arabs.”
We spent three days at Jedda, which was already astir with the season of pilgrimage. After the afternoon prayer
the Amir and his retinue set out on their ride towards Bahra. The whole setting was an expression of national
splendor and dignity. You could see nothing which was not Arab—riders, horses, fashions, customs, all were Arab
and Hashimite. When we reached the plain of Jedda, the riders began to show off their horsemanship in all sorts
of races, in pairs and in groups.
The journey continued in this fashion until we reached Rughama, between the mountains and the coastal plain,
where my father alighted for evening prayers. He had been riding a chestnut horse but then asked to ride an
‘Umani stud camel, and was offered one of the best Hejazi animals, called Gharwa. I also rode an ‘Umani camel
called al-Sharfa, but Sherif Hamzeh al-Fa’r, who was rather a busybody, rode alongside and offered endless
advice, “Hold the stick here, put the bridle there, lean forward, bend your right leg on the saddle, cover it with
your left leg, urge on the camel with your feet”, and so on.
He overdid it, however, and made me angry. Of course I was not a very good rider because I had left the Hejaz
as a child and had been away ever since. So I am afraid I rebuked him by asking if he would kindly train me in
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riding when we had time for it rather than give me a lesson just then. But I afterwards regretted very much what I
had said, because he was then over seventy-five years of age.
The memory of that night stands out wonderfully. The Amir was preceded by a group of Sudanese riflemen,
and they in turn by six fine horses and five of the best camels, and beyond them again were five camel riders
leading the whole line. To his right and left were men carrying torches kindled with scented wood. Add to this the
chanting and singing of the guard. It was a grand procession of nobility accompanied by the Chiefs of the
Hashimites and the notables of other tribes.
We reached Bahra about ten at night, and camped in Hashimite tents pitched on the plain like pearls. My father
called for the meal which had been prepared for all members of the procession and for all those who came from
Mecca to meet him. Then the order was given for continuing the journey immediately after supper.
For me this was the worst thing that could have happened as I was exceedingly tired. My father now rode a
gray she-mule of good breed and by his side rode Sherif Zaid, the oldest member of the ’Aun family at that time. I
rode my camel hoping not to be bothered again by Hamzeh.
In the morning we had reached Al-Bazan, after having left behind us Al-Hadaibya, a name perhaps known to
every Muslim Arab. Then my father tried a black horse called Abdurrahman, named after the leader of the Syrian
pilgrimage who had presented it. The animal came of one of the best Syrian strains.
At last there appeared the hills of Mecca, Thor, Khendama, Harra, then Abu Qubeis and Qu’eiqa’an. We
arrived eventually at al-Hajla where the tents were pitched for a reception, and met there all the notables of
Mecca, Taif and Medina. They were headed by Sherif Nasir, the Amir’s brother, and deputy Amir of Mecca, the
Vali and Military Commander of the Hejaz, Marshal Kazim Pasha, the Qadi of Mecca, and the Muslim Doctors.
Then there were the Chiefs of the ’Utaiba tribes headed by Jabir ibn Hulail, the leaders of the Harb tribes headed
by Ibn ‘Asam, and the tribes of Hudhail, each tribe with its head and leaders.
After a general greeting, my father went to the mosque to perform his ceremonies and then to the Amirate
headquarters where he held a public reception, which lasted until after the midday prayers. As for me, I hurried to
the wing of the building assigned to me, took a bath and lay down for a deep sleep which was not disturbed even
by the heat of Mecca, or the arrival of lunch-time. That first night at Mecca, after our long absence, was the
happiest night of all my life, because I had returned home in honor and dignity.
3
The student of Muslim history will realize that there are necessary conditions of conquest and of the rise of
nations to power, just as there are also reasons for their downfall, decay and destruction. The conditions of
conquest and growth are faith, united action and leadership; lack of conviction, envy and faction are the causes of
national downfall.
The Arabs tend to suffer from the fundamental failings of luxury and disobedience to their rulers. We have
proofs of this in the revolt against the Caliph Othman ibn Affan, through which the Arabs opened the door to
insurrection and decline. Other enemies of the Arabs have been their non-Arab Muslim brethren with their
nationalistic aspirations. The Prophet gave warning of this when he said
the last hour will not come before my nation has been stripped of its rights by a snub-nosed people, their faces
resembling beaten-out shields.

This is also true of the various non-Arab Muslim kingdoms, such as the Seljuk and Ottoman Empires. Their
real enemies were the jealousies of their Chiefs, the revolts against their Sultans, and the corruption of their
armies. It is stated in the history of Sultan Abdul-Aziz ibn Muhammad Khan II that he was deposed because he
squandered public funds. He was in fact deposed by verdict of the Sheikh ul-Islam Kheirallah, who was asked to
give a ruling on the following question put up to him by the Council of Ministers:
“If the Commander of the Faithful squanders the contents of the public treasury or converts them to his private
use, is it permissible to depose him?”\fn{This Sultan killed himself shortly after his deposition (June 4 th, 1876). His successor,
Murad, was deposed for insanity (August 31st, 1896) and Abdul-Hamd II ascended the throne to be deposed in his turn after reigning nearly
thirty-three years}

The real reason, however, for the downfall of the Ottoman Dynasty, was the declaration of the Republic in
Turkey by Mustafa Kemal Pasha. A republican revolution had been the goal of Turkish youth ever since the days
of Midhat Pasha, but he forgot that as soon as the Caliphate fell, the Arabs would naturally detach themselves
from that Empire. It is true that the Turks are today stronger than before, better organized and more progressive,
but where is the fame and influence they once had, when their Sultan was Commander of the Faithful?
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Arabs rise or fall with Islam, and the Arab revolution carried out in our days by King Husain and his
companions from among the notables of the Hejaz, together with the leaders and notables of Syria, Lebanon,
Palestine and Iraq, was a rightful revolution for the defence of Islam, that the Arabs might take the position with
which God favored them.
May God raise up for the Arabs leaders who know their weaknesses and who also know the remedy for them
and how to apply it.
Today,\fn{1950} we Arab nations are like a body without a head, or a body with many heads. A body which has
no head is at a loss and cannot find its way, and a body which has many heads is also at a loss and does not know
which of these heads to follow. The Qur’anic reply to the claims of the polytheists is very apposite:
“If there had been among them gods besides Allah they would have been ruined, for each god would have
made off with what he created. God be highly praised beyond all such description.”
The Arabs are in this position today, each of their heads going whichever way he pleases. The Constantinople
of those days felt the pull of national pride as against loyalty to Islam. The Istambul of today feels the same pull.
The Turks want to be Muslims, but also rulers at the same time.
People used to allege that Abdul-Hamid was a despot. They were mistaken for he was not really a despot but
an excessively cautious man. After he had gone it was revealed that he had had no one killed, nor inflicted any
capital punishment save once; the rest of his state prisoners were left in prison until their death. Those who had
been exiled from their native provinces to Istambul or from Istambul to the provinces were persons who had been
reported to him as opposing him or his rule. He used to send them to places where they were unknown, thinking
that he was thereby protecting his empire from trouble. Compared with the torture of political exiles, and the
arbitrary methods of justice and the persecutions in Syria and Yemen carried out by Unionist Governments after
the fall of Abdul-Hamid, his despotism seems a comparatively mild affair.
With regard to the Sultan, he was behind a veil except to his entourage. He did not leave his palace except on
Fridays and holidays, but he was respected and honoured as the center of all hopes, in whose hands God had
placed the handling of public affairs. The Sublime Porte and the Ottoman Cabinet dealt with routine administration of state affairs, but anything beyond that had to be decided by the Sultan. No promotions, changes or
dismissals of the provincial governors, or in the higher military ranks, could take place without having been
previously submitted to him with the reasons necessitating the changes. It can certainly be said that Abdul-Hamid
was the last Muslim Sultan of high standards and dignity.
The flight abroad of the opponents of the Sultan and of the people who spread seditious rumors against his
administration deserves mention. These persons used their flight to Europe for their personal advantage.
Whenever one of them, such as the well-known historian Murad Bey, escaped to Paris, which also accepted
Ahmed Riza Bey, afterwards President of the Chamber of Deputies, or when Hamad Muhammad Pasha left
Istambul, the city was greatly disturbed by whispers.
“Have you heard that so and so has fled?”
“Have you heard that the neighbors of so and so who fled have been taken into custody for interrogation?”
The Sultan himself was disturbed by the flight of these prominent personalities, not out of any respect for
them, but because of his fear of public opinion. I believe that in actual fact he acted in good faith and sincerity in
the belief that he was right. If he had his faults they were attributable to his misjudgment of men and events.
4
At Mecca I met many friends and kinsfolk, some of whom I barely remembered. I had the honor of kissing the
hand of the elder Fatmah, daughter of Amir Muhammad b. ’Aun and his last surviving child, my father’s aunt,
who kissed my forehead and held me close to her. She was a tall, white-skinned lady, with a long nose, a high
forehead and a look of great dignity. I also met my aunt Zain al-Sharaf, the daughter of Sherif Ali b. Muhammad.
Days passed by and every day saw new delegations coming from all parts of the country, men of high standing
in their towns and among their tribes. One delegation, however, I must not omit to mention and that is the
delegation of the Turkish party of Union and Progress, headed by Abdullah Qasem, who greeted the Amir at Jedda
in the name of their party with the following words:
“We have come to welcome the constitutional Amir, who, it is hoped, will disregard the old administrative
procedure and the despotism practiced by Sherif ’Aun al-Rafiq and Sherif Ali, who maintained an arbitrary
administration to please the Sultan. In greeting the Amir the country greets a leader who understands modern
ways and the constitutional changes necessary for progress and safety.” The Amir replied as follows:
“I have ascended to the position of my fathers on the same conditions as those given to Sultan Selim I. This is
the land of God in which no other law can prevail but the law of God which commands men to do good and to
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abstain from evil. This country is eager to maintain its right. Let, therefore, everyone of you go to his work, the
civil servant to his office, the merchant to his business, the tradesman to his trade, and beware of gossip and telltales. The Sultan who founded the constitution which you have mentioned is proud that he and his predecessors
are the servants of the Holy Houses of the Hejaz; and a servant is not a master. This country abides by the
constitution of God, the law of God and the teachings of His prophet.” They went away confused and wrote to
Constantinople and to their local agents saying,
“Abdul-Hamid has sent a man who cares for nobody and acknowledges neither constitution nor reforms.”
In fact, from that moment the fight began in the Hejaz between the Amir and the party of Union and Progress.
*
Three days later after our arrival at Mecca, I was ordered to go to Taif and escort the former Amir Sherif Ali
ibn Abdullah to Mecca. I therefore left Mecca by the mountain road, accompanied by my cousin Sherif Jamil and
two other cousins. We spent the night at al-Karr, a place at the foot of the Kara mountain road. Early next morning
we continued our way up the mountain on mules. The road is rugged and steep with narrow bends, and steps and
stairs here and there. After a ride of three or four hours we reached Al-Ma’sal—a spring of very cold water in the
hills. This leads on to Al-Huda, which is a plain on top of the mountain, planted with all sorts of fruit trees, with
good water and beautiful villages and producing the best honey of the district. Al-Huda is owned by Quraish and
Nammur tribesmen. From the top of the mountain road you can, in the afternoon, see Jedda and the sea.
The people of Al-Huda gave us a fine reception and we were guests of the village Sheikh. After greetings by
the villagers they offered us their traditional “breakfast”. This breakfast is composed of thick bread placed in large
basins which are raised by hooks and placed on the table. A man then stabs the new bread with a knife and steam
comes out of it. Another man comes with a kid-skin full of first-class liquid butter and pours it over the hot bread.
Another follows with a kid-skin full of pure honey, which he also pours over the bread. Then they bring cheese in
medium-sized dishes and cold meat, some salt and fruits of the season; in winter they bring seedless raisins.
This was the breakfast which they gave us. Afterwards we drank light coffee and were invited to climb AlHabalah, a black mountain above Al-Huda. Looking westward from the top we saw the sea with the sun shining
on it, and to the east, Hudn, the Baqqum hill which is mentioned in the sacred traditions concerning the Prophet.
Then we returned, and on our way paid a visit to Sherif Husain ibn Zaid who was on his death-bed. I was
grieved when I saw him, for he explained that he had been on his way from Taif to meet the Amir at Jedda when
his illness overcame him. The next day he died of tuberculosis.
At the house in which we were lodged they brought us a luncheon of six sheep. Three were prepared in a
special manner by roasting in a pit full of live charcoal and eaten with dishes of pastry, honey and sesame. The
three other sheep were boiled and eaten with rice cooked in broth.
*
After lunch we resumed our journey amid beautiful orchards surrounded with creeping vines. The mountain
here is grown with trees, cypress, Ar’ar, Abu Sham, maple and oleander among them. We then descended from alNaqib al-Ahmar to al-Dar al-Baida, a Quraish village, with vines, almonds, peaches, jujube trees, pears and all
other fruit trees of the Hejaz. We passed other villages in Wadi al-Muharram al-Sharqi and the road went uphill
again leaving Jebel al-Ghamir to the right.
At length the mountains ended and Taif lay before us, set in a wide plain and a fruitful vale, and Huj with its
red hills and its white houses and villages. There we were met by Sherif Ja’far, on behalf of Sherif Ali ibn
Abdullah.
Our arrival coincided with the call to sunset prayers, and we prayed as a congregation with the retinue of the
former Amir. After having taken some rest and changed we were all summoned to him. We met him in the
women’s quarters, and greeted him and kissed his hand. Then he welcomed us and said,
“How is our Lord?”
“Very well,” I replied. “He has sent me to accompany you to Mecca.”
“If God will, we shall go tomorrow,” he answered, and motioned to my cousins to leave us alone. Then he
began to inquire what was going to happen to him.
“Do you agree, Abdullah,” he asked, “that I should go to Constantinople for the fools of the Union and
Progress Party to treat me as they treated their own ministers?”
“That would never happen, God willing,” I answered. “It depends on you. If you prefer to stay here, after
coming to an understanding with your cousin, you are in your own country. But if you prefer to leave, then stay in
Egypt and do not go to Constantinople unless you are reassured.”
“Can you guarantee that?” he asked. “Do you want your own uncle to be insulted?”
“Certainly not,” I answered. “I undertake before God that if you cannot fulfil your wishes, I shall not leave you
wherever you go.”
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“Now, I am satisfied,” he said, and his tears fell and he kissed me.
*
The journey from Taif to Mecca took place as my uncle arranged. He traveled with his family by way of DhatIrq and Zaima. We entered Mecca at night. I had informed my father by special messenger of all that my uncle
had told me. As soon as he arrived, he went to my father who met him in the entrance hall. They greeted each
other, then went to the sitting-room where we left them alone. An hour later my uncle took his leave and went to
his own house. My father sent for me and said, “I see no trace of illness in your uncle,” but I replied that he was
spiritually ill.
Next morning I was called in and saw in the sitting-room my paternal uncle, Sherif Nasir and Sherif Zaid
Fawaz, the Amir of Taif. My father was asking their advice about Ali Pasha—whether be should stay in Mecca or
go to Constantinople. Sherif Zaid said,
“We are in the service of whichever of you is ruler, but it is not customary for us to express an opinion in
matters relating to our Chiefs. Therefore please excuse me, and whatever you decide we shall not oppose.” But
my uncle gave us his opinion that Ali should be exiled to Constantinople because his stay in Mecca would have
bad consequences.
“He is wealthy,” said my uncle, “and the Turks are not to be trusted. Bribery leads them to do anything.” My
father then sought my opinion and I said,
“He asks either to stay here or to go to Egypt. If he stays in Mecca, there is no harm in that—Sherif Abdul
Muttalib remained in his house when he was deposed and ’Aun al-Rafiq had become Amir. But if he wishes to go
to Egypt and stay there, it will be better for him as he will then escape injury from the Turks and at the same time
we shall have arranged for him to be away from the Hejaz, which seems desirable in view of my uncle’s remark. I
have pledged myself that if he is sent to Constantinople, I shall go with him and share his lot.” My uncle then
interposed,
“Since when has it been the custom to ask the opinion of persons of his age?” But my father merely remarked
that it was at any rate good advice.
The meeting closed at this point and it was decided that after the pilgrimage Ali Pasha should go to Egypt. I
saw on the face of my uncle, Sherif Nasir, signs of discontent. But if Ali had gone to Constantinople he would
have been insulted and his possessions stolen from him, and if he had been spared all this he would have been a
constant threat to my father.
*
By this time Mecca was overflowing with pilgrims from all parts of the Muslim world in their distinctive
dresses and laden with goods from their countries. The late Khedive Abbas Hilmi Pasha also made the pilgrimage
at this time and was received in the Hejaz with all due honor and respect, partly because of his personality, and
partly because of the friendship between the two families ever since the days of Muhammad Ali Pasha and Sherif
Muhammad ibn ’Aun.
Pilgrimage is the festive season of Islam: old friendships are renewed and new ones are made. In that year the
number of pilgrims who came by sea was 137,000. The chief of the Syrian pilgrimage that year was the notorious
Abdul-Rahman al-Yusuf. After serving the Ottoman Sultan—his grandfather was Said Pasha—he turned against
his overlord and became a leader in the Turkish party of Union and Progress. By refusing to return with the
pilgrims by the land route on the plea that it was not safe, he meant to insult the efficiency of the new Amir, who
insisted that the Syrian pilgrims and their Mahmal should return as usual by the land route. Abdul-Rahman Pasha,
however, abandoned the pilgrims and returned by sea to Egypt and thence to Damascus.
The caravan of the pilgrims, with my uncle Sherif Nasir in charge, prepared for the journey to Damascus. I
accompanied my uncle. Every day of that journey was a feast, whether we were traveling or camping.
*
On the second day of our journey we reached Tabuk and had to undergo a precautionary quarantine of seventy
hours. Tabuk is on a plateau which is covered with flint and rubble. It has a spring and palm trees and the hills are
to the west of it. The area assigned for the quarantine was fenced with barbed wire. A fixed number of tents is
allocated to each square and no contact is allowed until the period expires. There are three buildings where the
clothes and belongings of the pilgrims are disinfected. It was towards the end of December and very cold.
While at Tabuk my uncle received a telegram from the vali\fn{Governor-General} of Damascus, Nazim Pasha,
saying that he would send the secretary of the vilayet\fn{Province} to receive the Mahmal and the caravan. My
uncle replied that he himself was bringing the pilgrims to Damascus. We also received invitations from all the
notables of Damascus inviting us to stay with them but the first came from Ata Pasha al-Baqri so we accepted his.
*
When the train reached Qadam station all Damascus was there. The vali received the Mahmal. Beautiful horses
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were waiting for us, and we rode to a place where a large gathering was assembled for our reception. In a huge
tent we listened to speeches of welcome, and poems recited by the poets who had written them. My uncle replied
suitably and then we rode out to pay our respects to the vali at the Government House.
After that we went to the house of al-Baqri and enjoyed his most excellent hospitality. We spent seven days at
Damascus and each day were entertained to lunch or dinner by the generous notables of the city.
An unpleasant feature in these receptions was the distribution of pamphlets by Abdul-Rahman Pasha al-Yusuf,
who attacked my father, my uncle and myself with the utmost malice and spite. This made him very unpopular
and he was advised not to leave his house lest he should be maltreated by the public. (When at a later date King
Faisal had to evacuate Syria under French attack, Abdul-Rahman Pasha was assassinated at Der’a.)
Through Al-Bassam I purchased one of the noblest mares, and Holo Pasha presented another brood mare to my
father, and other horses were given us.
*
We then traveled by railway to Medina which we reached after three days. We stayed ten days in the city
during which we settled some disputes among members of the Harb tribe.
On our return to Mecca I found my two brothers, Ali and Faisal and those relatives whom we had left in
Constantinople, all in the Hejaz. I also found that my mother’s brother, the ex-Amfr Ali, had left for Egypt by sea
accompanied by his nephew Muhsin ibn Muhammad. The pilgrims were all returning home. The then vali of the
Hejaz, Field-Marshal Kazim Pasha, who had completed the railway from Maan to Medina and had been in
supreme charge of its construction at the time when Sultan Abdul-Hamid was furthering the project and Ahmed
Izzat Pasha was in charge of it at Constantinople, had just resigned. This left the Amir in charge of the affairs of
the vilayat as well.
In those days everyone was talking of the march of Mahmud Shevket Pasha on Constantinople and of the
abdication of Sultan Abdul-Hamid and the ascent to the throne of the Crown Prince Rashad son of Abdul-Majid
Khan under the name of Sultan Muhammad V. These events were exploited by the Union and Progress Party who
usurped power and enforced their will on the Sultan and his subjects.
While at Damascus I realized how unpopular the new Government was. The Arab Youth Party in particular
was discontented and on the verge of severing relations with the Turks. Discontent in fact was general even
among those who used to favor the Ottoman Empire, the chief reasons being the cynicism displayed by the young
Unionists, their despotic ways, and the loss of Government prestige. The activities of ‘Al-Muntada al-Arabi’l in
Constantinople and elsewhere, the articles published in the Turkish newspaper Iqdam against this club and the
Arabs, the attack by Arab youths on the Iqdam’s printing press: all these things gave conspicuous evidence of the
breach opening between Turks and Arabs. The Turks were ill advised when they converted the Imperial Caliphate
administration into a racial “Constitutional” Government and replaced the Islamic and therefore ultimately Arab
supervision of the State by a Western juridical control. …
264.260 Detached Examples Of Poetry\fn{by Mustafa Wahbi al-Tal aka Arar (1887-1949)} Irbid, Irbid Governorate,
Jordan (M) 3
Consider the dignity of a poet sick with love,
Complaining to you of poverty and need.
*
One shouting: “Why have you let my opponent
Defer payment”?, another shouting:
“You haven’t put my debtor in prison”!
*
Bushra doesn’t enjoy your guitar-playing, Habr,
And neither does Huwara. Habr,
It serves this she-ass of a nation right
To have a charlatan of a government,
Where —— is the mainspring of the ministry.\fn{The blank is in the text:H}
*
In the convent there’s a father of rare generosity,
And there’s wine and tender maidens and singing.
*
There’s still a twinge of life in your heart,
And my soul is still green.
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*
My hair may be white on my temples,
But can’t you see how my heart still beats?
Can’t you see my soul is still tender?
*
Among the hovels my life doesn’t pass in vain,
And righteousness doesn’t get annoyed over my habits.
And al-Habr doesn’t see anything wrong in being my drinking mate
And drinking a glass of cognac from Qa‘war’s.\fn{A local wine shop}
*
It has brought me to weariness remaining one day and one night
On the camel’s back, where the hips do not please the shoulder.
*
Come on, let’s drink it up.
Its foam is the colour of gold,
Like the hair of a Circassian girl.
*
These figures from Madaba and these eyes from Ajram,
Do they belong to Salt or do you think they are from Irbid?
*
Where are the little drums,
Where is your kettle-drum,
Where’s the tall girl,
Where’s the kohl-eyed charmer
Whose looks can slay like arrows?
*
After the grapes from the Gilad vineyards
Have been crushed in Salt,
There’s no wine to be enjoyed by drinkers.
*
Your cheeks, girl, are from the poppies of our land.
Glory be to God who created Jordan!
*
The path of al-Zatari,
Reveals the colour of your cheeks
When my looks invade them,
And the plain of Irbid
Is a riot of grass and flowers.
*
Among the hovels there aren’t any slaves,
Either men or women,
And there aren’t any bondmen in free men’s clothes. …
Among the hovels there’s no theft and no greed
And no quarrelling over a fils or a dinar;
Everyone’s a gyppo.\fn{Uncomplimentary English slang for gypsy:H}
There’s solid equality which rejects differences
Between neighbour and neighbour.
*
O district prosecutor, you’re the one who understands things!
Al-Habr came to greet you. Why did you refuse his greeting?
Was it because his garment was torn and his appearance wretched? …
Quick, make up for this mistake, and may God guide you!
*
What’s my drunkenness and revelry to other people?
What’s my blasphemy or faith to other people?
What is it to other people if I say: “My God is One”
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Or if I say: “There’s a second God with Him”?
What’s my merrymaking and jesting to other people?
What’s my knowledge or ignorance to them? …
What is it to other people if I love
A kohl-eyed girl among the hovels, and she loves me? …
I’m told that those in authority in Amman are annoyed with my frankness
And have agreed to ostracize me. I’m told that those in authority in Amman
Are tired of my behaviour, the way I’ve chosen a band of revelers
As friends, and they’ve been scandalized by the way I rush
To the hovels with my friends and drinking mates. …
They say: “He’s in love”. Yes, I’m in love.
Since when was love a disgrace, you people of Amman?
*
He dedicates his sermons to my ears,
And thinks it the height of piety
To scold me and warn me;
As if Amman has never known
Any other revelers who make the pilgrimage
To the wine shop. O Shaikh, enough of this!
What you call my sins are the sins nearest to God’s mercy.
*
Do you throw an ample sermon at me every couple of days,
Woven out of theology and judgment?
‘Abbad, O Shaikh, I’m not a target any more
For people to throw their reproaches at. …
‘Abbad, O Shaikh, wherever you sit people can hear
The Um and the loud sound of the Mi‘raj.\fn{Two religious texts}
Who said that beer’s forbidden now
To drinking companions and fortunate men? …
O Shaikh, what is knowledge? It’s enough to know
That lips in the Sir valley are crimson!
*
When the theologian preaches at great length
And others are guided by him,
Let me blaspheme!
*
A friend from the Bani al-Najjar
Whose turban is like a pilot’s parachute.
*
The world is a jungle where I see
Only ogre-women talking with ghouls. …
Answer me therefore, O Shaikh,
Where is the sin if I spend my life in drunkenness?
*
It is gain for a man to leave a country oppressed by the rabble. …
Jordan is my country, but in Jordan “whenever I heal a wound,
Another wound flows”. I wish to leave its soil;
Perhaps departure would cure me of this oppression.
My only hope is that the wish of an unfortunate man may come true:
To have a camelhair tent surrounded by sheep from the flock
Of your Sirhan tribe, in a desert where the Monarch has
No darting, scheming serpents, no hissing snakes.
*
When will I have the chance to beg your forgiveness
For the morning when I wished to stay another minute with you?
I could not be patient, and I secretly hurried away,
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Like a fleeing criminal, do not ask where. I hurried away
To where deception embraces ingratitude and treachery.
249.28 Excerpts from T. E. Lawrence: An Arab View\fn{by Sulayman Muosa (1919-2008)} Al-Rafeed, a small village
north of the city of Irbid, Amman Governate, Jordan (M) 16
1\fn{The text consists of chapters 1 and 9 (“First Steps” and “Summing Up”, largely sans footnotes:H}
Thomas Edward Lawrence was born on 15 August 1888 in the village of Tremadoc, County Camarvon in
North Wales. His father’s family had emigrated from England to Ireland and acquired Irish blood through
marriage. Lawrence’s father was originally named Sir Thomas Chapman. He married an Irish woman, who gave
birth to four daughters in their seven years of marriage. Eventually he left her and his family and went to England
with Sarah Maden, his daughters’ Scottish governess, with whom he lived for the rest of his life. He never
formally married her because his wife refused to grant him a divorce. Sarah was still alive when he died in 1919.
It was after eloping with Sarah Maden that Chapman changed his name to Lawrence. He owned some property
that yielded a yearly income of £300 on which the new family survived until the sons grew up.
The life they lived was not out of the ordinary and they never attained a degree of prosperity that would allow
lavish spending. Thomas Lawrence, the subject of this book, was the second of five brothers.
The family spent over twelve years wandering from one place to another. From Wales they moved to Scotland,
the Isle of Man, Brittany, and later to the Channel Islands, finally settling down in Oxford with a view to
educating the children. This wandering was prompted, it seems, by the lack of a fixed home. One may also
conjecture that it resulted from a preference for the economical life of remoter parts.
The mother personally supervised the upbringing of her children. She was a remarkable woman: strict,
intelligent, endowed with an iron will and a strong physique and possessed of an excessive piety which was
perhaps an act of expiation for her illicit love. She gave her children a religious upbringing, and lived with her
family in a state of semi-isolation, never allowing her sons to mix with the neighbours’ children.
The young Lawrence was able-bodied, agile and intelligent. He displayed in early childhood the characteristics
that were to distinguish him in later life: a strong constitution, a good memory, and an adventurous disposition. By
the age of eight he was skilled in tree-climbing, swimming and horse-riding, and showed remarkable stoicism and
fortitude. It has been said that he inherited his will-power and vigor from his mother, who died in 1959 at the
great age of ninety-eight.
The story goes that Lawrence learned his alphabet at three and the fundamentals of reading and writing at five.
One of his biographers declared that he started reading newspapers and books when he was four years old, but
this, of course, is part of the stock of exaggeration that was to be built up round the whole of Lawrence’s career.
He studied French in a village school in France. He was about eight years old when the family made their home in
Oxford, and his regular education began there. From the time he was twelve until the end of his university
education his work was outstanding and gained him many prizes and scholarships.
*
Lawrence’s interest in archaeology and history showed itself early in life. At ten he began to collect pieces of
pottery and Roman coins. When he was thirteen he embarked upon a series of strenuous bicycle tours of different
parts of England no doubt to quench his archaeological thirst. It is said that he sometimes did as much as a
hundred miles a day. In the summers of 1906, 1907 and 1908 he went on cycle tours of France, visiting the
castles, particularly those of the twelfth century. At sixteen he was studying siege techniques of the Middle Ages.
He was always a voracious reader,\fn{ A book that he read at some time during his student years was Charles Doughty’s Arabia
Deserta. It was a book to which he took an instant liking, and it is possible that his desire to live among the Bedouin had its origins in this
literary experience} though the accounts of his reading given by some of his biographers must be greatly exag-

gerated.
For instance, it is difficult to credit the claim by Robert Graves that Lawrence read fifty thousand volumes in
three years. As for languages, he had a fluent knowledge of French, Latin and Greek by the time he graduated.
Arabic he learnt later on.
As a sixteen-year-old lad he engaged in a scuffle with an older student at his school and emerged with a broken
leg. It has been claimed that the accident retarded his physical growth, causing him to remain short and boyishlooking. Be that as it may, he certainly profited from the ambitious reading he did during the long months of
recuperation. It has been reported that round about this time he abstained from eating meat for three years, and he
himself claimed that during his university years he worked for forty-five hours at a stretch without food, in order
to test his powers of endurance. Occasionally he would fast for three whole days.
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In 1907 he won a history scholarship to Jesus College, Oxford, his entry being facilitated by the fact that he
was born in Wales, which made him eligible to sit for a Welsh Exhibition.
In the interval between school and university we find that, unknown to his parents, he served as a private in the
Royal Artillery for a period of six months. It is believed that this was prompted by his discovery of the nature of
his birth. On the other hand, we know that Lawrence told some of his associates that he had known of his
illegitimacy as early as his tenth year.
*
As a subject for his graduation thesis on a special historical topic, Lawrence chose “The influence of the
Crusades on Medieval European military architecture”, probably because of the extensive information he had
already gathered on twelfth-century castles in England and France. He decided to visit the castles of the Crusaders
in Syria, and therefore took a few lessons in colloquial Arabic from the Reverend N. Odeh, a Syrian clergyman
who lived in Oxford. Through Lord Curzon, the Master of Jesus College succeeded in obtaining for Lawrence a
written permit from the Turkish Government which helped him to overcome the many difficulties he had to face
during his wanderings in Syria.
It is worth mentioning here that he embarked upon this journey against the advice of Hogarth and Doughty,
both of whom pointed out its dangers. Dr. Hogarth, who was keeper of the Ashmolean Museum, had become
interested in Lawrence because of Lawrence’s frequent visits to the Museum and his special interest in medieval
pottery. Lawrence once said that it was to Hogarth, archaeologist, Orientalist, and author, that he owed every good
job (except the R.A.F.) he had ever had in his life and he described him as the best friend he ever had.
In June 1909, Lawrence left England equipped with a revolver, a camera and some clothes. As soon as he
arrived in Beirut, he headed south, passing by Sidon, Banias, Safad, Lake Huleh, Tiberias, Nazareth and Haifa,
and returned to Beirut by way of Acre, Tyre and Sidon. In the letters he wrote to his mother he described how he
traveled on foot, depending upon the hospitality of the local population for his food (leben, burghul, bread and
fruit) and lodging. He assured her that his digestion was not affected by his new diet.
After his return to Beirut, he headed north to Tripoli, Latakieh, Antioch, Aleppo, Urfa and Harran, returning
through Damascus. In all, he spent four months in Syria, and he claimed that during this time he visited and
thoroughly examined fifty Crusader castles. On one of his trips he was attacked by a Turkoman, who, in addition
to giving him a sound beating, robbed him of his watch, his money and his revolver. These were eventually
returned to him by the Turkish authorities.
In one of his letters to his mother, he asserted that he had become Arab in habits, adding that he had tramped
1,100 miles, averaging twenty miles a day. In another letter he said:
I have had a most delightful tour … on foot and alone all the time, so that I have perhaps, living as an Arab with the
Arabs, got a better insight into the daily life of the people than those who travel with caravan and dragoman.\fn{Interpreter, translator and official guide:W}

He had no time left to visit the castles of Shobek and Kerak in the Transjordan area but declared that the castle
of Hosn was “the finest castle in the world”.
Lawrence had ample opportunity during his sojourn in Syria to experience the ruggedness of Bedouin life. He
seems to have emancipated himself from the conventions of civilized living, never caring what sort of food he ate
nor what sort of mattress he slept on. It did not matter whether he spent the night in a vil lage guest house or in the
open with the poorest of Bedouin. The sight of a fair-haired young Englishman wandering alone through an
expanse of country which knew no peace or security must have been very strange to the Bedouin.
His thesis was presented at Oxford shortly after his return from Syria. In it he concluded that the crusaders had
brought more to the architecture of Syria than they had learned from it, and that their castles were not greatly
influenced by Byzantine art. This thesis earned him a First Class Honors degree in modern History, with the result
that, through the good offices of Hogarth, he was awarded a senior demyship\fn{ A form of scholarship specifically
awarded at Magdalen College, Oxford } at Magdalen College and a hundred pounds a year for four years to allow him to
join the British Museum’s expedition, which was to carry out excavations at Jerablus (Carchemish, the fortress
city of the Hittite Empire), by the Euphrates.
*
Thus Lawrence returned to the Middle East towards the end of 1910. He spent nearly two months at the
American Mission School in Jebail, Lebanon, taking lessons in Arabic from Miss Fareedah al-Akle. In February
1911 Hogarth arrived in Lebanon and he and Lawrence sailed from Beirut to Haifa, and from there traveled by
train to Damascus, Aleppo and Carchemish. But although Hogarth was in charge of the excavations he did not
stay long at Carchemish. He was replaced by another archaeologist, R. Campbell Thompson, and Lawrence was
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given charge of the pottery work, the photography and the keeping of some of the archaeological records. He also
supervised the actual diggings. In 1913 Leonard Woolley replaced Thompson.
During this period Lawrence had ample opportunity to meet the Arabs, study their customs, and acquire a
greater fluency in Arabic. He was later to describe this period as “the best life I ever lived”, and attributed this
contentment to his poverty, which forced him to mix with the people and learn from them. One of the secrets of
his later success was his ability to penetrate the inner self of the Arab individual. In this connection he wrote:
Among the Arabs there were no distinctions, traditional or natural, except the unconscious power given a famous
sheikh by virtue of his accomplishment; and they taught me that no man could be their leader except he ate the ranks’
food, wore their clothes, lived level with them, and yet appeared better in himself.

At Carchemish Lawrence began to wear Arab clothes and around his waist he wrapped a multi-colored belt
with red tassels bunched over the left hip. He had his hair cut only when it got in the way of his food. He struck
up a friendship with two of the workers at the site, Sheikh Hammoudi, the foreman, and Sheikh Ahmed
(Dahoum), the water-boy, whom Lawrence later took on as companion and assistant.
Sir Leonard Woolley has said that the Arabs in Carchemish believed that Lawrence was a homosexual because
of his close friendship with Dahoum, but Woolley goes on to say that this was a mistake. So immersed was
Lawrence in fraternizing with the Arabs that, during short breaks in his work, he would take trips with Dahoum
and Hammoudi to visit those in the neighboring villages. This provided him with the opportunity of learning a
great deal about the customs of the people, of adapting himself to their way of life and of learning their language.
Apparently he found this more rewarding than returning to England, for, during the whole period of his stay in the
Middle East, he went to England only twice. On the second occasion (July 1913) he took Hammoudi and Dahoum
with him for a two-week visit. It has been said that the purpose of this visit was to reward Hammoudi for his
loyalty, for on one occasion when Lawrence had been extremely ill Hammoudi had taken him to his home and
done all he could to help him until he recovered, in spite of the warnings of the villagers that Hammoudi would be
held responsible if Lawrence died.
*
Towards the end of 1913, while Lawrence and Woolley were spending a holiday in Aleppo, they received a
telegram from London instructing them to join a surveying party in the Sinai Peninsula. Lord Kitchener, British
Representative in Egypt, had approved a plan to be accomplished by Captain (later Colonel) S. F. Newcombe for
conducting a survey of the Sinai Peninsula and thoroughly mapping the area. But in order to cover up this military
plan, the British announced that they were merely engaged in archaeological investigations.
In 1906 a dispute had arisen between Britain and the Ottoman Government over the determination of the
Egyptian/Palestinian border, particularly with regard to Sinai. Kitchener, however, succeeded in procuring a
permit from the Ottoman authorities for this party to travel between Beersheba and Aqaba.
It took the party two months, January and February 1914, to complete their mission. Lawrence and Dahoum,
who had accompanied him, then walked from Aqaba to Petra which, as Lawrence wrote to a friend, was
the most wonderful place in the world, not for the sake of its ruins … but for the color of its rocks, all red and black
and gray with streaks of green and blue, in little wriggly lines … and for the shape of its cliffs and crags and pinnacles,
and for the wonderful gorge it has. … Only be assured that till you have seen it you have not the glimmering of an idea
how beautiful a place can be.

In Petra he was met by two English ladies who later reported that they had given him sufficient money to make
his way to Damascus, since they thought he was a “half-starved young compatriot in dire straits”.
In one of his letters Lawrence wrote that he reached the Hejaz Railway
… after arresting three policemen at Ma’an, and marching them disarmed through the streets to the Serial, while my
camels which they had arrested, escaped. …

but this is one of the many stories that Lawrence fabricated. It is scarcely credible that three Turkish gendarmes
would have surrendered to a destitute foreign youth and handed their arms over to him. It has, in fact, been
reported that he tried to reach Faraun Island (facing Aqaba), against the orders of the Turkish governor, and that
he was forcibly ejected from the place.
From Ma’an he returned to Damascus by train and then left for Carchemish, where he spent some time on the
excavation site. He and Woolley left for England in the summer to present their report on the Sinai mission. This
report, which later appeared in a booklet entitled Wilderness of Zin, was still in preparation in June 1914 when the
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shot which triggered off the First World War was fired at Sarajevo.
*
When the war broke out, Lawrence tried to enlist or to secure military employment. In September 1914,
through his friend Dr. Hogarth, he obtained a job at the Geographical Section of the War Office. It was
Lawrence’s good fortune that most of the officers in this department had already been called to active ser vice and
the one remaining officer was preparing to leave for the front in France.
The first thing Lawrence did in his new job was to prepare a detailed map of the Sinai Peninsula. This he
accomplished alone, because his colleagues Newcombe and Woolley were away at the front.
Lawrence remained a civilian until the occasion when he was requested to present some maps to a general,
who refused to talk to him, complaining furiously,
“I want to speak to an officer”.
As a result, in October, his superiors arranged for him to be commissioned as a Second Lieutenant, without his
obtaining a medical certificate and before his name appeared in the official gazette.
Lawrence had his golden opportunity when the Ottoman Government joined forces with Germany on 30
October 1914, for it was immediately felt that the Intelligence Service in Egypt had to be strengthened. General
Headquarters therefore called a number of officers with experience in the Middle East to work with General
Clayton, head of Military and Political Intelligence in Egypt. Among these were Newcombe, Woolley and Lawrence.
In addition to these three, the Intelligence branch included two M.P.s, George Lloyd and Aubrey Herbert; also
Ronald Storrs, who played an important part in bringing Britain and Sherif Hussein ibn Ali to an agreement. Later
the group, was joined by Miss Gertrude Bell and Dr. Hogarth.
Thus Lawrence left England for the Nile Valley in November 1914, after having been promoted to the rank of
Captain. For this promotion, which he obtained in seven weeks, he had his friends and his happy stars to thank—
in normal circumstances it would have taken him some years.
Lawrence was engaged in his new work for two years. His duties were many and varied. There is no doubt that
the three years he had spent at Carchemish and his trips in Syria, Lebanon, Palestine and Sinai together with his
Arabic, provided him with a good knowledge of the area and its people. He began his work by preparing maps of
Syria and cataloguing information relevant to these maps. He interviewed prisoners of war, deserters from the
Ottoman army and new arrivals from Arab territory. He extracted information from these as well as from spies,
local Intelligence Service men and others, and passed on the bits of information he gleaned to his colleagues, who
profited from them in studying Ottoman military tactics and dispositions. His work once took him to the Western
Desert, where the Sanussi forces, under Ja’afar al-Askari, were engaged in raids against the Italians and the
British. On another occasion he traveled to Greece and made contact with British Intelligence there.
He also worked as liaison officer between the Survey Department of Egypt on one side, and the British
Department of Military Intelligence and (after February 1916) the Arab Bureau on the other. In another capacity,
he provided the link between General Headquarters and the Egyptian Government Press. Those who knew him
during this period attested to his intelligence, capability, wit and perseverance. But the fact remains that
Lawrence’s job was no more important than those of his colleagues; his work was certainly not beyond the
capabilities of any educated and experienced young officer.
Dr. Shahbender has recalled in a series of articles how he arrived in Cairo in March 1916, having fled from the
Turkish atrocities in Syria, and was requested to report to the British Army Headquarters, which he did in
company with his friend Tawfiq al-Halabi. This is how he describes his meeting with Lawrence:
When we knocked at the door of the room, we were received by an officer, who was short, fair-haired, with a
large head and a small body, a rectangular face and blue fiery eyes in constant motion. When he walked he barely
touched the ground. As he talked to us we noticed that he looked at our faces only furtively, and that he spoke in
near-whispers, with a reticence that aroused our caution; but his conversation was precise, profound and
searching, which indicated a subtle mind and a thorough grasp of the subject.
The questions he asked us were many. They had to do, in part, with the reasons why we left Syria and the
conditions in the country when we left it, especially its economic situation at a time when famine had started
devouring its meat and bone. He was also particularly interested in the secret societies which were working for the
liberation of the Arabs.
In April 1916 Lawrence had the opportunity of taking part in a strange enterprise. The Turks had succeeded in
surrounding the forces of General Townshend at Kut al-Amara in Iraq, and all the efforts of the British to raise the
siege were unsuccessful. Townshend persuaded the British cabinet to approve a plan aimed at bribing the Turkish
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commander, Khalil Pasha, with the sum of one million pounds sterling (the sum was later raised to two million) in
return for lifting the siege. Three persons were chosen to make the offer to Khalil Pasha: Aubrey Herbert, M.P.,
Colonel Beach of the Iraq command and Captain Lawrence of the Intelligence Bureau in Egypt. But the mission
failed because Khalil Pasha refused the bribe and Townshend’s forces surrendered to the Turks. Sir Hubert Young
met Lawrence at Basrah and remarked that
He seemed to me thoroughly spoilt, and posing in a way that was quite unlike what I remembered of him at
Carchemish.

In February 1916, the Arab Bureau had been established in Cairo. This was a department attached to the
Foreign Office for “the study and development of British policy in Arab affairs and the collection of information”.
Dr. Hogarth was appointed director of the Bureau and granted the rank of naval commander. The Bureau issued
the Arab Bulletin, starting from the spring of 1916, and Lawrence became a contributor.
Lawrence was still attached to Military Intelligence in Egypt, where the army was completing its preparations
and bolstering up its reinforcements with the ultimate intention of marching east on Palestine. It is clear that after
his return from Iraq Lawrence had begun to have serious difficulties, for it seems that he had developed the habit
of criticizing his colleagues and superiors, and that his experience in Syria was encouraging him to make a parade
of his knowledge. Colonel Holdich, who replaced General Clayton as head of Military Intelligence, found
Lawrence’s cheek intolerable.

But Lawrence was as adept at winning the friendship and securing the patronage of some influential people as
he was at managing to invoke the wrath of many others. Thus he succeeded in securing the patronage of General
Clayton, as well as of Commander Hogarth; and Ronald Storrs, Oriental Secretary to the High Commissioner,
with whom he shared several cultural interests—particularly Arab life, history and language—was a staunch
supporter and friend.
Lawrence profited from the patronage of these important people. Clayton and Hogarth, for instance, arranged
for his transfer from the War Office to the Arab Bureau. This transfer was very well timed, because it thwarted the
efforts at General Headquarters to transfer him to the front, where he could have met the fate of two of his
brothers, who were killed on the Western Front. It has been reported that a reason for the indignation directed at
Lawrence was his open support for the Arab Revolt at a time when the prevailing impression at Headquarters was
that the Revolt constituted a blunder on the part of the Foreign Office.
Thus we see that Lawrence went through two of the war years in the same way as any other officer under
similar circumstances, and that no salient feature distinguished him from his colleagues in the huge army that
Britain was preparing for its major offensive against the Ottoman Empire. In fact, Lawrence’s achievements
during these two years are dwarfed by the heroic deeds carried out by many others on the front or even in the
Intelligence Service.
Lawrence makes the incredible claim that he had had a hand in the capture of Erzerum in the spring of 1916,
for in T. E. Lawrence to His Biographers it is recorded (p. 61) that he told Liddell Hart that he had arranged
contact between Duke Nicholas, the Russian commander in the Caucasus, and a number of Arab officers serving
in the Turkish army at Erzerum. It seems almost superfluous to assert that Lawrence’s claim cannot have been
grounded in fact, since the capture of Erzerum was a purely military operation. We must not forget that the Arab
officers in the Turkish Army who had not deserted remained loyal until the last moment, in spite of the connection
some of them had with the leaders of the Arab Revolt. This can be proved by the fact that Ali Rida el-Rikabi and
Yasin el-Hashimi remained in their military posts as high-ranking officers in the Turkish army until the final
defeat of 1918, despite their avowed belief in the Revolt. They always kept a clear distinction between
nationalism and military honor.
His biographers claim that Lawrence worked diligently for a British landing in Alexandretta in order to disrupt
communications between Anatolia and Syria and deliver a fatal blow to the Ottoman Empire, especially after the
failure of the Allies in Gallipoli. Lawrence himself made the claim that he had talked Lord Kitchener into this,
even before the war, and that he continuously belabored the British commanders with this idea, but that the
French refused to consider it. It is a fact that the landing in Alexandretta had been discussed in high British circles
and that Lord Kitchener, Secretary of State for War, had supported such a move. We know from Arab records that
Sherif Hussein was urging such an action, and we are given to understand that it was discussed between him and
Sir Henry McMahon.
Nobody, including Lawrence’s detractors, would doubt his intelligence or diligence; but the suspicions of
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many have been aroused regarding the truth of stories such as those we have outlined, and we shall come across
more of the same kind as we proceed. On the other hand, those who believe in luck will find much evidence of it
in Lawrence’s life: he spent three years at Carchemish because of Hogarth’s friendship; he explored Sinai because
he happened to be at Carchemish when the need for this trip arose; and he obtained a commission because he had
spent some years in Syria. At a time when thousands were being killed at the front, he held a clerical post away
from the battlefield for two full years. When the time came when he would have either to be transferred to the
front or, at least, to remain in Cairo until the end of the war, the Arab Revolt broke out in Hejaz, and Lawrence,
through a series of lucky strokes, became involved in its operations. Indeed, the Revolt provided him with
opportunities beyond his wildest dreams and opened wide for him the gates of fame.
*
Without the Arab Revolt Lawrence and the Lawrence legend would not have seen the light of day. The Arab
Revolt, therefore, ought to be regarded as the root, and Lawrence as the offshoot, whereas the imagination of
western writers has reversed the picture, portraying the Revolt as of Lawrence’s making.
Some western writers have unrestrainedly criticized the Arabs and their Revolt, wondering if what it achieved
was really worth the expense incurred by the British Government to sustain it. It is necessary therefore to consider
the question of the cost first, before proceeding to an assessment of what was achieved by the Revolt, as
compared with the total military effort on the field of battle.
Sir Ronald Storrs has given adequate information on the total cost of the Revolt.
The gold dispatched (by Britain) was less than 10 per cent of the total cost to the British taxpayer of the Revolt in
the Desert, which amounted to £11,000,000. In addition to the initial sums I took, Hussain received from 8 August
1916, £125,000 a month: in all less than one million sterling. The remaining ten millions represent military operations
and supplies from Great Britain.

Out of this amount, Lawrence expended five hundred thousand pounds.
How important does this sum appear when we realize that Great Britain assigned one million, four hundred
thousand troops to the eastern front, and spent seven hundred and fifty million pounds on that front alone; does it
not pale by comparison with the sixty million pounds spent by Great Britain to preserve order in Iraq in 19211922—six times the amount it spent on the Revolt in a similar period of time?
All the money received by the Arabs was spent on the military effort. The Sherif and his sons were constantly
urging Great Britain to send more, because what they were given did not cover their needs. We are told in the
Arab Bulletin of 3 January 1918, that
about a half of the subsidy for the present month (January 1918) was sent to Sherifs Abdullah and Ali; most of the
remainder was allotted to Sherif Feisal for himself and Sherif Zeid, the king retaining only one-tenth for expenses at
Mecca and Jeddah.

I have been told by many participants in the Revolt that Emirs Ali, Abdullah, Feisal and Zeid never actually
handled any money. It was distributed among the tribes and regulars by officials especially employed for this
purpose.
Some writers have drawn a dazzling picture of the flow of gold into Arab countries. But the truth is rather
different, for we have it on the authority of British writings that the wages allotted to Bedouin tribes were not paid
on time, and sometimes never reached them at all. The tribes were often driven to a refusal to fight until their
allocations were paid. The Arab Bulletin bears sufficient witness to this.
The regular troops fared still worse, for their meager wages were not paid with any regularity. Colonel Peake
informs us that although the regulars demanded arrears in their wages before setting out from Ma’an to Dera’a in
the final expedition, these wages were not paid until the expedition reached Azraq, and then only after much insistence, bordering on a refusal to go on. Recalling, further, that these troops were deprived of the most elementary
means of protection from the bitterness of the elements, with many perishing from the cold and the lack of proper
clothing, we realize that the Revolt was functioning on much less than bare necessity.
Could we not also say that the aid given by Great Britain to the Revolt was in lieu of keeping the Turks fenced
within the battlefield? Lawrence himself states that it would have cost the British more to keep the Turkish
prisoners in camps than it did to secure the needs of the Arab forces.
We should also remember that the allies were assisting one another. How long could Turkey have held out
without German aid? It is clear that British help came short by a considerable degree of the military and political
benefits Britain reaped from the Arab effort. King Hussein himself regarded the money and supplies he received
as a form of payment for the retention of Basra. It was on this basis that he later gave financial backing to the
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revolt in Iraq. A report published by Commander Hogarth in the Arab Bulletin of 11 January 1919, said:
he (King Hussein) still vaguely forecasts a demand for about a hundred and twenty thousand pounds per mensem. It is
not known why he estimates his future needs at so large a sum: but he gave some indication that his total is not, in fact,
so much an estimate of probable deficit, as a claim for compensation. As he has revealed more than once, he means to
keep to the fore the general suggestion conveyed to him in Sir H. MacMahon’s verbal message of December 17, 1915,
that H.M.G.\fn{His Majesty’s Government:H} might be willing to consider monetary compensation to the Arabs, if it
eventually retained Basra. … The king now states that he has always written off that figure from his subsidy as
representing our just debt to himself.

In spite of this, Sir Ronald Storrs says:
Nevertheless, this partial sacrifice of his name before Islam, vital to our cause though also greatly to his interest,
imposed upon us the real obligation of raising and maintaining his prestige to the limit of the possible. So that for this
and other reasons we were in the end committed far more deeply in bullion, in munitions of war and in promises very
hard to fulfill, than most of us had dreamed of in September, 1914.

The leaders of the Revolt benefited least from British money. Hussein spent his last years at Cyprus in want.
Feisal left Damascus with less than seven thousand pounds which he distributed at Dera’a among Ageyl volunteers,
after they had done very well in resisting the French army, preventing it from entering Wadi Barada to effect a junction
with the French forces that took the main road. They lost several men, before they were compelled to retreat.

Emir Abdullah left Hejaz almost penniless, and had to borrow three thousand pounds from Auda Abu Tayeh at
Ma’an.
It might be easy for a foreigner to speak of the Revolt in terms of money. But to the Arabs, the Revolt was
something far more; it represented an ideal for which men were happy to give their lives. The Arabs certainly did
not rebel for the sake of British gold, which, in any case, soon found its way out again. And can the eleven million
pounds be compared in any way with the Arab effort and Arab sacrifice? At the Peace Conference, Feisal declared
that the Arabs had put a hundred thousand troops into the battlefield, of whom ten thousand died for the cause
they cherished.
Allenby’s action in giving Lawrence five hundred thousand pounds as an independent fund to spend on the
operations he directed or took part in, was indeed strange and unprecedented. It was instrumental in enhancing
Lawrence’s prestige in Arab eyes. This amount of money in his hands gave him a special position with Feisal,
because Feisal’s allocations were not sufficient to cover the expenses of his army—a fact which left him in
constant need of money with which to carry out his commitments to the Bedouin tribes on the one hand, and to
pay the wages of his regulars and furnish their expenses on the other. He was there fore obliged to ask Lawrence
for help from the money in his hands, in order to surmount the financial difficulties he had sometimes to face.
Lawrence himself says,
Allenby, as thanks for the Dead Sea and Aba el Lissan, had put three hundred thousand pounds into my independent
credit.

The total amount at his disposal was five hundred thousand pounds. This, of course, was regarded as part of
the expenditure of the Revolt, but it was spent through Lawrence, just as he saw fit. I have no doubt that most of it
was spent on the operations of the Northern Army as a whole, and not restricted to the opera tions in which
Lawrence took part (for instance, the Tell Shehab raid), because these raids were infrequent, and did not require
more than a few thousand pounds. The fact that this money was allotted by Allenby to Lawrence as “thanks for
the Dead Sea and Aba el Lissan” would seem to indicate that Allenby hoped the money would enable Lawrence to
win other victories.
But Lawrence did nothing of real value with the money; he used it rather to enhance his own prestige with the
Arabs, who, understandably enough, came to view him as a very influential man in Great Britain. Allenby’s action
was reprehensible, especially where Feisal was concerned. The latter, however, was in no position to object or
criticize, for his sole aim was to make his way to Damascus by any means and regardless of difficulties and
irritations.
The worst aspect of this situation was that Lawrence and other British officers occasionally gave money
directly to the Bedouin. According to Major Jarvis, Colonel Peake received at Aqaba a bag containing a thousand
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pounds in gold, which he was to distribute among the sheikhs who were to assist him in his activities.
The order was that not less than one thousand pounds was to be carried by every British officer in command of
a column.
It is clear that the procedure tended to demoralize the Arabs and sow the seeds of difference among them.
*
I have endeavored to make a fair assessment of the Arab military effort. Not wishing to exaggerate its value
and its effect on the final outcome of the war, I would only say that it should receive the appreciation it deserves,
particularly when we include the political side, acknowledged by the Allies to be more important than the military
aspect, and view the whole Revolt as part of the campaigns in the East.
In an account of the Arab Revolt delivered before the House of Lords, Lord Cecil once stated that at the time it
was declared, the Turkish forces in Hejaz numbered twenty thousand troops and that the Arabs, after clearing the
Hejaz coast from enemy forces, advanced eight hundred miles from Mecca to Tafileh. He added that the Arab
forces besieged, captured or engaged forty thousand Turkish men, besides seizing more than a hundred guns.
The official British history states that the Arabs engaged twenty-five thousand enemy troops. Summarizing the
Arab effort Lawrence wrote:
When peace came, we had taken thirty-five thousand prisoners, killed and wounded and worn out about as many,
and occupied a hundred thousand square miles of the enemy’s territory.

According to General Glubb, the Turkish garrison in Hejaz at the inception of the Revolt numbered fifteen
thousand men, of whom the Arabs captured six thousand. The garrison was then reinforced with another eight
thousand men. Glubb Pasha puts the number of enemy forces engaged by the Arabs at thirty thousand. All those
who have written on the Revolt admit that the Turkish Fourth Army, operating in Ma’an, Salt and Amman, could
easily have retreated to Dera’a and Damascus, had it not been for the Arab expedition, which cut its line of retreat
and led to its dismemberment. Dr. Shahbender, on the other hands, says:
The Ottoman army between Ma’an and Medina exceeded 30,000 men. It had the most lethal of weapons, especially
long-range artillery. At its head was an obstinate imperturbable man, Fakhri Pasha, who, together with his Unionist
colleagues, was too occupied with political aspects to devote his whole-hearted attention to military considerations. He
and his colleagues turned a deaf ear to the important report submitted by the Staff Officer mission which inspected
Medina in 1917. The report favored the evacuation of Medina up to Ma’an, so that the large army there could be used
to meet the British marching from Egypt.

It is important that we take into consideration the divergence between the Arab and British viewpoints. The
Arabs considered the Revolt a basic and vital factor, regarding the British in Egypt and Palestine and the British
fleet as a catalyst which would help them win their war and earn their freedom. The British, on the other hand,
regarded the Arabs as a contributory clement in bringing about the defeat of Germany’s junior ally, Turkey.
Allenby, therefore, thought of Feisal’s army as his own right flank, while Feisal looked at the British Army as the
left flank of the Arab liberation movement.
Anybody attempting to assess with fairness Lawrence’s role on the battlefields of the Revolt ranging from
Mecca in the south to Aleppo in the north, cannot escape the conclusion that it was a modest one. What raids
could Lawrence or anybody else have carried out without the permanent base at Aqaba, Gucira and Wadi Musa,
which was the center of gravity, and maintained by the Arabs? Putting aside Lawrence’s eloquence and descrip tive powers, and comparing the operations in which he took part with those led by Maulud Mukhlis at Wadi Musa,
Gueira, and Shobek, we are immediately struck by the absurdity of the claim that Lawrence was the hero of the
Revolt.
But Lawrence had the advantage of his pen, while the Bedouin and Arab regulars enjoyed no such gift. And
here lies the secret of his magnified stature, which he earned at the expense of others.
*
There is, however, a more than military aspect to Lawrence in relation to the morale of the Allies. At a time
when the Western Front was a picture of sordid horror, Lawrence could be presented to the British and American
public as a romantic hero in the East. Most of the people who knew him intimately are unanimous in their opinion
that Lawrence was a successful actor. How apt is Bernard Shaw’s remark:
When he was in the middle of the stage with ten lime-lights blazing on him, everybody pointed to him and said:
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‘See! He is in hiding. He hates publicity.’ He was so conspicuous that he was bothered by it and really did make some
half-hearted efforts to hide himself; but it was no use: he was the most impish of comedians.

and:
Though he has been described as a shy man I never saw any sign of it. … He was a very strange fellow, a born actor
and up to all sorts of tricks: you never knew where to have him.

His wearing of Arab clothes while among the Arabs can be explained, and accepted. But what explanation is
there for his parading in Arab apparel in the streets of Cairo and Jerusalem during the war and in the streets of
Paris and London after it? In itself it testifies to his innate theatricality. His wearing of Arab clothes was one of his
stepping-stones to fame—at the hands of the shrewd American journalist Lowell Thomas.
It is strange but true that this propagandist gave rise to the Lawrence legend in the West, even to the point of
conferring on him the title Prince of Mecca. Before the United States entered the war, the Allies had numerous
American supporters who were naturally interested in campaigning for Britain and France with a view to
encouraging their Government to join the war on the side of the Allies. In 1917, these interested parties sent
Lowell Thomas abroad as a war correspondent.
Finding nothing in the Western, front but mud, trench-warfare, heavy artillery fire and mass annihilation of
troops, Thomas was advised by his friends to make for the Middle East. He accordingly arrived in Jerusalem,
where he met Lawrence in colorful Arab apparel at the residence of Ronald Storrs. Seeing this as an opportunity
to present his readers with stories suggestive of the Arabian Nights, Thomas went to Aqaba in April 1918, Whence
he made his way to Gueira, where he stayed for three days. Lawrence posed before Thomas’s camera, and
captured his imagination with tales of his adventures and raids.
The reporter returned to America to write articles on his unique experience. In New York he showed scenes of
the war, and huge crowds flocked to see pictures of the Arabian and Palestine campaigns. Thomas played on the
imagination of his audience, telling them strange stories about countries they had only heard about through the
Arabian Nights. His titles are indicative: “With Allenby in Palestine and with Lawrence in Arabia”, and “The
Liberation of Holy Arabia”.
One night a famous English impresario, Percy Burton, came to the show and expressed his astonishment that
he, an Englishman, had had to come to New York to hear about a great British hero, whom he hitherto had not
even known to exist. He invited Thomas to go to London under his aegis. Thomas says:
Now I never even had dreamed of such a thing. Moreover, I couldn’t take Burton seriously and thought he was
pulling my leg. By way of retaliation I tried to pull his at luncheon on the following day, pretending I would go to
London if he would procure me an invitation from the King or from the British Government. I also stipulated that he
should put me at either Drury Lane or Covent Garden, supposing that such a famous sanctum sanctorum of drama and
opera would be out of the question. Burton grinned, said:
“You don’t want much, do you?”
We parted and I forgot all about it. One month later came a cable from London, Burton had complied with both my
impossible conditions, or close enough. So I sailed for England expecting to stay a couple of weeks and return home.
Nevertheless, the success that awaited my show in London simply amazed me and actually upset my plans. …
Instead of staying in London for a bare two weeks my engagement was prolonged for months and months. … Still the
crowds came, including the Prime Minister and the Cabinet, M.P.s and their lordships from the House of Peers. …
More than a million people in London alone came to hear me tell about Lawrence.

Following his success in London, Thomas traveled around the British Empire exhibiting his pictures for four
years. Lawrence’s story spread like wildfire and suddenly he found himself emerging from his obscure position as
one of thousands of officers in the war, to become the talk of newspapers and high society, celebrated as a national
hero, admired by millions.
Thomas admitted that he colored his lectures on Lawrence with all that might help to portray him as a hero. He
described him as very modest, saying that many of the pictures were taken without Lawrence’s knowledge, while
Lawrence had in fact interceded with Allenby for him and his cameraman Chase to visit the battlefields of the
Revolt and Thomas had little difficulty in persuading Lawrence to pose for photographs. According to Thomas,
Lawrence loved to show off in his “royal Sharifian” clothes and enjoyed standing in front of the camera. He loved
personal fame because he believed he fully deserved it. He went to the show in London several times. When it
occurred to Thomas to write a book about him, Lawrence offered no objection, adding that he himself did not
intend to write a book on the Arab Revolt (in fact he had already started Seven Pillars). Thomas says that
Lawrence worked with him on the book.
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In the course of these consultations I frequently asked him whether certain anecdotes I had gathered were true,
anecdotes concerning his experiences before the War. He would laugh with glee and reply,
“History isn’t made up of truth anyhow, so why worry?”

Many of those who have written on Lawrence have ignored the fact that he was, before anything else, a British
citizen with a great regard for his own country’s interest. I believe that he had a real desire to see the Arabs win,
simply because they were Britain’s allies, whose victory would facilitate the task of the British Army marching
from Egypt. With regard to his desire for the Arabs to be first at Damascus, it is obvious that he was afraid France
would gain a foothold in Syria. Trusting that the Arabs would prefer connections with Britain, he zealously strove
to have their demands granted—not for their own sake but for the preservation of British interests. By virtue of
his having worked with the Intelligence Service, he was fully aware of French ambitions. This is attested to by a
letter he wrote from Cairo to Hogarth on 18 March 1915, in which he said,
“The French insist upon Syria—which we are conceding to them.” In the same letter he said that Alexandretta
had a “petrol spring on the beach” and “huge iron deposits”, adding that
“It is a splendid natural naval base (which we don’t want but which no one else can have without detriment to
us).” He said in another letter,
“So far as Syria is concerned it is France and not Turkey that is the enemy.”
Lawrence must have thought that if the Arabs reached Syria first, they would be likely to keep it by force and
arouse world opinion against France. His behavior during negotiations with King Hussein indicates that the
independence he wanted for the Arabs was of a kind that would be subject to British desires and would serve
British interests. He declared publicly that such was his hope. At the close of Seven Pillars he says,
The strongest motive throughout had been a personal one. Next in force had been a pugnacious wish to win the war:
yoked to the conviction that without Arab help England could not pay the price of winning its Turkish sector.

In a letter to Robert Graves, he wrote:
I want you to make it quite clear … how from 1916 onwards and especially in Paris I worked against the idea of an
Arab Confederation being formed politically before it had become a reality commercially, economically and
geographically by the slow pressure of many generations; how I worked to give the Arabs a chance to set up their
provincial governments whether in Syria or in Iraq; and how in my opinion Winston Churchill’s settlement has
honourably fulfilled our war-obligations and my hopes.

In another letter to Graves, dated 28 June 1927, he reiterates,
The Winston solution passed my hopes: I’d have retired with less.

Lawrence’s intelligence did not serve to give him an understanding of the real motives of the Arabs. Take for
example his remark in Seven Pillars,
In history, Syria … had been a prize-ring, a vassal, of Anatolia, of Greece, of Rome, of Egypt, of Arabia, of Persia,
of Mesopotamia … Syria was by nature a vassal country.

In a letter to his parents dated 12 February 1917, he wrote:
The Arab Movement is shallow, not because the Arabs do not care, but because they are few—and in their smallness
of number (which is imposed by their poverty of country) lies a good deal of their strength, for they are perhaps the
most elusive enemy an army ever had, and inhabit one of the most trying countries in the world for civilized warfare.
… Talk about Palestine or Syria or Mesopotamia is not opportune, when these three countries—with every chance—
have made no effort towards freedom for themselves.

The following remarks of Hubert Young are most illuminating:
An instance of the lengths to which he was prepared to go … was his creation of the phrase “the first brown
Dominion” for the Arab countries, and his fathering it upon Feisal himself. I was asked once by the authority concerned
whether Feisal was loyal to the British Empire, and expressed the opinion that he was and would no doubt remain
grateful to us for helping him to the throne of Iraq, but that his first and only aim was the re-establishment of an Arab
Empire.
“But Lawrence says that his idea of the Arab countries is that they should form the first brown Dominion,” I was
told.
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According to Lowell Thomas, it is not true that Lawrence declined the honors that were offered to him because
of his chagrin at the treatment meted out to the Arabs after the War.
He told me in the desert that, no matter whether they were given what they wanted or not, they were incapable of
pulling together and creating a great Arab state.

In Seven Pillars, Lawrence described the Arabs as
a limited, narrow-minded people, whose inert intellects lay fallow in incurious resignation. Their imaginations were
vivid, but not creative. There was so little Arab art in Asia that they could almost be said to have had no art … they had
no organizations of mind or body. They invented no systems of philosophy, no complex mythologies. … Arab
civilizations had been of an abstract nature, moral and intellectual rather than applied; and their lack of public spirit
made their excellent private qualities futile. They were fortunate in their epoch: Europe had fallen barbarous; and the
memory of Greek and Latin learning was fading from men’s minds.

He called the Syrians
an ape-like people having much of the Japanese quickness, but shallow. … They looked outside for help, and expected
freedom to come by entreaty, not by sacrifice.

Elsewhere he said that there was a
hedonistic streak among the Arabs which made them helpless slaves of carnal indulgence.

At Azraq when the final expedition was ready to set out, he said that everyone was stout and in health except
himself.
I was tired to death of these Arabs; petty incarnate Semites and for two years I had profitably shammed to be their companion!

Lawrence claimed that he knew twelve thousand Arabic words, but this is clear exaggeration. The fact of the
matter is that his Arabic served to convey his thoughts in a limited way. All those I have spoken with or written to
have unanimously agreed that as soon as Lawrence spoke one sentence of Arabic, it was clear to all concerned
that he was a foreigner. (Glubb had spent thirty years, and Philby forty, among the Arabs, but neither could pass in
conversation for an Arab.) Lawrence himself said,
I’ve never heard an Englishman speak Arabic well enough to be taken for a native of any part of the Arabicspeaking world, for five minutes.

He commented to Captain Liddell Hart,
No easterner would ever have taken me for an Arab for a moment.

Philby has scotched the illusion that Lawrence knew most of the Arabic dialects:
That is not true. Actually his Arabic was rather poor stuff of a very mixed breed, and his accent was not good,
though of course he spoke fluently enough.

Subhi al-Umari assured me that Philby and Young spoke Arabic much better than Lawrence.
*
Much has been said about Lawrence’s Zionist leanings and his viewing with favor their ambitions for Arab
Palestine. It seems to me that his attitude sprang from his interest in his own country’s welfare, since the general
impression held by some British imperialists was that the Zionists in Palestine would form an important bridgehead for the Empire in this sensitive geographical position.
It appears that Lawrence had formed his first impressions on the subject during his visit to Syria in the summer
of 1909. In a letter to his mother he describes the country in general and says that all he saw around the lake of
Tiberias were
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dirty, dilapidated Bedouin tents, with the people calling to [passers-by] to come in and talk, while miserable curs came
snapping at their heels. Palestine was a decent country then, and could so easily be made so again. The sooner the Jews
farm it all the better: their colonies are bright spots in a desert.

But Lawrence was forgetting all about the money the Jews were spending on their colonies, while the Arabs
had none. He was also forgetting that it was not so much the faults of the Arabs as the corrupt Ottoman
administration which had brought them to the state of affairs he so much abhorred.
In Oriental Assembly there is a chapter on “The Changing East” which gives a neat summary of Lawrence’s
views:
The success of [the Zionist] scheme will involve inevitably the raising of the present Arab population to their own
material level … and the consequences might be of the highest importance for the future of the Arab world. …
However, such a contingency will not be for the first or even for the second generation.

Weizmann once claimed that Lawrence told him that the Anglican Bishop in Jerusalem was organizing antiJewish propaganda. On 15 December 1921, the Bishop wrote to Lawrence demanding a denial of this. Lawrence
replied:
I will do nothing of the sort. … Dr. Weizmann [is] a great man whose boots neither you, nor I, my dear Bishop, are
fit to black.

Speaking about Lawrence’s feelings towards Zionism, Weizmann says:
Lawrence readily gave not only his advice, but his personal help in furthering both the Zionist aspirations and an
understanding with the Arabs. … In the winter of 1921 I had a long talk with him, our conversation turning mainly on
Jewish-Arab co-operation. He regarded such co-operation as of the utmost importance, from the Jewish point of view, but equally
in the interests of the Arabs. He thought that the Jews acted as a ferment and were likely to be in strumental in bringing out the latent
energies of the Arab people. He thought that Arab redemption was likely to come about through Jewish redemption.

The Zionist leader, Sir Lewis Namier, wrote that, in a conversation on the Cairo Conference, Lawrence told him
that
it was decided to include Transjordan in Palestine … and to open it to Jewish immigration.

But the arrival of Abdullah in Transjordan frustrated this plan.
We should be a little reserved, however, in judging Lawrence in this connection, because the Zionists
exaggerated Lawrence’s support for their projects, thereby making publicity for their own case. It was an added
asset to be able to say that none other than Lawrence of Arabia was numbered among their supporters.
*
The Arabs had no knowledge of the unusual aspects of Lawrence’s character to which Western biographers
attached so much importance. To them he was a British officer of extraordinary mental and physical powers, but
distinguished from his fellow countrymen in his modesty and simplicity and his love for the Arabs and interest in
their affairs. Today, however, we know much more about Lawrence’s life, his views and actions than did those who
knew him at the time of the Revolt. In the light of this new knowledge we wish to take a final comprehensive look
at the personality of this controversial man whose name has become permanently linked with that of the Arabs.
Lawrence suffered greatly as a result of the contradictions inherent in his nature, of his sudden and inexplicable
changes of mood, of his dormant selfishness and of the sway which illusions held over him. He craved fame, while
at the same time fearing it and fearing also that others should know of his craving. His love of fame was
undoubtedly behind the lies he made up and the credit he claimed for deeds he had never accomplished. It is also
clear that he was by nature inclined to exaggeration, as witness his statement in a letter he had written from
Carchemish,
All Syria had heard of me.

But occasionally his conscience was worried:
I began to wonder if all established reputations were founded, like mine, on fraud.

Those who knew him well saw the depth of his love of intrigue and deceit. There is no doubt that Hogarth
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was right in saying that Lawrence had no morality about the means to any end on which he had determined.
Young confirms this by saying:
As a statesman, T. E. possessed all the qualifications for success including, it must be admitted, the faculty of
calculated unscrupulousness in the interest of his main object.

In plain English he was a Machiavellian, who believed that the end justified the means.
Lawrence had a natural passion for surrounding himself with an air of mystery and a cluster of questionmarks, as shown by his wearing of Arab clothes in Europe, Jerusalem and Cairo, with no obvious justification
except his desire to make himself conspicuous, by the little stories he liked to weave about himself, and by the
halo with which he tried to surround his name. His friend Vyvyan Richards comments:
Few men have gathered after them so great a train of stories as he, serious and comic, and the greater proportion
could only have come from his own lips; … his supremacy must never seem to suffer .

Lawrence had great powers of endurance. In spite of his small stature he had an exceptionally strong build.
These characteristics are amply borne out by the trip he took to Syria alone in 1909, on which he tramped
hundreds of miles on foot, and by the way he kept up with the Bedouin during the Revolt, in long-range raids,
camel-riding, and in enduring hunger and thirst and surviving the severity of winter cold and the scorching
summer heat. For these qualities he is to be praised and admired. He once described this aspect of his life in a
letter he wrote in 1927:
In 1914 I was a pocket Hercules, as muscularly strong as people twice my size, and more enduring than most. I saw all
the other British officers’ boots off in Arabia: they went to base, or to hospital, while I did two years in the fighting areas, and
was nine times wounded, and five times crashed from the air, and had two goes of dysentery, and suffered enough
hunger and thirst and heat and cold and exposure, not to mention deliberate maltreatment, to wreck the average
constitution.

According to Philby,
he was as hard as steel.

He was equally remarkable for his indomitable spirit, which competed in powers of endurance with his body,
amidst the hardships of Bedouin companionship under difficult and extraordinary circumstances, for which he
volunteered with little outside pressure. Although his superiors expected him to do something of value, they never
thought of asking him to go to the extent to which he actually did. A good example of this is his voluntary
decision to accompany Sherif Nassir and Auda Abu Tayeh on their expedition to the North. These aspects of his
courage are highly creditable, even though he was by nature inclined to this kind of adventurous living, far from
the restraints of officialdom.
Everyone likes his own efforts to be appreciated and sufficiently rewarded. But Lawrence was not the
kind of person to expect reward through normal channels: his modesty was not deeply rooted enough.
That was why he demanded to take personal command after Aqaba had fallen at the hand of Auda Abu
Tayeh, why in Seven Pillars he voiced his determination to become a general before he was thirty, and
why in general he made such an effort to impress others with the importance of what he was doing.
He once stated that he declined the position of British High Commissioner in Egypt. On another occasion he
claimed to have gone to Mecca. Writing to Mr. H. R. Hadley (who later became a Muslim), he said:
So if anyone asks me if I’ve been there I have to say “no” in public: but in private you can guess about it! It mustn’t
get into the papers because it would do the old king’s reputation harm.

In 1932 he wrote a letter to Wavell, in which he said:
Yes, I’ve promised not to admit the Mecca jest. I did it because I wanted to choose my own gold dagger, and it was
not serious for me. Hussein will never forgive it me.

I have traced Lawrence’s movements and I am convinced that he never set foot in Mecca, quite apart from the
consideration that King Hussein could not possibly have permitted him to do so, and it was impossible for
Lawrence to reach Mecca without Hussein’s knowledge.
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To return to Lawrence’s gold dagger (which he later sold), I might mention that Faiz al-Ghussein has assured
me personally that it was a gift from Feisal, and that he—Faiz—was given a similar dagger by Feisal, which he
gave to his brother after the war. His brother gave it in his turn to Major Somerset (Lord Raglan), who was
political agent at Irbid and Dera’a from 1920 to 1921. In Seven Pillars Lawrence described how Emir Abdullah
had sent Eshref Bey’s dagger to his brother Feisal, who gave it as a gift to Colonel Wilson. I have been told by
Mohammed al-Asbali that Lawrence had told him in private that he had traveled in Yemen, Nejd and Hejaz
before the war, and that in Yemen he had made the acquaintance of Imam Yehya and visited Mecca as a Turk!
Al-Asbali described Lawrence as a
monkey, devil and trickster,

adding that he kept himself down on the same level as his followers, never issuing an order but always starting
things himself. He added that Lawrence never paid attention to his own comfort or asserted superiority over his
servants: he always lit the fire himself.
In July 1918 he wrote to his friend Richards about his unsettled nature and his love for constant variety. His
letter is packed with fulsome exaggeration:
This is an idiot letter, and amounts to nothing except cry for a further change which is idiocy, for I change my abode
every day, and my job every two days, and my language every three days, and still remain always unsatisfied. I hate
being in front, and hate being back and I don’t like responsibility, and I don’t obey orders.

I think it is wrong to believe that Lawrence adhered to a fixed principle in life. There are ample indications that
he used to change his behavior according to circumstances. He was not religious in the accepted sense of the
word, and we gather from the remarks of the commander of the Air Force base at Karachi that Lawrence asked to
be excused from prayers because he did not believe in the content of them.
Nobody as yet has come out with a convincing explanation of Lawrence’s insistence on enlisting as a
private when he could have obtained suitable work either within the Civil Service or outside it. Barring that,
he could have lived quite comfortably on the proceeds of his books on the Arab Revolt; but he pre ferred
poverty and refused to touch a single penny. Although in 1922 he declared that Great Britain had made an
honorable and complete fulfillment of her pledges to the Arabs, we find him writing to Ralph H. Isham in
1927:
Did I tell you … that I consider what I did in Arabia morally indefensible? So I refused pay and decorations while it
lasted, and will not take any personal profit out of it.

Lawrence’s behavior must be puzzling to anyone who tries to find a reasonable explanation of it. But
Lawrence was an extremely eccentric and unusual person, and in the interests of honesty, we cannot, except
with reserve and caution, apply to his works and statements a yardstick applicable to ordinary people.
I regard Lawrence as a sadist, in an intellectual sense at least. One example is his execution of Named the
Moor (supposing the story is true), one of his companions from Wejh to Wadi Ais, on the pretext that he did so
to prevent a feud, while he could have easily arrested the man and handed him over to Emir Abdullah at Wadi
Ais to be dealt with as he saw fit. Other examples are his account of the Turks killed at Abu al-Lissan and the
manner in which he lined up the corpses by moonlight, his description of those killed in the Tafileh battle and
of the dead at the Turkish hospital in Damascus, and his story of putting away Farraj after he was injured. One
feels that Lawrence experienced pleasure at describing these hideous incidents.
Some writers have attributed his actions to a lack of sexual potency and Lawrence himself admitted that he
was free of the sexual urge. He had grown up in a house with no women (except his mother), for he had had no
sisters. He was never known to have had an intimate relationship with any woman. He was never engaged, never
married and was known to shun the company of women. The circumstances of his life, moreover, required him to
be forever in male company. He once said that there were no females in the Arab Revolt except she-camels.
We also know that he could not bear anybody to touch him because of his extraordinary physical
sensitivity. We might conjecture that his lack of sexual feeling had deprived him of natural sym pathies and
of the ordinary feelings of mercy and pity, leading him to experience pleasure—or at least not to feel
repelled—at the sight of suffering. He once admitted to Robert Graves that he was incapable of falling in
love or feeling love. His brother has stated that Lawrence felt profound repugnance at the very idea of
sexual relationships.
I have found no evidence in the Arab world, however, of Lawrence’s alleged homosexuality.
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*
Lawrence’s biographers have left two important questions unanswered: (1) Why did Lawrence insist on
keeping Seven Pillars of Wisdom from the public by refraining from publishing it during his lifetime? (2) Why did
Lawrence co-operate with Lowell Thomas and Robert Graves in preparing their books on his life, and at the same
time make it a condition that they announce that he was not their source and that he was in no way responsible for
the contents of their books?
One aspect of the answer to these questions is to be found in his own book Revolt in the Desert. This book
was neither a summary nor a systematic abridgement of Seven Pillars of Wisdom, for Lawrence made no
major changes except to cut out chapters and certain passages and remarks here and there for undivulged
reasons.
We are not greatly concerned with all the chapters which Lawrence did away with. Some comprised
general remarks on the Arabs and their Revolt and on his own military views and theories about guerrilla
warfare. Apart from showing evidence of his conceit and love of pretence, they are relatively harmless.
What does particularly concern us, however, are the suppressed chapters and remarks concerning certain
definite and concrete happenings which in the original version he claimed had actually taken place. We can
find no convincing justification for his deletions except the deliberate intention of keeping some alleged facts
from the public. As far as I have been able to ascertain, the most important omissions are:
1. His alleged secret trip in June 1917 to Palmyra (Tadmor), Baalbeck, Jebel Druze, and Lejah. This is
altogether ignored in Revolt in the Desert, where he is content to say that he spent that period at Wadi
Sirhan.
2. The side raid from Bair to Um Keis and the Yarmuk river, with Sheikh Za’al ibn Motleg, in the
period between 20 and 27 June 1917. In Revolt in the Desert says only that he remained with the others at
Bair.
3. His visit to the Beni Sakhr encampment in June 1917, and the claim that Fawwaz al-Faiz tried to murder
him.
4. The story of Aishe Jelal al-Leil, whom he claimed to have protected after destroying the train at
Haret al-Amareh station on 18 September 1917, and who later sent him a carpet from Damascus as a
token of her gratitude. All he said in Revolt in the Desert was that Ahmed came up to him and shouted
that an old woman in the last wagon but one wished to see him.
5. His trip to Dera’a in November 1917. According to Revolt in the Desert he spent some days at Azraq,
then returned south to Aqaba.
6. His trip to Palestine, with the alleged purpose of resigning from the Arab Army, after his supposed
quarrel with Zeid in February 1918. In Revolt in the Desert he merely said that he had to return to
Palestine “for urgent consultation with Allenby”.
7. His alleged visit to Amman, disguised as a gipsy woman in April 1918.
Lawrence’s motive in doing this is perfectly clear. He knew very well that these stories were mere
fabrications, which, if published, would prompt replies and denials from those familiar with the facts. He
therefore chose to keep them secret until after his death, when, he hoped, many of those in a position to
deny them would have died as well. He also hoped that the passage of time would in any case have blunted
memories and made it difficult to refute his claims.
While Lawrence himself claimed that Revolt in the Desert “was abridged from Seven Pillars of Wisdom, and
contained all that I wanted the public to know”, some of his biographers were of the opinion that he did not
publish the whole book to avoid hurting the feelings of people concerned who were still alive, and to avoid
shocking others. But if this were true, surely he would have suppressed Chapter XXIX of Revolt in the Desert,
which contains grave insults to King Hussein, Feisal, Ja’afar al-Askari and many others!
On the other hand we might argue that the suppressed stories do not contain scandalous allusions to
anybody. They do not reveal any secrets, nor are they in any way insulting. What harm would there have
been in divulging the details of his alleged visit to Baalbeck, Palmyra, Damascus, and Dera’a, or of his visit
to Amman dressed as a gipsy woman, or indeed of the Aisha story? Even in Seven Pillars, Lawrence speaks
of his secret trip to Baalbeck, Palmyra and Damascus in a mysterious language that takes us nowhere. Why
was he so secretive at this point, when his biographers were unanimous in considering this his most daring
and risky adventure, covering as he would have us believe over a thousand miles in completely hostile
territory?
Lawrence’s biographers are agreed that several aspects of his life are shrouded in mystery. Any mystery
there may be stems from the lies he was in the habit of inventing, without being clear how to proceed with the
elucidation of detail. Faced with this problem, he would take refuge in silence, which created a sense of
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elusiveness puzzling to others. His biographers accepted many of his claims as established fact, simply
because he, being the only source of information about his own movements and actions, was necessarily
unchallenged.
Behind the stipulation that Thomas and Graves should declare that Lawrence was not responsible for the
contents of their books, there was a desire to keep the door open for retreat in the face of possible reaction to
his fabrications. We know that he himself attempted to renounce Lowell Thomas, after pressure had grown for a
clarification of the issues raised in the book. He was fortunate that no Arab took the time to refute the statements of Thomas and Graves when they were published. But who would take the trouble of refuting statements
with whose contents Lawrence, according to their authors, had no connection whatsoever?
What then is the logical explanation for the motive which drove Lawrence to fabricate, then suppress these
stories, to turn down offers of high positions and to insist on enlisting as a recruit in the Air Force?
On the one hand Lawrence was an imaginative adventurer, driven by his historical studies to achieve
something of note, which would be the subject of people’s conversation and material fit to be perpetuated in
books.
On the other hand he was a sensitive, educated man, who feared history’s severe verdict on forgery and deceit.
His “first” nature led him to brave the elements and to take troubles and difficulties in his stride, with out fully
satisfying his excessive ambition. Hence his supplementary bragging, falsification and fabrication, which helped
to give a picture pleasing to his imagination, satisfying to his ambition and gratifying to his yearnings.
At the same time, his “second” nature aroused the conscience of the educated man in him, who would act as
auditor and judge.
Lawrence found himself shaken by his own puzzling contradictions. Deep within himself, Lawrence knew that
the greater part of his fame was based on fraud. He realized fully that if he had followed the more honest path of
his colleagues, he would not have enjoyed the limelight or the patronage of the great after the war.
It was his sense of guilt, therefore, that drove him to the Air Force and the Tank Corps, in the hope of atoning
for earlier mistakes, which haunted him in secret. If he had a perverted nature, devoid of conscience, he would
have continued to exploit his unearned fame until the very end. But his conscience, coupled with his romantic
imagination, drove him into a semi-hermitage of atonement. It was as if his Inner Voice had said to him: if
History, which knows no mercy, stands witness to the claims through which you ascended the steps of fame, the
same History will find itself forced to admit that you renounced everything and did not permit yourself to benefit
from your fame in any way.
It was no mean decision.
1920
264.265 Excerpt from Trends And Movements In Modern Arabic Poetry: “Introduction”\fn{by Salma Khadra
Jayyusi (1926- )} Jordan (F) 5
Many books have been written on modern Arabic poetry and every year their number grows. One would think,
therefore, that any new attempt to write about modern Arabic poetry would merely be a repetition or elaboration on an
already exhausted theme. However, this is far from being true, for while the historical development of this poetry has
been the subject of several partial studios, no single full account has been attempted of this poetry as an art form. The
enormous changes it has undergone in technique, form, tone, attitude, emotion, imagery, diction and theme since its
revival in the nineteenth century have not been followed up in any comprehensive fashion that can furnish the reader
with a continuous line of development.
The development of modern Arabic poetry took on an organic growth, evolving along lines determined not only by
social and cultural developments, but largely also by artistic needs. Its evolution is not only a fascinating story for
those interested in modern Arabic poetry as an expression of a particular people who have undergone great changes in
all aspects of their life, but it is also a demonstration both extensive and intensive of artistic development over a
relatively short period of time. Hence it is also of interest to all critics of poetry generally.
This study proposes, therefore, to tell the story of the Arab poetic genius in recent times.\fn{ I.e., up until the end of
the 1960s} It is through the sustained effort of this genius that modern Arabic poetry has developed steadily through
the decades despite the many hindrances put in its way by traditional elements. It has therefore been necessary, in
dealing with the achievements of this genius, also to pause in order to look at the activity and the work of those
whose influence has hindered or sought to hinder its development.
One of the greatest difficulties with which a writer is faced when trying to review modern Arabic poetry as a
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whole is the vastness and diversity of the field he has to cover, in that the centre of gravity of this movement has
tended to shift from one Arab country to another. Regional differences in temperament, cultural background and
poetic traditions have contributed greatly to the richness and variety of the various poetic experiments but have also
been responsible for the development of some negative streaks, although these were mostly of a regional character.
The full story of modern Arabic poetry can be covered only by examining the poetry of all the countries which
played an active part in its development and by attempting to put each contribution in its proper place. By “active
part” is meant here that the poetic contribution of any particular country has entered the living stream of modern
Arabic poetry, imposing itself on a considerable reading public outside its own boundaries, or that it has at least had
its influence on the poets whose own work has proved decisive in this development.
It will be clear, therefore, that were some poetic genius to have written in isolation from the main stream of
Arabic poetry, remaining unknown to the poets and critics of the Arab world, his poetry would not come within the
scope of this work. The poetry of several Arab countries must therefore be left untreated. It should also be said at this
point that the work of some poets has been omitted, albeit regretfully, because their experiment was similar to that of
a greater poet writing in their own country at the same time. A case in point is the work of the Lebanese poet, Sahih
Labaki, who was a better poet than many who have been considered in this work.
All this will be better understood if one bears in mind that this is the story of a poetic evolution and not merely
the recounting of the details of literary history. It is a critical study of the various factors that have promoted or
hindered the main stream.
During the relatively short period since the Arab poetic revival in modern times, a little over a hundred years,
Arabic poetry has undergone drastic changes. Such changes were accompanied by similar ones in the Arab people
themselves in all spheres: political, social, economic, cultural and psychological. Since this is a history of a poetry
written in the Classical language, it deals with the contribution of those poets who belong to the more cultured group
of men and women in the Arab world. A higher degree of consciousness is expected here, therefore, and a nature at
least as complex as any among the more cultivated individuals in the different Arab countries. The role played by this
group of individuals was more complex and their reaction to change more profound than that of the average educated
man. A study, therefore, that deals with the analysis of the changes that have taken place in the psyche and
consciousness of these individuals would need a highly specialized approach.
The description of the political life of the Arab world alone is an exhaustive study, especially so in an
introduction to a work that deals with the evolution of poetry, because the political event must be translated in
terms of its psychological significance before it is shown to be relevant to the literary study at hand; the mere
presence of a “theme” in a poem is not a sufficient basis for considering the poem’s value. Many landmarks of the
political history of the Arab world in the last century and a half have been arbitrarily accepted as landmarks of
poetic change, but a close study often proves that a particular poetic development is not directly related to
particular political events but rather to sociological or artistic forces, sometimes to both.
It should not follow from this that no particular political event could exercise a profound direct influence on
poetry, but what is significant is not the event but the reaction of the people to it and their capacity to assimilate the
full meaning of that event. Indeed, the student of modern Arabic poetry might be surprised to find (and this will be
elaborated at the proper places in this work) that politics has had two contradictory effects on the art of poetry in
modern Arabic, one positive and renovating, the other reactionary and conventional. Moreover, political events are
never sufficient alone to explain the external forces at play on poetry. Cultural, social and economic forces are
inseparable from the political forces.
There was taking place a sustained process of conditioning of the Arab individual to life in the modern world. The
important developments in Arab life whether political, cultural, sociological or economic, if seen to be particularly
effective in relation to poetry at a certain period, will be mentioned throughout the following work. Otherwise the
general scene must form a kind of moving picture in the background. But we can deal with it here only in the abstract.
It is a picture of constant change. The best way to begin is to recognize the immense transformation that has taken
place over the years in the educated individual in the Arab world. It would not perhaps be untrue to think of the men
who were writing in the nineteenth century as belonging to a different order, to a mediaeval culture with which the
modern life of contemporary avant-garde authors (sophisticated, rebellions and thinking mainly on secular lines) has
very little in common and which was virtually unaware of the culture of the men who were writing literature in
Europe.
The process of metamorphosis was accomplished through a realization, sometimes gradual, at others extremely
sudden, of the presence of a happier, more enlightened, more progressive life outside their wide borders. From the
Napoleonic invasion of 1798 to the 1948 Palestine catastrophe, the Arab world was exposed to a series of
disasters which shook its very foundations.
The external enemy was the first menace which the Arabs discovered. The awareness of this external enemy and
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his role in the act of oppression, deprivation and impoverishment inflicted upon them was a unifying force which
integrated, to some extent, their efforts and attitudes. The fact that the nation was steeped in ignorance, stagnation,
stupor and squalor in addition to an inner spiritual emptiness, started to dawn on them only at the turn of the century
but became a full emotional realization in the late ‘forties after the Palestine disaster. Their first awareness of their
backwardness was mixed with feelings of pride in past Arab glory and accomplishments, and a hope of possibilities of
imminent revival and independence. The absolute failure of the old order of things did not dominate their way of
thinking early in the century, although men like Salãrna Müsa did hold that
national independence was of no value in itself, but must be combined with internal change. Reform and independence go
together and the enemies of the two have always been allies: European imperialists and Egyptian reactionaries have worked
together.

The whole Arab world in this century started to be exposed to the same currents of thought working on it from
Western and Eastern Europe, although certain Arab countries were more directly and strongly influenced than
others. Their modern history is a history of revolt and strife, of heart-wrenching disappointments and failed
endeavors, and of renewed strife and revolt. This, plus the constant cultural contacts were able finally to produce
the archetype of the more sophisticated modern Arab poet: divided, deeply wounded, and dominated by varying
attitudes of anger, rejection and dread.
*
Modern Arab writers on literary history have resorted to several methods of writing, some of these being a
continuation of the usual methods of writing literary history in Arabic, whereas others have benefited by the work
of some Western writers.
Some critics have simply provided collections of biographies, often no more than semi-critical; some have regarded
literary works simply as documents illustrating national growth; some have adopted a deterministic interpretation of
literature, regarding it as conditioned either by environmental factors (this was, in Western criticism, the approach of H.
Tame and later of Marx and Engels, though the latter two tended to regard environment from a purely economic point
of view) or by factors in the personality of the author (the determining factor in the eyes of F. Saint-Beuve and, later,
Freud); some have followed an idea or group of related ideas through one or more periods of literature; and some have
written selective histories, describing the literature of one single country or of one particular movement. There are, of
course, various arguments for and against these different methods, although lack of space prevents consideration of
them here.
This work, as indicated earlier, follows a method which attempts to take into account several factors at the
same time. To social and political factors it gives due attention as important forces behind the changes in the mind
and consciousness of the creative Arab talent. It also seeks to examine the psychological changes in attitudes,
points of view and emotional emphasis of the Arab people as these changes were reflected in their poetry. But it
regards it of primary importance to attempt to know, with conviction, not the details of the political events and of
the intellectual, national and social movements, but their effects (if any) on the various authors in any one epoch,
as they were reflected in their works. The concern with the external factors is therefore more with the
development of the Arab consciousness in modern times and with the variations in the patterns of Arab culture as
a whole. However, this being a work on the art of poetry, it carefully avoids becoming a history of the Arab mind
in modern times, or modern Arab civilization as reflected in its poetry.
Aside from the study of the times in which the poets and critics lived, the knowledge of the poets’ personal
education is followed up as far as possible; also the kind of schools they attended, the authors they read, the
countries they visited, the contacts they made and the literary traditions they are likely to have inherited, for it is
important to know the cultural affinities of these authors and the ideals, if any, which they embraced, in order to
understand more fully the incentive and drive behind their contribution.
Above all this work is concerned with the evolution of modern poetry as an art. Important changes have taken place
in it over the decades, and the observation of these changes remains, when all has been said and done about
external causes and influences, an activity within the subtle, intricate, yet exciting domain of art. Poetry, while
yielding in varying degrees of strength to the effects of external forces and acquired experience of a non-artistic
nature, has an artistic life of its own and an internal process of change and development where forces of
acquisition or resistance are constantly at play. These forces are active, however, only when the external
environment of the artist is vibrant with life and experience. This would explain why, when men live too long in
an age of stagnation, their poetry stops growing and dwindles into barren, repetitive versifications.
Thus, according to the theory that art has its own internal laws of growth and development, an experiment
introducing a new trend will only be successful if the poetic situation, at the specific time and place where the
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innovation is introduced, is ready for it. There are many forces, artistic and environmental, that could stand in the
way of introducing change. From an artistic point of view, the poetic tools might not be flexible enough to yield to
change, or might be still in need of further strengthening in a certain direction.
The concept of an internal development of art originated in the work of the Frenchman, Ferdinand
Brunetière,\fn{1849-1906, French author} who based his theory on the “Darwinian conception of biological evolution”.
He considered that “literary genres perish and, whatever efforts are made, as soon as they reach a certain degree of
perfection, they cannot but wither, languish and disappear”. Rene Wellek is right in his criticism of this theory when
he says that “genres do not die”, for the possibility of a genre or a certain poetic structure which has fallen out of
favor being revived in the future is always present.
There are many reasons why this is so. In the first place, Brunetière’s concept suggests an infinity of genres to be
created in the future, which is not acceptable, for the history of poetry has shown a remarkably limited scope for
producing literary genres. In the second place, literary genres seem to be born in answer to aesthetic, social and
spiritual needs. These needs disappear, but appear again, probably colored by a modified culture. There is nothing to
prevent the poetic genres which suited them once from reappearing in modified forms if there should arise an
aesthetic\fn{Such as the need felt at the beginning of the Arab poetic renaissance to revive the Classical qasida in its finest traditions, in
order to bring new strength of diction, form and phraseology into the nineteenth and early twentieth century Arabic poetry } or a social
and spiritual\fn{Such as a national resurgence, a war or a revolution, in which more heroic genres might be revived } need for them.
In the third place poetic genres, once successful, become a part of the poetic traditions of a nation and, even if
they should be forgotten or neglected for some time, lie always in readiness for rediscovery by a searching talent.
The evolution of modern Arabic poetry is the history of this art in its constant aspiration towards contemporaneousness, and its sustained movement towards this goal describes a state of healthy evolution. This movement
aspired to bring Arabic poetry to a level with world poetry, and not merely to suit the contemporary Arab
framework of life and thought. A pattern can be detected in the evolution towards this goal, drawn by persistent
attempts to introduce healthy change and resist premature experiments, guided on the one hand by an evolving
critical theory, of which this work takes full account,\fn{ To achieve this, Arabic poetry needed the collaboration of both poets
and critics, because there had to be an intensive (rather spontaneously instigated) campaign to bring home, in rational argument, the value
and need of change, and to translate as many of Western poetic concepts as possible. It was the onslaught of new poetic theories at the
beginning that preceded most of the experiments in poetry itself. The early decades in this century show the prevalence of theory over
practice. Only a few poets were able to achieve a poetry nearly equal to their theories of it. But the most spectacular phenomenon showed
itself at the beginning of the ‘fifties. The poetic experiment was far superior to the theories written on it at the beginning of the movement
of the New Poetry} and on the other hand by unconscious and sometimes instinctive drives. These drives came from

the nature of art itself which, in a healthy age, flows constantly towards a scale of artistic values demanding
rigorous discipline.
Several questions impose themselves here. The first is: what is this scale of values? Writers on this have not been
in agreement over the epochs. Different schools demand different things from poetry: symmetry, control, balance,
internalization of experience, suggestiveness, vision, the delineation of realistic experience, etc. It is therefore
apparent that, as Wellek puts it, the “historical process [the internal evolution of art through time] will produce ever
new value forms hitherto unknown and unpredictable”.
To the quick observer, Wellek seems here to be denying the presence of values as “essences” in art. He speaks of
art as transforming itself in a certain direction under the pressure of changing environment. This immediately conjures
up an argument, for one feels that there must exist in all works of art through history a universal “essence” of values
without which a piece of work cannot become art. E. Wilson bases his explanation of this question on the emotional
reaction which a reader has, i.e. he explains this “essence” by its effects. But this emotional reaction, in his opinion,
must be that of the “highly organized man” with the “wider intellectual range”, and not that of “crude and limited
people”.
However, this does not really contradict Wellek’s concept of mobile “tendencies” which keep changing from one
epoch to another. Wellek is speaking here not of essential, universally persistent values, which Wilson fails to
describe except by their effect, but of historical evolution which cannot deal with persistent factors but takes their
presence for granted. The constant universal factors which make art are not the only important elements in poetry,
for otherwise there would have been no need for the essential phenomenon of “change” which has qualified the
history of art throughout the world, and which has preserved the permanent values of art.
The conclusion that one draws from this is that an artistic scale of values is made up of two sets of values, one
subtle, complicated and extremely difficult to define which qualifies all good art, and another changing set of
values which are inherent, to a great extent, in the historical process of art. At certain times this process prompts
change and makes it essential, while at other times it resists change. This process, moreover, is to a large extent
unconscious.
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Here another question imposes itself. Does not this change often depend on the conscious knowledge of the artist that
such a new scale of values exists? The answer is two-fold, for although it is usually instigated by a conscious knowledge
of a different set of values, it is guided unconsciously by the demands of art at that particular moment of its history. This
phenomenon has shown itself throughout the evolution of modern Arabic poetry and has been observed and commented
upon in this work. In view of the many mistakes of judgment made by many writers writing on modern Arabic literature,
one feels one must insist that, as Wellek says, “there is such a problem as that of the change, the development, the
continuity of the art of literature”, and that a grasp of the internal development of the art of literature is essential.
Another point seems important here to support the above hypothesis. The fact that art only exists by virtue of
the existence of the artistic genius in man should not mean that this genius can manipulate art out of its particular
contexts not only in external time, but also in the artistic phase in which it is passing. Much use will be made of
this concept in the following work.
Modern Arabic poetry, because of the peculiar circumstances of its development, furnishes a most interesting
field of study. It is the story of a resurrection and a thorough revitalization, of a gradual forging of links and of a
steady evolution towards contemporaneousness within a comparatively short period of time. It is because of these
considerations that it furnishes the literary historian with a most fertile field for the observation of the external
influences on art and of its internal evolution.
*
A problem which presented itself immediately was: do we judge the poets and critics from a contemporary
point of view or from the point of view of the period in which they lived?
The inevitability of using a contemporaneous outlook towards a work of art is two-fold. Firstly, a
contemporary writer benefits greatly from the longer perspective available to him by which to sieve the various
poetic experiments of the past and to decide their actual service to later periods. In this he must be able to point
out the poet’s real contribution: whether he introduced new trends, strongly confirmed one already begun,
experimented in a virgin field, made new links with foreign fields, or naturally and spontaneously wrote a better
kind of poetry in an already established style.
Secondly, a judgment of values will have to stem from our own concept of artistic values at the present time, for
“efficacy, contemporaneous success [of a past poetic contribution] cannot be a sufficient criterion of what is
historically important”. However, this should not mean that we apply what is commonly called “absolutism” in our
judgment of past works of literature. It simply means that we must have acquired for ourselves certain criteria of
judgment that take into account both the permanent value of a past poetic contribution and a comparative and fair
knowledge of past achievements. We see them in perspective, in a chain of evolution, and in the case of modern
Arabic poetry, we see them grow steadily from a point of weakness to a point of strength.
Absolutism drives the critic to a hard judgment of past achievements as he applies a strictly contemporary criterion
to his evaluation of past poetry. An opposing method to this is that of relativism, when the writer tries merely to enter
the mind of the period studied. This is insufficient, for a past poetic contribution would then be judged merely from
its contemporaneous point of view which ignores the immense value of knowing it now, in perspective.
There is no doubt that the two points of view must be combined so that we can refer the past contribution to a
scheme of values which is forever renewing itself, and to admit to ourselves the fact of its existence. We must
refer past literature, not to our set of values, but to the values of its own time and all subsequent times. By doing
so we can discover the poet’s achievement in his own time, its importance to his own contemporaries as well as its
influence on the following generation or generations.
The division of this work into periods turned out to be of major difficulty. Looking at contemporary Arabic
poetry in its last period, which began at the end of the ‘forties, we are able for the first time in the history of
modern Arabic poetry to recognize a harmony in the poetic situation all over the Arab world. There are the avantgarde poets who share more or less the same views on poetry, the conservative poets who are drastically opposed
to the former, and the numerous groups of poets who adopt the middle way.
But in previous periods poetic activity did not enjoy such a shared uniformity in every Arab country.
Movements and trends usually began in one or two poetic fields, arriving in other Arab countries later on. Thus
Romanticism, which began with the contribution of the Arab immigrants in North America at the turn of the
century and reached its peak of influence in the ‘thirties in Egypt and Lebanon, arrived in Iraq only in the ‘forties.
It is undoubtedly much easier to describe definite movements than to describe a historical process made up of
periods which embody movements as well as other trends and lingering characteristics of previous eras of poetry.
But if one has to arrive finally at the description of the trends and movements in the contemporary period, one has
to study their origins in whole periods where their roots lie.
The greatest difficulty furnished here is the diversity of the poetic experiments in several Arab countries which
participated in the evolution of modern Arabic poetry. Before the revival, the picture was as uniform as it became in
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the ‘fifties. Poetry all over the Arab world was benighted. This is of course a rough, highly generalized picture, but it
serves the purpose at the moment. Between these two points the evolution of poetry in every Arab country has its
own peaks of development. The problem of “discovering crests and troughs in the undulatory stream” of poetry
takes one from one poetic field to another, but knowing the importance of poetic traditions, of cultural contacts and of
special regional temperaments, we have to keep a constant eye on what is going on in each of the poetic fields which
contributed eventually to the enriching of this stream. This is why strict divisions into definite periods is not possible in
the story of modern Arabic poetry.
Because poetry is “not a passive reflection or copy of the political, social or even intellectual, development”, the
periods of modern Arabic poetry could not be divided to fit the political changes. This does not mean that Arabic poetry
was not influenced, often profoundly, by social and political changes, but its own “autonomous development” imposes
a different kind of judgment. Being a study of the evolution of an art, the guiding criterion in this work was the literary
situation which qualified the periods.
A literary period is not identical with a historical period. Its history will be written by following the
continuous changes from one system of poetic criteria to another. It will have a varying degree of unity, but it is
by no means compactly united as a movement can be. Periods overlap, for “one set of methods and ideas is not
completely superseded by another; but … on the contrary, it thrives in its teeth”. We have, therefore, poets like
Bishara al-Khüri who could, to use Wilson’s words, “hear, see and feel with the delicate senses of
Romanticism” while clinging to many of the neo-Classical attitudes and norms.
Finally, this work attempts to examine the contribution of individual poets where this contribution is seen to be
relevant to the story of the evolution of modern Arabic poetry. It is only through the analysis of individual
contributions that the various changes in the elements of poetry can be seen. However, poets who rose to fame in
the ‘fifties and ‘sixties cannot be treated individually. Firstly, they are still experimenting, and secondly—and this
applies also to Badr Shakir al-Sayyab (1926-1964)—their influence has not yet been fully assimilated by their own
generation.
The poetry of this last epoch is therefore examined generally, and an attempt is made to describe its trends and
movements, its basic changes and its achievement so far. Being still at its highest level of experimentation, the full
evaluation of this period and its final achievement can only be written several decades from now.
125.1 Excerpt from Trees And The Murder Of Marzouq\fn{by ‘Abd al-Rahman Munif (1933-2004)} Amman, Amman
Governate, Jordan (M) 6
… “Life is delightful and difficult … yes, difficult.”
He said that nodding his head obscurely. Calmly he turned to look at me until his eyes came to be luminous,
tearful, and perplexed, silently saying many things. I trembled inwardly. I wished that he would turn away those
eyes, and look somewhere else instead, but he fixed them on mine, his gray head shaking like the pendulum of a
clock. He said, the muscles in his face tensing slightly, making him look morose,
“I remember that after that I came to hate everything, I wanted to kill myself, but the people around me held
me back. I have never found a solution since, except by becoming somewhat cruel in order to avenge myself.
“Do you realize, my friend, that this person sitting here had a really difficult life? Perhaps a pleasurable one?
No, it was never pleasurable, in fact. It was a life of hardship, but no matter, it was a life for all that. Yes, it was a
real life, especially after I took the rifle I had inherited from my father and went to the mountains. In the
mountains I became a bandit, an outcast, an animal. I spent four years there. I don’t regret it now. What is life? No
one knows.
“Since that day, my life changed. It became, at once, serious and foolish.”
Doubts began assailing me that he was either delirious or drunk. I asked him,
“What are you talking about now?” Sarcastically, he answered, without changing his tone,
“About the delightful and difficult life. Don’t be astonished. I will tell you everything.
“I was twenty-four years old. I was hooked on gambling. The story began simply, in a small way, as many
things in life begin. At the outset, a person does not realize that his life will change. In the beginning we gambled
on walnuts, then on the chicken. A day came when I staked the three calves I had … and at the end I gambled with
the trees. Sometimes I would win and sometimes I would lose. I lost many times and many times I won. But I was
lucky most of the time and therefore did not heed the losses I made.
“Then the day came when I began to hate the village. I saw it as a big cage. Especially when it had changed a
great deal after the peasants began cutting down the almond, apricot, and walnut trees to plant cotton in their
place!
“Farming was changing in our village, and with it life too was changing. At-Taybe, which once had been a
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huge orchard growing all the fruits and vegetables that one could desire, was transformed overnight into an arid,
desolate land. Don’t be upset if I tell you that peasants are stupid and bear a great resemblance to monkeys. All
they know is how to imitate. For after the western parts of the village had been planted with cotton and had
produced an abundant harvest, people’s lives changed. They cut down all the trees of at-Taybe, they dug wells
everywhere, and the village became, during the picking season, a white meadow that extended as far as the eye
could see. Nothing could be seen in at-Taybe except cotton and the trees of my orchard.
“I did not want to cut down the trees, for it was I who had planted them with my father. I still remember
everything. As we planted the trees, my father would say,
“‘Ilias, these trees are like children, more precious even than children; I can’t imagine anyone in this world
killing his children, so look after them when I die. I leave them in your charge. Should you cut down one tree
before its time, my body will turn over in the grave.’
“I helped my father a great deal in planting the trees. I saw them grow day by day, and they bore fruit in my
father’s lifetime. They thrived better than all the other trees in the village.
“A mysterious bond grew between us, and I was sad when our neighbors cut down their trees. At first I cursed
them in my heart, then I spoke harshly to them while looking into their narrow, mocking eyes. I told them that by
cutting down their trees, they were destroying their own livelihood and transgressing against life, and that God
would certainly punish them. They were enraged and plotted against me, boasting all the time about the money
they were making.
“One day, a month before cotton planting was to begin, when the trees of my orchard had already blossomed
and were turning green, the men came to me and said,
“‘The cotton harvests have made us rich men; you are the only one in the village who has land that doesn’t
yield him any profit. You are still poor, Ilyas!’ They also said,
“‘The trees in your orchard have become our foes.’ They fell silent for a while, then continued,
“‘Tonight we will play only for the trees. We will pay you money and you will pay us with trees.’
“I did not want to play. The trees of the orchard were in blossom, promising a full harvest, and I could not see
anything in the whole world as beautiful as they were. They were lovelier than girls in their prime and more
delicate than a spring of water.
“I sensed that the men were conspiring against me. I told them that we could bet on anything except the trees.
“‘Forget the trees, men. They no longer mean anything to you, but to me they are my only link with this life.’
But they insisted, and we didn’t play that night!
“Oh, if only the world had come to an end that night. Had we quarreled, had we come to blows, nothing of all
this would have come to pass, and the trees would have remained. But the following night, even a wish for death
seemed to erupt in me. I felt I was in the power of a forceful drive. I had taken no decisions on anything in
particular, but a strong feeling began to stir and surge inside me. I felt that life didn’t deserve that men cling to it
tenaciously.
“That night after drinking and singing to celebrate the circumcision of the son of the eastern sector’s chief, I
saw the men testing me with their glances. Their provocative and inciting voices tempted me to play: I agreed to
gamble with the trees. At first, I said I would play only on the almond trees, then I changed my mind and said I
would play only on the trees of the western part of the orchard.
“The western part of the orchard was rectangular, its soil limy. The trees there were frail and not as fruitful as
the trees in the eastern part. A latent hostility was growing in my heart toward this section in which I had labored
more than in any other part, but, despite my labors, those trees had remained frail.
“At the beginning of the night I won a lot of money. I thought the money was sufficient for me to plant a new
orchard two or three times bigger than mine. I could imagine the trees shooting up, rising high on the horizon
until they had eclipsed all the cotton fields; I could imagine the village becoming green after those three years of
aridity.
“And I went on playing. Before the night was out, I had become a nervous, irritable man as I saw the trees
toppling down one after the other. At the outset we played on single trees, then on two, and by the end I was
betting on ten trees at a time.
“Yes, I lost that night. Of the western section only seven trees and the big walnut tree remained. I forgot to tell
you that the big walnut tree stood at the entrance of the orchard like a formidable guardian, feared by all, and was
so old that my father could not remember when it had been planted.
“That same night, I dreamt of this walnut tree. I saw it in pain, weeping, and I saw my father also, his face full
of scars. In fact, they were more than scars, they were bleeding wounds. This scared and pained me. I felt that I
wanted to go to the men as soon as it was light and tell them,
“‘I will pay you whatever you want in exchange for the trees I lost!’
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“But once again, the following night, we played. I regained many trees, but I also lost many. I suffered hell as I
saw myself losing the trees I had planted with my own hands four years before; they were about to bear fruit that
very year. The world darkened in my eyes, and a shudder shook my whole being. I saw the trees disappearing,
sinking in the earth, turning into piles of firewood, while I was impotent to do anything to save them. I stopped
thinking. I stopped winning, and started losing persistently. Not one tree was returned to me. They all disappeared,
felled down, while I grew more insistent and fierce. I was shouting at the top of my voice:
“‘I have to regain them, luck cannot go against me to this extent! Everything must have an end!’
“But it ended by my losing all the trees. The western section as well as the eastern section. The walnut tree,
which stood like a goddess at the gates of the orchard, I lost that too! Without thinking I said to the men,
“‘These trees are mine, mine alone, not one of you will take them.’ They laughed. They scoffed at me. They
said:
“‘We play every night, and we have lost a great deal; we cannot let you have the trees.’ I told them,
“‘These are my trees; you have betrayed the trees and no longer know their worth. I am the only one who loves
them, and it is I who will be their owner.’
“When I found that their determination was stronger than my desire, I said to Zaidan, my neighbor in the land,
who had won the bulk of the trees,
“‘Hey Zaidan, I’ll let you have the land but I want the trees to remain standing as they are now.’ He said,
“‘We played only for the trees. We want you to be one of us, planting cotton, as we do.’ I said,
“‘I have no wish to become rich. Any way the village needs fruits and vegetables. I will be the one to supply
you with the crops of this year and the following years.’ All the men said with one voice:
“‘No … we want only the trees.’
“Rage possessed me. Before the night was out I had killed a hundred sheep in Zaidan’s pen. I descended upon
them and with a big knife I struck again and again, until I had cut them all down. I struck them on their heads,
their bellies, their backs. My father’s rifle was slung over my shoulder and I had decided to kill any person who
stood in my way. As soon as I left the pen, with the cries of the animals and the smell of their blood and urine
saturating every cell in my body, I found Zaidan carrying a lantern and running toward the pen. I stood in his way
and told him,
“‘If you take one more step, I’ll kill you.’
“He froze on the spot, struck by fear and unable to do a thing. I drew near him and peered into his terrified
eyes. I grabbed his neck and squeezed it. I wanted to kill him. However, at that moment a crazy idea took hold of
me. I said to him:
“‘I will not kill you, Zaidan. I can kill you, but I will not.’ He did not believe me. He was crying like a woman
and looking at me imploringly. I said,
“‘I want only one thing from you now.’ But he didn’t answer. He went on weeping and wailing. I said,
“‘I want you now to strip off your clothes … nothing else.’ He pleaded with me. He said that he did not want
the trees and that he would not demand the price of the sheep. All he wanted was that I leave him alone. But I did
not leave him alone. I said,
“‘Choose whichever you prefer, to die or to strip off your clothes.’ His appeals vanished with the winds. All
that possessed me was the desire ... to see Zaidan naked. I don’t know why! He stripped off his clothes. I took
them and put them in a pile on the ground, and with a branch I broke off one of the trees, I began flailing his body.
I wanted to carve into his body a memory that he would not forget until he died. He was screaming as the branch
bit into his flesh; crying for help while I engraved my hatred on his back, his buttocks, his chest. I said to him,
“‘These marks will remain as long as you live. And remember that these are the marks from one tree only.
Should you cut down the trees, then each tree will carve marks like these on your body. Think carefully of what
I’m saying. I shall go now, but you will see me again.’ I spat on him, took his clothes, and headed for the
mountains.
“Yes, I went to the mountains to live there. I lived alone. I ambushed people on the road several times, but
mostly I relied on hunting to satisfy my need for food. In the mountains, I was lost in reflection and sadness, but
the image of the trees did not leave me for a moment. I thought of them day and night. I saw them, standing high
with an invincible loftiness amid barren, dust-filled plains. I saw them flirting with the wind and cuddling the
birds. I saw them in spring, bursting with blossoms, and in summer with fruit. I could see them in winter, all
chilled, thin, and bare, huddling close to the ground when the wind blows, seeking protection and warmth.
“The trees were the only thing I saw and thought about day and night.”
My view of Ilias had changed, now, becoming a mixture of fear and admiration. I asked him,
“How did things go after that?” He said,
“Won’t you have a drink now?”
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Eagerly I snatched the wineskin and offered it to him. I wanted him to resume his story without interrupting his
train of thought.
“As I told you, my friend, I went to the mountains, and there I lived for four years. I lived in caves. I ate plants
and birds and occasionally some animals. I drank from a small spring that flowed down the mountain toward the
valley until it reached at-Taybe. During this period I went down only three times to the village. I wanted nothing
from the village. I did not even desire cigarettes. The only thing that I valued had ceased to exist. I went down to
the village in the fourth month; I had then become very lonely. I wanted to reach some agreement with the people.
I was prepared to pay for the sheep and to pay Zaidan any price he wanted for his wounds and scars. I was
prepared to plant cotton.
“Yet when I arrived at my orchard that night, I found it bare and disfigured. At first I could not recognize it. A
cold shudder passed through me, seizing me from head to toe. The cotton plants had grown big, and without
realizing it, I found myself like a madman, uprooting them, trampling on them, destroying them. Within an hour
not one cotton plant had remained. And without stopping at any house in the village I found myself returning to
the mountain.
“As soon as I reached the mountain this time, I felt contentment. I felt peace spreading throughout me. AtTaybe appeared to me as a small and narrow village, and life in it was unbearable. I wondered how I had managed
to live there all those years.
“You know that when a person changes his place of residence, his habits and frame of mind change too. When
this time I found myself alone in the mountains, I began reflecting on this life, so full of misery. I wondered why
people hate each other, but I could not find the answer. I asked myself once,
“‘What did the people at at-Taybe gain by cutting down Ilyas’s trees and making him miserable like this?’
“I thought of this and other matters and became confident that if those people were to live in the mountains as I
did, they would become capable of making at-Taybe a better place a thousand times over.
“In the mountains a person is transformed into an amazing creature. His hearing becomes sharper than the
hearing of the people at at-Taybe, and he sees better too. The wind, the stones, and the moon, everything appears
far clearer to him. Stones lose their hardness and become closer to man. Whenever I reclined on a rock in the
mountains, I felt comfort and pleasure. I would look at the moon and see its face, sad and almost on the verge of
tears as it looked over at-Taybe. The cave I slept in was the strangest thing I’ve ever come across in my life. It
was warm in winter, bursting with heat, but in summer it became a cool place, cooler than the water reaching atTaybe from the mountain spring.
“Were you to ask me about the animals there, I would say that they had strange habits. At first they were
frightened and would run away, but scarcely a few months had passed than I saw them coming closer to me. I
gave some of them beautiful names, and we would talk from a distance. I understood them, and they understood
me except for those occasions when a man is hungry and cannot find anything to eat. On such occasions I would
be forced to kill some of them. I did not do that often. However, when I killed Rummana, the gray rabbit that
lived near the cave, I felt a sorrow surpassing everything else, and I regretted it deeply. I understood the dreams
and pain that afflicted me after that to have been the result of guilt feelings, for sin had touched me, making me a
disfigured man.
“Although I meditated a great deal and saw everything there was to see in the mountains, I remained sad. I
wanted other human beings to talk with. I wanted trees to water and look after every day. But the people of atTaybe had deprived me of all that. I met only shepherds, and even they, like the animals, did not get used to me
quickly. But once they felt reassured, they began giving me milk to drink, and every once in a while they would
kill a young lamb for me.
“We would talk of the people of at-Taybe, of trees and sheep; but they always left quickly, before the sun
reached halfway down the valley.
“One day I found myself, with my sharp short stick, digging and searching in the soil that surrounds the castle
of Murad Agha. Suddenly, I found coins, which at first I took to be gold, but after putting salt on them and
rubbing them strongly, they turned red, the color of copper. They had drawings and other marks that I did not
understand.
“Despite that, I spent long hours contemplating the castle and searching its grounds. True, I did not find
anything, except for the coins, but I came to love the stones and the shadow cast by the castle over a wide area.
During the summer days I slept long in this shade.
“Had I been in at-Taybe at that time, I would have shown people those coins and we would all have gone to
hunt for treasure. But when I returned to at-Taybe after all those years, I could not find in myself the desire to tell
anyone. The only man who saw the coins said to me,
“‘Don’t bother, Ilyas. They are not worth anything. No one in at-Taybe or anywhere else will give you even a
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piece of bread in exchange for them.’” I asked him eagerly:
“Where are those pieces now?”
“I still have some of them.” And he pointed into the distance. “I put them in a chest my mother left me after
her death. If Adma has not encouraged our children to open the chest, they must be still there.”
“These pieces are worth a great deal … You can sell them.”
“I offered them for sale once, when I worked in the hotel, but no one bought them, except for one that I sold to
an old lady for one Turkish gold pound. She said she would make a pendant of it.
“I think they are worth a lot. You should take care of them.”
“I did not choose to sell them. I said to myself, ‘keep them, Ilias, in memory of your days in the mountains.’”
“Oh, if only you had them now!”
“What if I had them now?”
“I would see them.”
“And tell me their value?”
“But I know nothing about old coins.”
“You will see them one day … I will keep them until you do.”
“And did you stay on in the mountains with the animals and shepherds? Did you not miss at-Taybe?”
“I stayed for two years without anyone seeing me. I saw the people of at-Taybe occasionally. I would stand
near the road they frequented leaving or returning to at-Taybe, but I never let them see me, not once. I could have
killed a great number of them. I could have waylaid them on the road, made them dance like monkeys, but I chose
not to. They sent me a message with the shepherds saying:
“‘Return to the village. Your mother has reached an agreement with Zaidan; everything can be settled.’
“But I would not listen. I knew that all they wanted was to trap me, to take their revenge on me. I knew
Zaidan, I know him only too well. We once had a disagreement over watering, and as a result he sent someone to
pick the fruits of my trees before they ripened. He never confessed, and nothing was proven against him.
However, I came to know this at a later date from one of those he had hired to pick the fruits.
“‘And now,’ I thought, ‘what would Zaidan do should he see me? Would he leave me without trying to maim
and mutilate me?’
“I did not fear him; only I saw him as a man who smiled as he betrayed. He would kill a man then walk in his
funeral. I don’t like this kind of man, and I was apprehensive that seeing him would turn me into a madman. I
would not let him get away this time, especially since he’d cut down the trees. I had imagined that he would
hesitate a great deal before cutting down the trees, but he had not.
“Once they sent me a message with a shepherd who’d worked for my father. He said to me,
“‘Ilias, your mother is ill and she wants you to return so she can see you before she dies; had she been up to it,
she would have come herself.’
“At first I did not believe it. On the third day he came to me again and said,
“‘Your mother is dying. You might not arrive in time.’
“This time I could not stay away. Not long after, I secretly stole into the village. When I entered the house, my
mother was sleeping as usual in her bed. True, she looked old, but she seemed to be still in good health. As soon
as I looked at her, she woke up. She had sensed my presence. Mothers, my friend, possess a penetrating insight
into things; they are like trees. They don’t talk much, yet they have a beautiful way of expressing themselves. I
said to her:
“‘Why did you lie to me, mother?’ She answered.
“‘I would not have seen you had I not lied. I tried many times before, but you never came.’ I said:
“‘So you lie?’ She said:
“‘The lie of a mother who wants to see her child is a prayer.’ I said:
“‘But you know Zaidan. If I should see him, I would kill him, and if he should see me, he would not give me a
chance to get back to the mountains again.’ She said:
“‘We will pay Zaidan what the mukhtar and other notables of the village will determine, and you will return.’ I
said:
“‘Is it for this that you asked me to come?’ She wept, she implored me. I said to her,
“‘Mother, I can no longer bear the village. A village in which no trees grow cannot be inhabited by humans.
At-Taybe, which once was as green as a sprig of mint, is today a graveyard, a dust bowl. I cannot bear to live in it
even for one single day.’
“Before dawn had arrived, I had left the village. I heard my mother’s voice pleading, calling me, but I did not
heed it. Three days later, the same shepherd came. He knew the watering place that I frequented. He said,
“‘This time the old woman has died. The previous time, she did not want to die because she hoped you would
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return. But today she died because she despaired of everything.’ He did not stop there but went on,
“‘The people of at-Taybe heard of your return. They swore a great deal and said Ilyas will remain cursed
forever! Is it for this they call you the prodigal son?’
“Partly because of this, and partly because I could not agree to anything when I finally returned to at-Taybe.”
“When did you return?”
“I spent four years in the mountains, during which time Zaidan died and the village became more wretched
after its waters had dwindled. The water was no longer sufficient for irrigating all the cotton they had planted.
They had planted cotton everywhere: in the gardens of their houses, at the roadsides, in the plain, once full of
trees. And in every square foot of ground they dug wells. Within two or three years the wells had dried up. They
became rat holes, producing not water but mud and an ugly stench.
“You know that wells, like trees, don’t give to you if you don’t give to them. Once they had cut down the trees,
what did they have to offer the wells? It was the trees that brought down the rains, gathering them up from the
furthest reaches of the world, until black clouds settled over at-Taybe and would continue pouring down day and
night. The rains would not stop. Sometimes they flooded the plains, and my father would say:
“‘God protect us from the flood.’
“But now the years pass and the rain comes only like the pissing of dogs: an instant, then it stops. It is trees
that bring rain. Trees are like children, and in the same measure that the Lord keeps an eye on children, protecting
them, He keeps an eye on the earth through its trees. When people cut down their trees, then the Lord forsakes
them and grants the rain to others, to those who have trees.
“This was how at-Taybe lost everything; it lost the trees and it lost the cotton. And you, my friend, know that
the loss of trees is like the loss of men, they are irreplaceable.
“People began pondering the matter. They appealed to God, they deepened the wells over and over again. But
the wells didn’t produce and the cotton shrank and dried up before it was fully grown. The harvests failed, and
people began to emigrate. Until one day they said,
“‘It was Ilyas who has brought us this bad luck, and we have no choice but either to kill him or bring him back
to at-Taybe.’ I told them, through that same shepherd who’d acted before as a messenger between us,
“‘I will return to the village, but abundance will not return. If you want it, then you must look for it in the
trees.’ But they did not understand! The day came when I returned to at-Taybe. I said to myself,
“‘Go back Ilias, and what will be will be.’
“I saw sorrow filling the hearts of the men. They were tired, perplexed, not knowing whether they were alive
or dead, not knowing whether to plant or not to plant. I said to them,
“‘O people of at-Taybe, if you believe that Ilias brought you bad luck, then here I am back. Should you want to
flourish again, then the trees are your only way to life. I will not stay in the village until I can plant my orchard
once again. If you want this misfortune to cease, then give me a part of my land and help me to plant it. As for the
rest, I will renounce it in favor of Zaidan’s children as a price for the sheep.’
“I did not say a word about Zaidan’s wounds. Zaidan deserved those wounds!
“I left them for a few days, then returned. I asked them whether they agreed. After some thinking, they agreed,
then changed their minds. They agreed again, and again they changed their minds. So I took matters into my own
hands, and said,
“‘I will stay, but I will keep away from the land. Plant what you want.’
“I opened a bakery in the village after I had sold the land. It was the first bakery in at-Taybe; people were
amused. They mocked me, and said,
“‘Look, he’s bringing dates to Mecca!\fn{The equivalent of “carrying coals to Newcastle,” which, of course, has plenty of its
own coal.} Before a few months had passed, the money was spent and the bakery closed down.
“Had they wanted, I could have stayed in the village. They could have strangers and passers-by and some
shepherds; as for them, they ate the bread they themselves baked, all the time mocking me. One morning there
was nothing to do but go eastward. I took the carriage that journeyed to the distant city and said to myself:
“‘I will leave al-Taybe and its people and depart.’” …
206.19 Excerpt from Pillars Of Salt\fn{by Fadia Faqir (1956- )} Amman, Amman Governate, Jordan (F) 12
In the name of Allah the Beneficent, the Merciful:
“Confound not truth with falsehood, nor knowingly conceal the truth.”\fn{ Qur’an 2:42}
Oh most illustrious masters, pray for our prophet Muhammad whose soul is like the moon, and his righteous
companions. Tonight, the first night of Ramadan, the month of fasting and worship, I will recount to you an
horrific story.
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During the month of Ramadan, Allah the Mighty King revealed the Qur’an, mankind’s guidebook through the
forest of right and wrong. But I, Sami al-Adjnabi, the best storyteller in Arabia and the oldest traveler in the
Levant, will reveal to you the tale of Maha, unfold the multi-layered secrets of both past and present, and leave
you shaking with terror and thirsty for more. Invoke Allah for mercy and forgiveness and plead for his pardon.
On second thoughts, it is my she-ass Aziza who should tell you this story. What do you think, Aziza? Will you
speak to these people so that one of the jinn soldiers, one of the goblins with strange powers, whom it is said our
master Solomon the Great did command, will decode your braying and show us how you are misinterpreted by
mortal ears: ears attuned only to jabbering?
Ladies and gentlemen, as you can see, my companion Aziza is shaking her head, swishing her tail, and
stamping her feet. How wise of you Aziza. You do not want to relate the accursed story. Let us then, most
generous masters, try to persuade my everlasting love, my monkey Maymoon, to tell you the tale of the damned
woman who turns whatever she treads on to basalt. Black rock! Allah, His angels, His trumpets, and His insatiable
hell turn whatever Maha touches into waste. Maymoon is shaking his straw skirt and his golden earrings. Slap the
tambourine across your thigh.
Maymoon, sweet Maymoon,
Take us to the moon,
Shake your body,
We shall perish soon.

Men say Allah turned my friend the man, Maymoon, into a monkey when he wiped his ass with a piece of
bread. And if he does it again? Will he be turned back into a deformed mortal like us? Ha Ha Ha. He. He. He.
May Allah wipe away all our sins and grant us His forgiveness.
Maha was her name. A deer that had been roaming the deserts of Arabia since Eve, made out of our father
Adam’s crooked rib, was cast out of heaven. Maha. A charming woman who challenged and surrendered. Some
say that Maha was as pious and pure as Rabia al-Adawiyya, the mother of Sufis and Allah’s chosen songstress.
The acquiescence, the light,
And the young houri.
It is time for the stranger’s soul,
To reach his dwelling.

I say that Maha was a shrew who used to chew the shredded flesh of mortals from sun birth to sun death. She
was a sharp sword stuck in the sides of the Arabs’ enemies: the Tartars, the Crusaders, and the Romans.
Maha’s soul was a lamp kindled from the glowing oil of an olive tree, that was neither of the east nor of the
west. Light upon fire, or so it goes. Her restless soul has been haunting the desert for years gone by and will for
years to come. Those who are in the know will tell that Maha was born when the first female child was buried
alive by the tribe of Bani-Quraish. When the tribe was told that they had a daughter instead of a son, their faces
turned black. At the very minute when the tears of Adam cleansed the body of the baby girl he was burying alive
under the ground, the two wings of Maha’s soul fidgeted, fluttered, and glided over the gloomy horizon of Arabia.
It is that first girl child, killed in sin, that set the blood-feud between men and women. Her cry echoes in
female hearts calling for revenge. That’s why no man can trust his wife, no Lord can trust his mistress.
Two years before the child Maha was conceived, her mother Maliha bewitched her father as he passed through
the arid land. The mother, who had some gypsy blood in her veins, seduced Sheikh Nimer of the Bani-Qasim. He
first saw Maliha dancing around the fire in one of the gypsy shanty towns.
One day, I took my she-ass Aziza and my monkey Maymoon and set off for the dwellings of the tribe of BaniQasim. They chose the land of the People of Lot to settle in. Ill-starred tribe in an accursed valley which once in
our glorious history an Ishmaeli king, inspired by spirits, called Jordan. Beyond a steep ridge of broken basalt—
Aziza kept sliding instead of walking—stretched a valley of confused sand, which tried to be red, but remained
yellow and hopeless.
While trotting down to the village, I noticed that the plateau were swarming with young English soldiers. They
first arrived in the valley in the Year of the Lord 1921. My friend the English traveler, who turned over every
pebble on their plains and mountains, measured the land and then took notes, called it the “Mandate.” Their cars
and tanks exhaled black smoke into the clear blue sky. I waved to the peeling red faces of the Mandate and
continued walking. Mandate, or no Mandate, I did not care. I was half-Arab with an endless hunger for stories.
My destination was the village of Maha, she whose eyelashes were as sharp as arrows.
There it was, the village of Hamia. Green and dull brown patches spread at the end of the horizon. The citrus
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plantations formed a belt of vegetation around its waist. The houses were made of mud and straw, their doorways
were patted into shape by hand, some square and others circular. Cattle dung was as common as fleece in the
narrow lanes of the village. Naked children played in the stable—like flies, indifferent to the stink and dirt. Young
men tried to show how active and courageous they were, especially if they found a spectator. They went to
extremes to entertain foreigners before they even asked them their names. My Aziza brayed loudly and stamped
her feet. objecting to the glorious but naïve exhibitions of power. The Arabs of Hamia, who had no dignity
themselves, were born in that salty land, caught between the Dead Sea and the Jordan River. They lived there,
counting winged cockroaches, then died there and were thus consigned to oblivion.
And who am I? Sami al-Adjnabi. Who am I?
I am the storyteller.
My box is full of tales.
Yes, the yarn-spinner.
I spin and spin for days.

Most honorable masters, I saw her. Yes, I saw Maha. Kneeling on the soil of her farm, she was like a perfect
moon, she was tall and firm, she was like the first woman, she was … Her eyes flashing, like those of the first
girl-child Adam buried before Eve gave birth to Cain and Abel.
People pointed at her. They could not decide whether that shadow well-hidden behind the orange graves was
Maha or Maliha her mother, so alike was she to her mother. Whispering leaves. Listen, listen, Maha was telling
her story to the stones of the Jordan Valley. I was not sure whether she was ploughing or weeding, whether she
was dark or fair; nevertheless, I was sure that she was as beautiful as the fresh dawn in Wadi Rum. When the
misty light creeps into Rum, all the apparitions of my mind, my she-ass’s mind, and even Maymoon’s limited
mind, sway in front of us on the sand dunes. The lovely sea of sand, light, shadows, and mirages. Mirages, light,
and shadows. Listen, listen, I can still hear her words carried by the breeze …
*
I, Maha, daughter of Maliha, daughter of Sabha, tossed my head on the white pillow, examined the empty
hospital room, then sighed.
Allah created people and created parting. They brought me, Maha, the Indian fig—“strong,” the people of
Hamia used to say, “but bitter like colocynth”—to this hazy hospital besieged by lulling voices and fog because I
would not even hear of the word “parting.”
Allah created separation. Allah was counting the days; was replacing them with years. I am sure in Allah’s
everlasting records I do not exist, my name is not even scribbled in the well-kept book of fortune. Maha became
an open land where every shepherd could graze his sheep, where every nurse could stick her needles. They poison
your running blood, push you into sand dunes and say,
“We belong to Allah and to Him we shall return.”
The breeze in my favorite spot under the blossoming orange groves touched every part of my body. The scent
enveloped the valley and carried me to another world. The cloud of perfume put out the fire in both my head and
my heart. I became like my friend Nasra and so my sheep would lead me to the meadows. Nasra’s dangling
earrings always clicked.
My mother, I saw the moon at night.
In the sky. its position was high.
Forgive me, Allah, I have sinned.
The fluid of passion has transformed me.

The noise of a woman shouting abuse had woken me up. My head cleared instantly when I saw the thin gray
figure and her white bundle of clothes.
“My name is Um Saad,” she shouted at Salam the nurse and Kukash the porter. She pushed him and said in a
voice so smooth that it could have lifted you up to heaven,
“Curse your parents, bringing me to the madhouse. I’ll kill you.”
She kicked Kukash and rolled herself on the tiled floor like a hedgehog. She screamed and screamed.
Suddenly, her small eyes met mine.
“What? A filthy Bedouin woman. Cannot you smell the stink of dung. You sleep with your sheep.”
I did not open my mouth, didn’t utter a single word. I knew Um Saad’s heart was being scalded with the flaring
fire of parting. No matter what she said about Bedouins, I would not get cross with her. Instead of shouting back
at her, I covered my bare gums with my hands and smiled.
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“I am an urban woman from Amman. I refuse to share the room with a grinning Bedouin,” she said.
Her pink scarf slipped off her head revealing straight gray hair. She began stamping on the scarf and cursing
the nurse’s father, grandfather, and great-great-grandfather.
Swearing, Kukash sucked the cigarette butt, scratched his disheveled hair, and rubbed his sleepy eyes. His
patience was running out. He flung Um Saad’s old body onto the bed and tied her legs and hands to the iron
bedposts. Salam smiled angelically and stuck her needle into one of Um Saad’s veins. She winced, shuddered,
then sank into deep, dark sleep.
Salam covered Um Saad with a white sheet and Kukash spat on the floor and then left the room. Salam looked
at me and said,
“Milia, you have stopped having nightmares. You must be improving.”
I nodded my head in agreement. Whatever Salam says is true. The angelic future rolled out of the room like a
white cloud. The clink of keys. Silence.
The sparrows outside the barred windows stopped twittering and the air grew warmer. It was noontime. I
thought the reapers must be busy cutting wheat with their scythes. My orchard, the jewel hanging on the forehead
of the Jordan Valley, is under the mercy of Daffash. He must have sold it by now to Samir Pasha or to his masters
the English.
The English had killed Harb, the twin of my soul. His gentle hand stroked my braidless head.
“Don’t cry, twin of my soul. Don’t cry. By your grandmother Sabha’s life you will be happy with me.”
Must lock out the memories. Hakim, the wise man, might have a special herb to heal the anguish welling up
inside me. He buries the dead and has nothing to do with the living. A wanderer.
Are you heading towards the depths of the desert, oh gazelle?
Where are you going? Your departure brings sorrow.

“Where are you going?” A wanderer, following my heart. Look where my heart has brought me. To the end of the
journey. The end that was never in my sight. To Fuhais Mental Hospital.
Hours later, when the sun was returning back to her world, Um Saad fidgeted in her bed then started moaning.
I could hear faint sounds coming through the frothing lips, as if her heart inside her ribs was weeping.
I used to see the oranges dangling from boughs under the light breath of dawn and now I see them sitting
silently on a plate under an electric bulb. I peeled an orange and squeezed the slices into Um Saad’s dry mouth.
After the needle, you feel thirsty, dry, your insides start cracking up. My heart too ached. My heart cried for
Mubarak, my son.
She finally opened her eyes, looked at my face, and started sobbing again. With a voice as smooth and rich as
thick velvet, she said,
“Forgive me, sister.” I rubbed my forehead and said,
“Forgive you for what? You’ve done nothing.”
She tossed her head from one side to the other and continued crying. I dipped a piece of bandage in the glass of
cold water and wiped her face, her hands, her legs. Nasra used to wipe away my pain. Where is she, my friend and
companion? Through suppressed sobs, Um Saad asked,
“Can you see the flames?”
“Yes.”
Her face was past its springtime, with wrinkles around the mouth and eyes. Her small gray eyes must once
have been big and black. Her nose was thin and pointed, above a generous wide mouth. Her skin, although limp,
was smooth and clean. I squeezed her hand, tied to the bed-frame.
“What is your name, sister?” she asked.
“Maha.”
“Maha?”
“Yes, Um Saad.”
If I had had spans and spans of bandage I could not have dried the tears of Um Saad that night, her first night
in the madhouse. I kept rubbing and drying until the glow of dawn crept into the pale room and she went to sleep.
My bed was damp and cold. I covered myself from head to toe with the sheets to draw some warmth to my
freezing limbs. I craved Harb’s hand, his soft chest and his warm breath.
*
It was always Harb, the twin of my soul. What a lovely high forehead. Dignity. He used to say,
“What I most love are those sparkling brown eyes.” His were hazel.
The hazy light of dawn fingered the round ceilings of the mud houses. Imam Rajab’s powerful voice was
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calling for morning prayers.
“Allah-u-Akbar.”
My father, Sheikh Nimer, was still asleep, was still dreaming of my mother Maliha.
“Maha, my Eyesight,” my mother used to say, “drink some milk.”
When I pulled the teats of Halabeh, our cow, the milk flowed over my hands. Harb was standing right behind
me. The scent of musk got mingled with the smell of rich milk. Without raising my head, or stopping milking the
cow, I said,
“What are you doing here? If Daffash, my brother, sees you, he will kill us both.”
“Good morning, my beautiful mare.”
His eyes were teasing me, were challenging me. I smiled. I had once emptied Daffash’s pistol and rifle and
hidden the bullets under my mattress. Daffash had just challenged Zaid, Sheikh Talib’s son, to fight. I remember
how he studied the barrel of the black pistol, and how I threw myself on the carpet I was trying to weave and
cracked up with laughter. My brother ran towards me like a wounded mule.
“Why are you laughing?” He barked and pointed the pistol at my forehead. I could not help it, I shrieked with
laughter.
“The pistol is empty!”
Daffash looked at the pistol, looked at me, then roared with laughter. When I told Harb the story, he raised his
eyebrow and smiled. The sun crawled up the sky. Shivering leaves and flickering light. Harb stopped smiling and
said,
“I wish I could give you a hundred camels, a box of jewelry, and ten meters of pure Indian silk.” He lowered
his head, wrapped my shoulders in a bright purple shawl, placed his hand on the sheath of his dagger.
“Maha, I want to see you tonight.”
“Are you mad? For a girl to be out at night is a crime of honor. They will shoot me between the eyes.”
“I will protect you, deer-eyes.”
“No.”
“I want to marry you.”
I pulled the shawl tightly around my breasts and shook my head. The women who loved my brother Daffash,
who sneaked out stealthily in the middle of the night to meet him, were fools. Stupid idiots who risked honor for
love. Did Harb think that Maha, too, the daughter of Maliha, was a fool?
Alone, dangling my feet in the canal, I was thinking of seeing Harb that evening. What if I did go? What if I
did give in? I remembered Nasra my friend. Dark green eyes and a face framed with auburn hair. Big brown beads
around her neck. Her shabby black dress in contrast with her bright green trousers. Her big mouth always hidden
behind the reed-pipe telling her sheep the story of her sadness.
While I was thinking about her, Nasra came running at full speed as if she had been stung by a black viper. She
threw herself on the ground near the canal and started slapping her face and swaying.
“Maha, oh, Maha. Maha, hey, Maha,” she gasped.
“Sister, what disaster has struck you?” I held her shoulders firmly.
“Don’t touch me.”
Nasra howled like a wounded she-wolf and wrenched away her body. She shook and swayed as if pain were
gripping her stomach.
“What is the matter?”
Her body was shaking, tears were running down her face, her dress was ripped open as far as her navel. My
hands started trembling when I realized that it was too late. It was too late. All I could do was clench my fists and
punch the air. Nasra sipped some water.
“Hurt me, him,” she said in her shrill voice, then started weeping silently. I wanted to cover my ears with my
hands.
“Please don’t cry, sister.”
“Uh! Allah,” she gasped.
Our sisters think that when you place your hands on top of your head and press hard, you stop miseries flowing
in. Well, eat dung. It didn’t work that afternoon.
“You unfortunate one. Who did it? Who did it?” She looked down.
“Nasra, who did it? Please tell me.” She continued weeping silently.
“Who did it? Tell me, Nasra. Who did it?”
“Your brother, Daffash,” Nasra whispered as she wiped her tears with her trembling fingers.
The bird of bad omen flew in the air and landed on my chest. Tears ran down my cheeks. Hit your chest, hit
your chest and burst it open, let go. The pressure was building up inside me.
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“Nasra, sister, I cannot breathe,” I whispered and rocked my body.
My friend had lost her virginity, her honor, her life. She was nothing now. No longer a virgin, absolutely
nothing. A piece of flesh. A cheap whore. Nasra mumbled away to herself and sobbed. Daggers in my heart.
“Daffash, son of Maliha, I will drink your blood.”
I tucked the end of my dress into my trousers and marched to our house holding Nasra’s wrist firmly. The cool
air captured between houses patted my face and begged me to slow down. No. Never. I would kill that mule and
save the women of Hamia.
Nasra sat on the floor hugging her knees and sobbing. I pulled the English rifle off the wall, unhooked the
safety-catch, and pointed it at my brother who pretended to be asleep. Sheikh Nimer, my father—Allah protect his
right arm—taught me how to shoot years ago. We used to go hunting together, while Daffash stayed at home,
either pretending to be asleep or hiding behind my mother. Unloading the cartridge, my father would say,
“The daughter of the tiger of the desert must be a tigress.” I dug the metal barrel between his ribs and shouted.
“Wake up, you dog, and see with your own eyes how I am going to kill you.”
He opened his eyes slowly and saw Nasra. When he realized that I was serious, he shielded his head with his
hands.
“Don’t shoot. I am your brother, the son of your mother and father.”
“You ruined her life.” I placed my cold finger on the trigger.
“By Allah, listen to me before you kill me.”
“I will not listen to a shameless rapist.”
“She asked for it. Whenever she set her greedy eyes on me … she tempted me.”
“Tempted you?!”
“She was always playing tunes on her pipe. It called me to touch her.”
“Called you? You—”
“The pipe is responsible.”
“You are responsible.”
“No, by Allah.”
“Did she say yes? Did she?” Nasra shook her head and said,
“I went to the cave to find Nawmeh my goat.”
“Did he force you?”
“Under my breast, his dagger, I swear.” Pointing his finger at Nasra he said,
“You stopped struggling and lay back. You enjoyed it.”
“Shut up. She’s lost her virginity. You know what that means.”
I pointed the rifle at him ready to shoot. That heap of dung, that barrel of air deserved death. I was about to
press the trigger when the room went upside down. Two hands grabbed my ankles and I fell down. Nasra!! Nasra?
Nasra saved Daffash? Oh, why?
Daffash flung away the blanket, jumped to his feet, and picked up the rifle swiftly.
“I will kill both of you, crazy whores,” he barked.
I knew he was serious so I shut my eyes and hugged Nasra who started weeping again.
“Don’t cry. Your tears are gems. Hold your forehead high. Let him shoot us. Better than living without honor.”
My father pushed the wooden door open and yelled at Daffash,
“What do you think you’re doing? Put that rifle down.” With his long stick he hit the barrel.
“I wanted to put some sense into those crazy women’s heads.” He tapped on his belly and burst out laughing.
My father looked at Nasra: her tear-stained face, her torn dress. He looked at Daffash, then gave his right hand
to Nasra.
“Get up, my daughter. May Allah damn the devil.” He said to Daffash,
“If you ever come near this woman again.” Daffash said,
“I am sorry, father.” My father rubbed Nasra’s back and said.
“And you should not have tempted him.”
I realized how high were the mud walls imprisoning us. I sat on the floor, pressed my temples with my palms,
and started crying.
It was a long night. The hot and humid wind, carrying the salt of the Dead Sea, surrounded the mud walls of
our house, laying siege to the village. I was able to see the rounded face of the moon through the small window.
The moon kept asking me questions. Would I venture out at that odd hour to meet Harb? Would Harb look down
on me if I did meet him? Was he like the other men in our tribe? What if Daffash found out? He would certainly
kill me as he would a tiny rabbit. Nashmi, our dog, barked frenziedly. Nasra had lost her virginity.
Harb was waiting at the edge of the farm. The moonlight transformed him into a tall, whitish ghost. The beat of
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my heart seemed so loud that it could be heard by all the men of Hamia. It penetrated the thick mud walls and
sneaked through doughy ears. Don’t listen to them. An ear made out of mud, another made out of paste. The cry
of Raai, the watchman of the village, filled the narrow alleyways as he made his rounds. Turn your head slowly on
the pillow, shut your eyes firmly and forget Harb.
I stretched my trembling hands, held my thighs, and sighed deeply. Some words in my head. Repetition. Echo.
I was a virgin—white as a dove—as pure as dew drops—a virgin—honey in its jars.
At last, sunbeams sneaked through the small, rounded window finding slight aches in the pit of the stomach. I
pulled the black dress over my head, rubbed my eyes, and leaned against the mud wall. Tears were rushing down
my face. The water of a new spring which had been imprisoned by the rocks for hundreds of years. I must have
lost the love of Harb. Why should he love a coward rabbit? My mother was responsible. She had told me not to
give in to men. Men, she had said, believe that women are angels who descend from the seventh sky. I was a
Bedouin woman, free like a swallow and as courageous as my grandmother Sabha. I should have listened to the
call of my heart.
My skin seemed to have shrunk, exposing sharp bones, my legs looked thinner in the pale light of the dawn
and my hands grew shorter. I wanted to roll myself up and forget about what lay behind the wooden door. What I
yearned for was Harb’s arms. With his gentle fingers he could push open the petals of my flower.
I wiped the tears with the end of my sleeve and folded the quilt and the mattress, then placed them on top of
other mattresses piled on the long wooden trunk. I threw the red and black carpet over the pile of mattresses,
quilts, and pillows, making sure that everything was well covered. Our house used to be bustling with guests
when my mother was alive. Pillows and mattresses scattered around on the floor. My mother’s dresses were
rotting now in the trunk. Moths were eating feverishly. I, too, would grow old, decay, perish.
I filled a tin can with grain and another can with water. The hens clucked peacefully in their wire cages. I
wished I was a tiny chicken eating grain with my bill. The grain when sprinkled flew out, off course. and landed
on the head of sleeping chickens.
“My luck is like flour scattered on a plain.”
Our cow, Halabeh, was chewing grass patiently. I threw a bundle of barley for Halabeh and Mujahid, the horse.
He stretched his beautiful mane and neighed. I rubbed his muzzle. The camels were tied to the trunk of the palm
tree at the corner of our courtyard. They chewed at the barley, chewed like an everlasting desert pestle. I grabbed
Halabeh’s tender teats and pulled and pulled. Milk flowed on my hand and dripped into the tin can. The soothing
taste of warm milk stayed on my tongue.
Weaving was an urge to transform the dirty fleece. I found some yarn spun from twisted roves and a rustbrown spinning-wheel in my mother’s big trunk. Nasra brought me a sack full of wool tufts. She had cut them off
the sheep of Sheikh Talib, who had only one woman in his house and that woman was too weak-sighted to spin. I
held the roves in my left hand and fed the small hook, then turned the wheel with my right hand. My mother had
said that the key to good spinning was steady balance between the right and the left hands. Neither coarse and
heavy threads, nor thin and weak ones.
Fine threads in my lap, threads across the horizon, a net which landed on top of the Jordan Valley, the Dead
Sea, and the mineral springs. The threads spread far out, reached Mukawir, where the English hang their
prisoners, where Hakim and his black goat lived, and asked him,
“Is there a remedy for burdened hearts?” Hakim hugged his goat and said,
“No.”
Spinning helped me forget all about last night, the broken promises and the cowardly rabbit inside me. My
father shuffled out of the house and, with the help of his stick, managed to keep a straight back.
The tunes of Nasra’s reed-pipe had changed. They lacked the edge they used to have. Poor woman, she thought
that by changing the tune she would protect herself from Daffash. Poor soul, she believed him.
“You should be in the field,” my father said.
“My hands were itching for the spinning-wheel, so I thought why not make a thread or two.”
“Your radishes and henna will be thirsty.”
I put the wheel on the ground next to the master interrupter of my weaving. The carpet would never be
finished.
To get down to the orange groves, I had to cross the old canal and walk on mud. It was always the same, the
same serenity which filtered into my soul as I set to work. I touched every tree, cleared the bed of weeds, and
pushed the sluice open, letting the canal water in. The soil that morning responded to my pick and fork as if it
knew how sad I was. I dug the ground, and dug to find the roots of my pain and uproot it with my hands. The air
was so bitter and salty that morning. Harb would despise me and already I despised myself.
My father’s voice flew through the trees.
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“Maha, Maha my daughter. Come here.”
It must be urgent. The old man never interrupted me while I was working in the field. Interruptions were saved
for spinning. I plunged my hands into the cold water and tried to wash away the mud. The sediment under my
fingernails resisted the rubbing.
We walked back to the house. My father sat on the half-finished carpet. My mother hadn’t been able to finish
weaving it. A cream and brown rug, ten handspans long. It should be at least fifteen.
“Your grandmother Sabha spun the first thread. Please complete what your grandmother and I have started.”
“Yes, father,” I said. He rocked his body, poked the soil with his stick, and said,
“Sit down, daughter.” He patted me on the back and continued,
“Harb was here.” Hot blood rushed to my face. I lowered my eyes. For Allah’s sake, what did he tell my
father? I pressed my hands on my tense belly, sighed and waited.
“He asked for your hand. Tonight Sheikh Talib and the dignitaries of the tribe will come to propose.”
I could not grasp what my father was saying. Sounds hung in the air for a while then took the shape of a voice.
Voices circled each other and formed words.
Harb wanted to marry me?! But I hadn’t ventured out of the house last night. My mother, Allah bless her soul,
told me that men were birds of prey; they chased the quarry as long as it was alive and struggling, but when they
had killed it and filled their stomachs, they look around for another. I shuddered and said,
“May Allah protect all women from misery, birds of prey, and shame.” My father asked,
“Will you accept Harb?”
Just like any other man in our tribe, he proposed to me because I said no. Like Daffash and Raai, he loved
hunting. A Bedouin and a son of a Bedouin. My mother was right. The muscles of my belly tensed up when I
admitted to myself how much I loved him. Despite my mother’s wisdom, I fell in love with an eagle. Yes, I loved
him like the love of henna for water. As long as camels chew the barley and groves yield oranges, I would love
him. My eyes were full of tears when I nodded my head.
*
“Maha, where are you?” called Um Saad.
The pale light of dusk filled the hospital room. I shut my nostrils with my fingers to block out the smell of
drugs, urine, sweat. The dark sky was raining orange blossoms. I smiled and said,
“Sleeping on this bed, Um Saad.”
“Maha, forgive me.”
“I told you that there is nothing to forgive.”
“My sister, when they drove me out of Amman towards Salt, I remembered the picnics we used to have when I
was really young. I said to myself,
“‘Haniyyeh, you will see a happy day with your own eyes. They are taking you to the springs of Salt.’
“And then, sister, I saw the vine trellis of Fuhais and the winding narrow road coiled around the mountain like
a snake. A rush of blood gushed down my legs. Cold panic, it was. They brought me to Fuhais where Christians
live and where mad people go. Haniyyeh, I said to myself, they will put you in a prison built on a profane land.
They put me in a straightjacket and pushed me through the thick, high door. I looked behind me and saw the haze
of the hot Jordanian sun turning everything yellow. The grapes at the end will wither into sultanas. If I cross the
threshold of the big buildings, I said to myself, I will never be able to get out again. I am not a character from the
One Thousand and One Nights. I will never be able to call al-Shater Hasan and wear his Vanishing Cap, I will
never be able to roll into another identity, another body, travel to better times and greener places. This big man hit
me on the back and I stumbled into his room.”
“Kukash.”
“What? Disheveled hair?”
“Yes, Kukash.”
“The name suits him. His hair is like a sweeping broom.”
We laughed. A strange broken sound of a rebab. We looked at each other, then stopped. Um Saad, still tied to
the bedposts, turned her head to the left to examine the room.
“Don’t strain yourself. This hospital room is empty except for the two beds and the side table.”
“May Allah forgive me, when I saw you sleeping in that bed in your black robe and headband I could not help
it. To stay with a city woman in the same room is one thing but to share a room with a filthy Bedouin is another.
But Maha, you are not filthy at all. Your hands when you were rubbing my body with cold water smelt of gardens,
and meadows of ripe fruit. You transported me to my small garden at the top of Castle Mountain. By your life,
you were not just rubbing my limbs with your fingers, but my heart too.
“I was four years old, wearing my bright orange dress and green boots and running breathlessly to the swings.
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I pressed the piaster my father gave me that morning until my knuckles were white. I was afraid to lose the
piaster and lose with it a turn on the swings and a stick of candy-floss. They used to set up the swings near the
small river splitting Amman in two. I never managed to go to sleep the night before the great feast. I would sit on
the cushions waiting for the twenty-one shots declaring the beginning of the festivities.
“Tomorrow would be full of delights; full of candy-floss and swings. Tomorrow promised new clothes and
some freedom. My mother, Allah bless her soul made me a dress out of the material leftovers that were kept in the
wardrobe. There was turquoise chiffon studded with little white plaster hearts. I was sure I saw the hearts beating,
sometimes. Tum-ti-tum-titi-tum. The swing would fly high up, up in the sky and all the children on the swings
near the river would chirrup together:
Today is my feast, Ya-la-la.
I wear new clothes, Ya-la-la.
A dress with frills, Ya-la-la.
With embroidered front, Ya-la-la.

“My mother would never forget to give me a rubber band. I fixed the band around my skirt to stop it being
blown off. I would stand on the swing. Land, sky. Land, sky. The Immigrants’ Quarter where we used to live,
followed by blue limitless sky. The houses were decorated with bright colored ribbons and paper flowers. Under
the trees by the riverside, the candy-floss peddler had finished arranging pink hazy clouds on his barrow and
started calling,
“‘Girls-curls, candy-floss, delicious and tasty.’
“The Box of Wonders played a bouncy happy tune. Land, sky. Land, sky. I tightened my grip on the ropes of
the swing and flew, soared high, higher than the other kids, higher than the houses of the Quarter. Ya-la-la. When
the man stopped the ropes from swaying, I was dizzy, my forehead was damp with sweat and my hands were
shaking. Then, I swear, I saw the little hearts on my dress throbbing.
“With the remaining half-piaster, I would buy a huge, pink candy-floss and start biting it. The girls-curls
would melt away in my mouth leaving nothing behind. I would suck some more to catch that tingling sweet taste.
Maha, sister, my life is like candy-floss; fluffy and full from the outside, empty like this damned hospital room
from the inside. And they called the candy-floss ‘girls-curls.’ It was like my life. A girl’s life. A fluffy lie for half a
piaster. Ya-la-la.”
*
My father shuffled his feet across the damp ground and came towards me.
“Welcome, my father.”
His half-shaven head reminded me of an old, gray mole. His white headdress was wrapped around his neck,
and his striped shin had stained hems.
“Please, father, let me wash it for you.”
He would not let me because only Maliha knew how to wash his shirts. He must not go round like that with
kohl running down his cheeks. He must have been crying over my mother again. He rubbed his flaky fingers
together and asked,
“Still working, Maha?”
Since I had become a woman, he did not want me to work in the field because it was exhausting and shameful.
A woman’s place was in a well-closed room. Yet he did not want me to stop working in the field either, because I
was the only one who took care of the young groves. I could read all that in his question.
“Have you seen Daffash today? He must put the barley into store.”
What lay behind my father’s misery was just one person, one word, Daffash. He wanted a good son. A peasant
capable of digging his hands into the soil and transforming that piece of land into a green orchard. Allah gave him
a womanizer and a city-worshipper. He wanted to modernize the farm. He would hit with one hand and apply
medication with the other.
“No, I haven’t seen him. Maybe he went to the city.”
He sat down, straightened his position, leaning on his stick. I plunged the tin cup into the cold water.
“Drink, father, with happiness and good health.” He started rocking his body while gazing at the setting sun.
“My son is lured by the city lights. He navigates by false stars. Look at Sheikh Talib’s sons. How they have
kept their plough in the soil from sunrise to sunset!”
Daffash used to go to the city every Thursday morning and come back on Sunday evening. I knew the routine
very well. Monday morning was the hardest of times. He dug out quarrels from under his fingernails. Where was
his dagger, his breakfast, dog. Where were his sandals? He yanked my hair. Filthy rat, ugliest woman on earth. Do
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what I tell you. All that would check the flow of insults and slaps was my father’s long wooden stick. Then
Daffash would apologize and give me a packet of foreign chocolates.
“By my mother’s soul, I will compensate you, father,” I said. He ran his flaky fingers over my plaits and said,
“May you never see a bad day, Maha.”
My father wove my long strands of hair into two plaits. The stroking eased my pain. He said that I reminded
him of my mother, Maliha, Allah bless her soul. The same big brown eyes and quivering chin. My mother used to
ask Allah to protect her from the evil eye and to give her a tolerable life. She died soon after the crops were
gathered. The people of Hamia didn’t know the cause of her illness. Half her body was paralyzed and her left eye
stopped blinking. The sore eye gazed at the stalks of barley. They carried my mother out in the middle of the night
and laid her down in the yard of Abu Aubayydah’s shrine. They placed the coffin in front of the saint’s grave,
which was well shrouded with thick green carpets and red velvet cushions. You place your elbows on the cushions
and ask Abu Aubayydah to recommend you to the prophet Muhammad. The night I lost my mother, the damp air
covered us all like a sheet of wet black velvet. In the distance from the glowing minarets of Jerusalem came the
frenzied cries,
“Allah-u-Akbar, Allah is great, Allah-u-Akbar.”
My mother gave up her soul, lying there on the hot concrete covered with rounded chicken dung. She expired
wide-eyed because she could not blink. Oh, her sore eye.
“Maha my Eyesight, drink some milk please.”
Daffash, with the help of the young men of the tribe of Qasim, erected three tents for my betrothal. The dust
cloud these men managed to raise blinded me. I could not see who was tying the ropes or who was pushing the
poles. Hamda my neighbor rushed into the women’s quarters flushed and gasping.
“My sister, I wanted to come earlier, I was held up. Forgive me. Flayyeh came back from the field and asked
for a morsel to eat.”
“Take your time. The men are roasting the coffee beans.”
“May Allah grant you happiness for the good deeds of your mother Maliha, Amen,” she gasped and tightened
the black scarf around her head covering her wide forehead. “People of Hamia say that he is in love with you “
I shrugged my shoulders and looked through the slot between the curtains to see how many men had come, on
behalf of Harb, to ask for my hand. Sheikh Talib looked solemn and dignified in his mud-brown cloak. The men
wore cloaks with golden hems and anointed their gleaming beards with musk taken from the glands of a wild
gazelle.
The sheikh’s sons sat in a crescent around him. Imam Rajab, the caretaker of the shrine; Jarbwa, the best
shepherd of the tribe; Raai, the watchman; and Hajjeh Hulala, the midwife, completed the crescent, to make it a
half circle. My father sat next to Sheikh Talib and glowed like a pearl among fake beads.
“Allah bless our guests. Welcome to this dwelling,” he repeated.
When Harb entered the tent with Daffash, my heart started to dance to the music Jarbwa was playing with the
pestle and mortar. Dring-drang-dring-drang. His thick moustache and trimmed beard gleamed in the faint light of
the gasoline lamp. The outline of the only palm tree extended into the pale horizon and stretched to the hazy sky.
The sun was setting slowly and carefully. I placed my hand on my beating heart and tried to breathe evenly. Must
not let the women of the tribe see how excited I was.
I sat down next to Hamda and took a deep breath. In the final glow before the sun went down, I was able to
make out the orange groves, the radish and henna, the horses tied to the palm tree, the lonely house with round
windows. Why had I agreed to marry Harb who was no different from any other man in the tribe; who proposed to
me because I had said no? My father and mother used to sit under the palm tree chatting. She would lean on him
and he would laugh. When Harb proposed it was like a big spade had struck me on the head, and I said yes. Yes, I
would sleep next to Harb every night of my life, yes, I would wash his cloak, cotton shirts, and drawers. I would
prepare a meal for him and see his sparkling golden tooth every day for the rest of my life. The vision of the hazy
orange groves extended in front of my eyes. 1 nodded my head, thus tying my destiny to Harb’s. My eyes made
out a running gazelle and my ears heard the echo of Nasra’s tunes and the jingle of her sheep’s bells as they
headed back home. I loved the smell of burning sandalwood enveloped by the scent of musk. Harb was in love
with me.
The clink of the brass coffee pot and the small cups drew me back to the tent again. Sheikh Talib refused to
accept the cup of coffee offered to him. He cleared his throat and said,
“I will not drink your coffee, Sheikh Nimer, until you give me what I ask for. You have not answered us.”
“Ay, by Allah, you would be delighted.”
“We want your daughter Maha for our son Harb.”
“By Allah, drink your coffee, Sheikh,” my father answered in a shaky voice.
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To marry me, off must have been hard on him. I was his companion, his housekeeper, and the worker in his
field. A warm tear ran down my cheek when Sheikh Talib sipped the coffee and said,
“Your coffee is drinkable and your daughter is worthy of being engaged.” All the men raised their cups and
said,
“Congratulations. With prosperity and sons.”
I hurriedly wiped my tears when I saw Harb’s face. The first thread of light after a long night, a crop of lemons
after three years of waiting—no, the radiant face of a new-born baby.
“Jarbwa, bring your rebab. Play some good music for us.”
The hoarse sound of the sad rebab reminded me of my mother, Allah bless her soul. Oh, how I wished she
were alive to attend the wedding and take the weight off my shoulders. Hamda must have noticed the sad cloud
which overshadowed my face, so she started ululating. The long drawn and trilling sound told the men that the
women were happy too. The ululating invited the rest of the people of Hamia to the gathering. Young children
kept nudging and asking their mothers where the bride was. They were not convinced that the woman with the
stained dress and dirty face was the glittering bride.
Nasra, Halimeh, Hamda, and their daughters formed a circle around me and started beating the drum and
singing.
We are the woman of Qasim. Haya, haya.
Tall like palm trees. Haya, haya.
Perfumed like sweet basil. Haya, haya.

My ears were attuned to the sad rehab. Jarbwa was recounting the story of Umayma. The listening air carried
his words to the ears of women. He listed the outstanding traits of Umayma. She was virtuous and pure, yielding
and beautiful, generous and brave. When I looked at the rough faces of the women in the ill-lit tent, I realized that
the Umayma the men were praising only existed in their own heads.
She charmed me, veiled her face from sight,
For pure and holy is Umayma’s name.
Slender and full in turn, of perfect height,
A very fairy she, if beauty might
Transform a child of earth into a fairy sprite.

My palms started itching for the spinning-wheel, but Harb’s mother, Aunt Tamam, was watching me. She had
been watching me all evening, sitting quietly with the long pipe that she would not be parted from. I felt her tiny
sparkling eyes follow me as I left the tent. I pulled some wool tufts, the wheel, and a few threads out of my
mother’s trunk and walked stealthily across the courtyard. I bumped into Harb, who was looking for coffee beans
to prepare another brew. He grabbed my wrist and whispered in the darkness,
“I miss those brown eyes. Our wedding will be next Friday. Prepare yourself, my bride!”
I shook my head, snatched my hand out of his, and walked back to the tent to sit with the women of the tribe
who were still praising themselves, while the men were dreaming of Umayma.
I was not allowed to spin one thread that night. Hajjeh Hulala and Aunt Tamam insisted that spinning on the
night of your engagement was a bad omen. I was not allowed to spin one thread that night.
*
In the name of Allah the Beneficent, the Merciful, sayeth the Lord,
“Verily did We create man of potter’s clay, of dark mud altered. And the jinn did We create aforetime of
essential fire.”\fn{Qur’an 15:26-27}
O most illustrious masters, say a prayer for our prophet Muhammad and his righteous companions. Tonight is
the third night of Ramadan, the month of charity and blessings. Throw away your sins, repent and return to Allah
who created us all from dirt, then from a drop of seed, then from a clot, then from a little lump of flesh, shapely
and shapeless.
Maymoon, my sweet monkey, where was I? Do you remember? My mind is becoming like an Ottoman
inspection center. More and more people can easily get in than can get out. The treacherous years are vanishing in
front of my eyes and all I can do is tell stories. I build magical kingdoms and give life to the dead. Glory to Him
who will revive the bones after they have rotted away. Alas, His kingdoms remain and mine dissolve in the sea of
forgetfulness.
Uooooof, Uooooof, Yaaaabbba.
My master, the Imam of the mosque,
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ordered me to repent and forget her.
I said, by Allah, repent I will not.
For I will always love her.

My masters, forgive me, the Queen of Sadness reigns over my mortal body. The cursed land of Qasim leaves
you with nothing but bitterness: arid, pale, and sickly. The other light in the sea of darkness is Maha’s shadow.
Maha’s mother, Maliha, taught her how to hold the axe, cook the best mansaf, and how to spin the wheel. The
soul of a fiery jinnee escaping from the depth of the sea must have possessed her. When she was ten years old she
managed single-handedly to plough her father’s field, to cook and feed twenty tribesmen, and to spin some
threads for her mother.
Maliha was not a mortal, like us. Her beauty exceeded the beauty of our master the prophet Joseph and her
wisdom was as famous as the wisdom of our master Lord Luqman. The lights of her house attracted visitors—
travelers—who like moths marched blindly to their death. She managed with the help of her daughter to feed
every living creature in the house, field, and sky, even migrating birds and honey bees. We are talking here of
twenty camels, an orchard of oranges, hens, cows, horses, guests, and a hive of bees. The birds of happiness
hovered over their heads. With my own eyes, which will be eaten by the ants one of these days, I saw peace and
harmony rule over that land. A garden fell from heaven and landed there. I held my she-ass, placed my face on her
neck, and started crying over my youth wasted in cold distant lands which never saw the warmth of the Bedouin
sun.
My she-ass Aziza has blue eyes. Have a look at her big eyes while staring at the sky, Allah’s throne. Azure blue
like the color of our mother earth when seen from the second heaven. Muhammad, while riding the winged horse
al-Buraq, saw the earth; saw a blue ball floating in the darkness and fell prostrate. Praise Him who created the
night and the day, the sun, the moon, and the earth, each floating in an orbit. Blue are Aziza’s eyes.
Damn the devil! When she saw me wiping the hot tears of jealousy, she gazed with her big blue eyes at Sheikh
Nimer’s house and—boom—the evil eye hit them. Big blue eyes, a piercing chin, and a destroyed house. A
destroyed house, big blue eyes, and pierced chin. All that was good now became evil. I seek refuge in the Lord
from the evil of the envier when he envies.
My brothers, soon after Maliha died, Sheikh Nimer collapsed and Maha turned into a she-demon. People say
that Maliha was taught witchcraft by Harut and Marut, the accursed angels and masters of black magic. She used
to spin and recite spells all night long. Harut and Marut were falsely related to King Solomon who was a true
believer. They teach mankind the magic which was revealed to them at Babel. If they but knew, surely evil is the
price for which they sell their souls. Yes. Even Raai, the watchman of the village and one of its best men, swore to
me that he overheard Maliha and Maha whispering to each other,
“The blood of men … flesh of prey … eagle’s kidneys … quiver in his blood.”
The good man hugged his rifle and started invoking Allah. He went weak in the knees when he heard them.
They must have been talking about him. He knew they didn’t like him because he kept an eye on them and
prevented them from gathering poisonous weeds. Raai lost his fertility then and there. Fear, my masters, strikes
the spines of men and makes them sterile with not a single living seed left inside them. Although watchmen are
courageous, they don’t tread firmly on the ground: this is in order not to step on some kind of crawling horror.
Continuous observation in the dark makes their eyes grow bigger and bigger until they become as wide as owl’s
eyes. They die prematurely because they cannot see properly in the daylight. After death they seek eternal
darkness. The Arabs did not lie when they said,
“He who watches Allah’s worshippers, dies prematurely of distress.” Praise be to Allah, Owner of the Day of
Judgment.
A sharp cry tore off the silence besieging the village and woke every soul and spirit up. Aziza stamped her feet
and Maymoon squeaked. Maha, they say, bayed out,
“My mother, where are you going? Why are you leaving me here?”
The deep bark had an otherwordliness about it that made hair stand up and knees turn to moss. I hugged my
monkey and started reading verses of the Qur’an over his head to calm him down and stop him from shivering.
Maha’s cry was as ear-piercing as the disobedient angel Iblis’s shriek when he was cast down to earth. May Allah
grant us His pardon.
What I saw next was a procession moving slowly towards Abu Aubayydah’s shrine. Every man, woman, child,
and breastfed baby participated in the funeral. Azrael, the fierce angel of death, roved over the cursed land of
Qasim with his bloodshot eyes and pitch-black cloak. Nasra the shepherdess cried at the top of her voice,
“Goodbye to your necks. Here, Azrael.”
When they laid Maliha’s open coffin on the courtyard of the shrine, I managed to see her face. Her wide-open
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eyes stared at me accusingly. She must have been touched by a demon, judging from the twisted muscles of her
face. Playing with the soldier jinn of our master Solomon is bound to be dangerous. Shammar, the evil jinnee,
stuck his fingers in her eyes and she passed away immediately. A ghostly figure wrapped in a black cloak stood
near the coffin like a scarecrow. Allah, save my neck from Azrael’s stained hands.
“Maha, her daughter,” an old hag muttered and vanished in the darkness. Two big horrifying eyes bulging out
of a small, rounded skull. I muttered,
“I seek refuge in the Lord of Daybreak from the evil of the darkness when it is intense.”\fn{ Qur’an 113:1-5}
The men of the tribe looked shaggy and startled. They crowded around the coffin and bowed down to pray. I
remembered then that I was a foreigner to their land and that I studied the Qur’an when I was young, but never
prayed to Allah. I tried to imitate the Muslims when they bent their backs and bowed clown. The people of Qasim
had a funny way of praying and I struggled hard to suppress my laughter. They first straighten their backs and
place their open hands behind their ears then suddenly fold them around their bellies. They whisper for a while
then bend their knees, bow down, and fall prostrate. At the end of this exhausting ritual—repeated several times—
they turn their heads first towards the right shoulder, then to the left, saying,
“Peace and the blessings of Allah be upon you.”
They actually believe—I later on discovered—that the Angel of Good Deeds is sitting on their right shoulder
and the Angel of Bad Deeds is sitting on their left shoulder busily recording sins and virtues. At the end of the
funeral they repeated together,
“O Allah! Change my fear in my grave into love! Make me know that of which I have become ignorant!
Amen!”
The village sighed with relief when Maliha died, but her offspring roamed the alleyways promising more evil
and destruction. Maha, my honorable masters, with the help of Nasra the shepherdess planned to kill her poor
brother Daffash in order to inherit the farm. Daffash is a thin, bright man, full of ideas and keen to modernize his
backward village. He used to go to the city, talk to the learned English, and design together with their engineers
plans to develop the valley. He used to carry the compasses of travelers, feed the horses of engineers and relate to
them what people say about them and translate what is written on the stones from colloquial into standard Arabic.
The travelers and engineers spoke standard Arabic and were able to read the Qur’an perfectly well, but nobody
spoke the language of the holy book in Arabia. So, Daffash used to listen to them spelling the words (he could
neither read nor write), composed out of these sounds a set of phrases, then deliver them in his broad Bedouin
accent.
For example, “Down with the Balfour Declaration” when subjected to the complicated process of Qasimi
translation, became “Somebody up there must fall down.” The sounds are very similar. Ha Ha Ha. He He. Damn
the devil. Daffash was rewarded generously by these foreign travelers. And now we will reward our ears with a
song. Beat, beat, beat the drum.
I am the storyteller.
My box is full of declarations.
I am the yarn-spinner.
I spin and spin Balfourations.

Ladies and gentlemen, Balfour, my friend the Englishman told me, was an English lord who lived in a faraway
land called Britain. The English lord after hunting foxes with his pack of hounds for days on end was still bored.
He felt like playing a game called “Lands.” According to the Englishman, Lord Balfour gave the piece of land
extending west of the Jordan River to a tribe without dwellings of their own. A land without people for a people
without a land, he thought. He gave the land we are sitting on to a Saudi tribe, then shook off the dust of his
boredom. Flocks of English army officers and their families invaded the valley. Rose, the daughter of the head of
the English tribe, attended the Qasimi wedding.
But before the wedding, I must tell you about the two vultures, the two birds of prey.
Daffash was asleep when Maha and Nasra burst into the room, pulled the rifle off the wall, loaded it, and
pointed it at him. The previous night they had sat beside the canal and planned to kill him. They agreed to shoot
him, then bury his corpse in the courtyard. The best time to carry out the plan was late afternoon when the sun
was about to sink behind the mountains and the night was approaching. His father usually went to the mosque to
prepare himself for the sunset prayer. The house would be empty and the man defenseless.
But Allah is always wide awake and will always protect His weak worshippers. When I saw Maha in the
mosque she looked evil, haunted, and capable of slaying a man and taking part in his funeral procession the next
day. Both of them spat on Daffash’s face and said,
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“We will throw your corpse to the hungry eagles.”
Allah may blacken these women’s faces. They have less brain and less faith in Allah. At the very moment they
burst into the house Sheikh Nimer came back unexpectedly because he had forgotten to put on his sandals. He
knocked the rifle from Maha’s hand and started reprimanding her. Raai heard them arguing loudly. Nasra pushed
the door open and bolted towards the misty mountains as far away as possible from the bewitched house. Maha
howled like a hungry ghoul deprived of her prey at the very last minute.
Although I am a stranger in their land, I managed to learn their shameful news.
Praise God for we shall all die soon. …

The King Hussein Bin Talal Mosque, Amman, Amman Governorate, Jordan

The King Abdullah Mosque, Amman, Amman Governorate, Jordan
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A mosque in Irbid, Irbid Governorate, Jordan

A mosque in Zarqa, Zarqa Governorate, Jordan
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The Grand Husseni Mosque, Marfraq, Marfraq Governorate, Jordan

The Small Mosque, Al-Salt, Balqa Governorate, Jordan
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The Jaffar Al-Tayar Mosque, Mazar, Karak Governorate, Jordan

The Great Ajloun Mosque, Ajloun Governorate, Jordan
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The Mosque of Jesus Christ, Madaba, Madaba Governorate, Jordan: two views
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Caption: “Village mosque behind Mostafa's farmhouse in Jerash under the blue sky. I noticed that Jordan
sky is so clear and blue. Beautiful masha Allah!”

The Marsa Zayed Mosque, Aqaba, Aqaba Governorate, Jordan
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The Al-Hussein Bin Talal University Mosque, Ma’an, Ma’an Governorate, Jordan

A mosque in Dana Village, Tafila Governorate, Jordan
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